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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Content 

This dc.lcument consists of four part.s: (1) A communications 
transcript me,de from the onboard voice tape, (2) the shipboard 
self-debriefing of the pilot which he recorded shortly after 
arrival on the ai.rcl'aft carrier USS Intrepid, (3) th. Flight 
Operations debriefing and (4) the General Flight Activities and 
Information Debriefing. The debriefing seseions in (3) and (4) 
were conducted at Grand Turk Island, British West Indies, during 
the three days following the flight,. 

The communications transcript cont..ains a.ll of thfl cormnunications 
between the a.stronaut and the ground stations, as well as some astro
naut inflight comments while in a record-only mode. All communications 
and comments are accurately referenced with rega.rd to time from launch 
(GEn') • 

The shipboard debriefing consists of the pilot's general im
pressions of t.he flight from lift-off to the beginning of retro
sequence and a more detailed account from retrosequence t,hrough 
normal egress from the spacecraft. 

The Flight Operations debriefings consisted of two separate 
sessions, each having la.sted approximately two hours. The first 
was held late in the afternoon of the day following the flight. The 
second was held late in the morning of the second day follOwing the 
flight. 

The Gene.:re.l Fl:1ght Activities and Information Debrief:f.ng was 
held at the beginning of the third day after the flight (12:10:00 am 
to 02: 15 :00 am). Between the Flight Operations and the General 
Fligh.t Activities and Information debriefing periods, the astronaut 
refreshed his memory by listening to a recording of the communications 
tape made during the flight. When not in a debriefing seSSion, the 
astronautUs time was also taken up by postflight medical examinations, 
rest, and some recreation. 

The procedure follo'Wftd in the technical debrief1ngs was to have 
the astronaut read the ansnr, one··by-one, previous questions prepared 
prior to the flight. However, in many cases, in order to save time 
and his VOice, the astronaut did not actually read each question aloud: 
in these cases the applicable questions have been inserted in the 
present text for the convenience of the reader. Also, because of the 
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unforeseen events which occurred in the MA-7 mission, the debriefing 
team found it desirable to ask additional questions more pertinent to 
this flight in order to get a more accurate account of the pilotUs 
experiences 0 No distinction is made between such on-the-spot questions 
and the previously prepared questions in the text. 

1.2 Editorial Policy 

The editing of the material presented in this volume is cc.'n
sistent with the practice adopted on flight reports to date. The 
communications transcript has been left verbatim and essentially 
unedited. Since the voice tape is printed verbatim some communi,
cations a.re repetitive or broken, as is typical of normal voice 
communications. The debriefing was recorded initially during the 
pilot fS oral debriefing. This material has been more heavily edited 
than the voice tape. It has been the editor's intent to smooth the 
conversational replies without changing the content of the answer. 
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3,0 SHIPBOARD DEBRIEFING 

3,1 Introduction 

The following is an essenti<&l1y unedited tr<&nscript of the 
self-debriefing of Astronamt Ca.rpenter which he conducted shortly 
after arriving onboard the recovery aircraft c~rrier~ Intrepid, 
This shipboard debriefing consists of the pilot's general impres
sions of the flight from lift~off to the beginning of the retro
sequence, From that point through nor~l egress of the pilot from 
the spacecraft~ the pilot describes his a.ctivities in considerable 
detail , 

3,2 Shipboard Debriefing 

I would like to give a good debriefing at this point while 
the events of the flight are still fresh in my mindo I will be 
able to cover only the high-points, I can not really do the 
flight justice until I review the voice tape to refresh my memory, 

As a whole 9 I was surprised that the sensations at lift-off, 
and throughout the la.unch phase. were as slight <&s they were, In 
retrospect~ it wa.s a very~ very short periodo As a mmtter of fact, 
the whole flight was very short, It was the shortest five hours 
of my life, 

My general impression of the flight right now i$ that I am 
happy to be back, I feel that I brought back some new informa
tion, I hope that the pictures turn out because they are photo
graphs of truly be<&utiful $ights, I think that the MIT film was 
properly exposed, I hope it brings b<&ck some worthwhile informa
tion, I realize now that a number of the MIT pictures were taken 
while the spacecraft was in a 90° roll attitude and the filter 
in the camera. was not oriented properly, So there are a. few pic
tures that may be of no value, 

I feel badly about having squandered my fuel and I feel 
badly about the error in impact" I know that there was an error 
in pitch and I think there was an er~in yaw in the gyro atti
tude presentation from somewhere in the second orbit ono Because 
the control fuel supply was low~ I did not want to evaluate the 
ASCS problem until just prior to retrofire when I thought it 
would probably clear up, I thought for some time that the pro
blem in pitch might have been just a scanner error, Now, as I 
look back at it~ it seems to me that that was wishful thinking, 
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because I a1ined the gyros correctly and the spacecraft was holding 
orbit attitude when I first selected ASeS, Later, however, when I 
would recheck attitude the spacecraft would be pitched way down, 
about 200

. So ASeS was holding orbit attitude in yaw and roll but 
pitch attitude was not right. It did not agree with the window and 
it did not agree with the periscope, I say 200 down when I think 
of the periscope, but when I think about what I saw in the window 
when the ASeS was holding retroattitude and indicating 340

, I would 
say that it might. be something like 300 down, I noticed the same 
problem on the second orbit, or maybe it was the very beginning of 
the third orbit, I alsO noticed this prior to retrofire. 

I think that one reason that I got behind at retrofire was be
cause, just at dawn on the third orbit~ I discovered the source of 
the fireflies, I felt that I had time to get that taken care of 
and prepare for retrofire properly, but time slipped away, It 
really raced during this period» as it did through the whole flight, 
I really needed that time over Hawaii, The Hawaii Cap Com was 
trying very hard to get me to do the preretrograde checklist, I 
had previously been busy with the fireflies. Then I was busy try
ing to get a1ined in attitude so that I could evaluate ASCS, I 
got behind, I had to stow things haphazardly, I think everything 
was stowed» but not in the planned places. Food crumbling gave 
me a bad problem because I couldn't use that bag for the camera. 
As it was, I had to carry the camera with me and almost dumped it 
in the water, 

At retrofire I still had the problem in pitch attitude. I 
did not have any confidence in ASeS just prior to retrofire. So 
I told the California Cap eom that the ASCS was bad and that I was 
committing to a fly-by-wire retrofire, By this time» I had gone 
through part of the preretro checklist. It called for the manual 
fuel handle to be out as a backup for the ASeS. I selected the 
fly-by-wire control system and did not go off of the. manual system 
so that attitude control during retrofire was accomplished on both 
the fly-by-wire and manual control systems. 

I feel that attitude control during retrofire was good, My 
reference was divided between the periscope 9 the window, and the 
attitude indicators, At retroattitude as, indicated by reference 
to She window and the periscope» the pitch attitude indicator read 
-10. I tried to hold this attitude on the instruments throughout 
retrofire but I cross-checked attitude in the window and the peri
scope, I have commented many times that you can not divide your 

--
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attention between one attitude reference system and another, and 
do a good job in retrofire on the trainer,' But that was the way 
I controlled attitude during retrofire on this flight, I did not 
notice any gross errors in attitude that persi~ted throughout 
retrofire, There was Bome wandering, but I feel that it was 
balanced out pretty well, 

The initiation of retrofire W2~ jUiSt a little bit late, al
though retrosequence came on time, I got the countdown from the 
California Cap Com, 1 waited lOne mQre second, which was 99~59:59 
and did not get retrofire. I punched the manual retrofire button 
and one or two seconds after th~t I felt the first retrorocket 
fire, 

I expected a big boot from the retrorocketso But the de
celeration was just a very gentle nudge, The sound of the rockets 
firing was just audible, Retrorocket Two fired on time 9 Retrorocket 
Three fired roughly on time, Each rocket gave me a sensation, not 
of being pushed back toward Hawaii as reported by John Glenn, but 
of being slowed down in three increments 0 So that by the time the 
retroacceleration was over, I felt that there was just enough de
celeration to bring the spacecraft to a stop, I felt that, if I 
looked down, I would see that the obvious motion that I had seen 
through the window and the perhcope before retrofire had stopped, 
But, of course, it had noto 

I put three 'arm' switches on at this time 0 Retropack jetti
son occurred on time and the periscope came in on time. At this 
time I noticed my appalling fuel $tate~ and realized that I had 
controlled retrofire on manual and fly-by-wireo I went to rate 
comm&nd at this time 9 and tried manu ill and rate cOlilllla.nd, and got 
no response 0 The fuel gage was reading about 6 percent, but it 
was empty, This left me with 15 perc.ent on the automatic system 
to last out the ten minutes to ,05g and to control reentry, 

If the California Cap Com had not mentioned the retroattitude 
bypass switch. I think I would have forgotten it, and retrofire 
would have been delayed considerably longer, He also mentioned 
an Aux Damp reentry which I think I would h~ve chosen in any case, 
but it was Ii. geod suggestion to have, He was worth his weight in 
gold fer just those two item~, 

The period prior to the .05g was a harried one, because I did 
not know whether the fuel was going to hold out. The periscope 
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was retracted. The attitude indicators were useless. The only 
attitude reference I had was the window. I did not have much fuel 
to squander at this point holding attitude. I did use it, gingerly, 
trying to keep the horizon in the window so that I would have a 
correct attitude reference. I stayed on fly-by-wire until .05g. 
At .05g I think I still had about 15 percent reading on the auto
fuel gage. 

I began to get the hissing outside the spacecraft that John 
Glenn mentioned. I feel that the spacecraft would have reentered 
properly without any attitude control. It was alined within 3 or 
4 degrees in pitch and yaw at the start of the reentry period. My 
feeling is that the gradual increase of aerodynamic damping during 
the reentry is sufficient to aline the spacecraft properly. 

Very shortly after .05g, I began to pick up the oscillations 
on the pitch and yaw rate needles. At this time I think roll rate 
was zero, or possibly one or two degrees. The spacecraft oscil
lat'ed back and forth about zero, just the way the trainer would do 
at a -.1* reentry. From this I decided that the spacecraft was in 
a good reentry attitude and I selected Aux Damp. 

I watched the rate indicator and the window during this period 
because I was beginning to see the reentry glow. I was beginning 
to see a few flaming pieces falling off the spacecraft, although 
the window did not light up as John Glenn reported. It was just a 
noticeable increase in illumination. I did not see a fiery glow 
prior to peak g as John Glenn did. 

I noticed one thing during the heat pulse that I had not ex
pected. I was looking for the orange glow. I also saw a long 
rectangular strap of some kind going off in the distance. It was 
at this time that I noticed a light green glow that seemed to be 
coming from the cylindrical section of the spacecraft. It made 
me feel that the trim angle was not right, and that some of the 
surface of the recovery compartment might be ablating. I think it 
must have been the beryllim vaporizing. The fact that the rates 
were oscillating evenly strengthened my conviction that the re
entry was at a good trim angle. The green glow was really brighter 
than the orange glow around the window. 

* -.1 damping coefficient set into the trailer computer. 
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I heard Cape Cap Com up to the blackout, He told me that black
out was expected momentarily, 1 listened at first for his command 
transmission. but it did not get through, So I just talked the rest 
of the way down, 

Acceleration peaked at about 6<7g. At this time, oscillations 
in rate were nearly imperceptible, Aux Damp was doing very. very 
well, The period of peak g was much longer than I had expected, I 
noticed that I had to breathe a little more forcefully in order to 
say normal sentences, 

The accelerometer read 2~ to 3g when the spacecraft passed 
through a hundred thousand feet, At around 80 or 70 thousand feet, 
we may have run out of automatic fuel, I do not remember looking 
at-the fuel gage but the rates began to oscillate pretty badly, al
though the rate needles were still on scale, 

I put in a roll rate earlier and after we got down around 70 
or 80 thousand feet~ I took the roll rate out, So I did have fuel 
at that point. I took the roll rate out at a point where the oscil
lations carried the sun back and forth acrols the window. My best 
indication of the amplitude of the oscillation was to watch the sun 
crosl the Window, and try to determine the angle through which the 
spacecraft was oscillating, I remember calling off about 40 or 50 
degrees, This was around 60,000 feet, At about 50,000 feet, the 
amplitude of the oscillations increased. I could feel the decele
ration as we would go to one side in yaw or pitch, I would feel the 
spacecraft sort of stop, and then the rate would build up in the 
other direction, I felt that I had a pretty good indication of the 
variation in attitude from this change in acceleration, I switched 
the drogue fuse switch on at about 45 thousand feet, At about 40 
thousand feet, I began to feel that the spacecraft oscillations 
were going past 90°, I would feel a deceleration as the spacecraft 
would go past the vertical, I knew from the amplitudes that I had 
previously extrapolated~ that the spacecraft attitude had reached 
at least 900

. Then the spacecraft would apparently slip past 900 . 

I am convinced that the attitudes were diverging, and that there 
were times when the spacecraft was 30 or 40 degrees small end down, 
This I remember occurring two or three times, Each time it was 
worse, 1 reported that the oscillations were getting too bad and 
said, "I'm going to have to chance the drogue now," 1 did deploy 
the drogue parachute manually at around 25.000 feet, 
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Although I did not make a concerted effort to deploy the drogue 
parachute when the spacecraft was properly alined in attitude, I 
think that it did come out when the spacecraft was in normal attitude, 
because there was no marked snap on deployment. There was a sudden 
shock, but I do not think that it dragged the spacecraft around from 
bad yaw or pitch angle. The spacecraft moved maybe 10 or 20 degrees. 
I could see the drogue pulsing and vibrating. It was visible against 
a cloudy sky. I saw no blue sky at this time. All was grey. The 
drogue was pulsing and shaking much more than I had expected. I 
watched the parachute for a while along with some other material that 
came out at this time. 

After the drogue parachute was deployed, I operated the snorkel 
manually. The rate handle did come up but I reached over and pushed 
it up, too. I did not notice any more cooling at this time. 1 also 
did not notice the suit fan cutting down so I assume it continued to 
run. 

I got the main fuse switch at 15,000 feet and waited for the 
main parachute to deploy. It did not, and I manually operated the 
main parachute deploy switch at about 9,500 feet. It was just a 
little below 10,000 feet. It came out and streamed. It was reefed 
for a little while. Boy! There is a lot of stress on that parachute! 
You can see how it is being tried. The parachute unreefed and it 
was beautiful. I could see no damage whatsoever. 

Rate of descent was right on 30 feet per second. Incidentally, 
prior to retrofire the rate of descent indicator was reading about 
six or seven feet per second. I was convinced that the main para
chute was good and selected the auto position on landing bag switch 
and the bag went out immediately. I went through the post reentry, 
post-10K, and post landing checklists and got everything pretty 
well taken care of. 

The impact was much less severe than I had expected. It was 
more noticeable by the noise than by the g-load. There was also 
a loud knock at impact. I thought '~e have a recontact problem 
of some kind." I was somewhat dismayed to see water splashed on 
the face of the tape recorder box immediately after impact. My 
fears that there might be a leak in the spacecraft were somewhat 
confirmed by the fact that the spacecraft never did right itself 
on the water. It continued to stay in a 600 attitude on the water. 
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The direction of list was about halfway between pitchdown and yaw 
lefto That is the attitude it maintained on the watero 

I got everything disconnected and waited for the spacecraft to 
right itself, We do not have 2\ window in the egress trainer, but 
the level of the water on the window seemed to be higher than I had 
expected 0 The list did not change, 

I knew that 1 was way off track, I had heard the Cape Cap Com 
transmitting blind that there would be an hour before recovery. I 
decided to get out at that time and went about the business of 
egressing from the spacecraft, 

Egress is a tough job, The space is tight and egress is hard. 
But everything worked properly, The small pressure bulkhead stuck 
a little bit, Pip pins and initiators came out very well, I 
easily pushed out the canister with my bare head, I had the raft 
and the camera with me, I disconnected the hose after I had the 
canister nearly out, 

I forgot to seal the suit and I did not put the neck dam up, 
I was aware at this time that the neck dam was not up, It should 
have been put up right after impact, but I had forgotten it, I 
think one of the reasons I did not was that it was so hot, How
ever, it wasn't nearly as hot as I expected it to be. I think 
after impact I read 105 on the cabin temperature gage, I was much 
hotter in orbit than I was after impact, I did not notice the 
humidity. I felt fine, 

I climbed out, I had the raft attached to me, I placed the 
camera up on top of the recovery compartment so that I could get it 
in the raft with me if the capsule sanko I did not want to take it 
with me while I inflated the raft, 

1 slid out of the spacecraft while holding on to the neck, I 
pulled the raft out after me and inflated it, while still holding 
on, to the spacecraft. The sea state was very good. Later on the 
swells may have increased to eight or nine feet, But at impact the 
swells were only five or six feet, I got in the raft upside down, 
It was attached to the spacecrlift, 

The rest of the debriefing I can do later, This is the only 
part I really need to talk about now, The rest will come back in 
much clearer detail when I get the voice tapes, 
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4.1.1 

4.1.1.1 

4.1.1.2 

4.1.2 

4.1.3 

4.1.3.1 

4.0 FLIGHT 

1~.1 Prelaunch 

Insertion and Countdown.- Starting back at the hangar, 
things went right on schedule. We actually picked up time in 
the hangar. We waited a little while to get the word to go to 
the van, and waited a little while in the van. The Weather 
Bureau representative came down. We did the weather briefing 
at the pad. We had forgotten to synchronize the standby clock 
and standby wrist watch. We did this at the base of the gantry. 
When the word came to go up, I went on up and climbed in wi tIl 
very little delay. 

comment on insertion procedures: The insertion went with
out a hitch, except for one item. The helmet visor seal bottle 
hose was not properly restrained out of the line of vision by 
the new velcro tabs on the survival kit flap. This made it 
necessary to bring the visor seal hose underneath the shoulder 
strap and out to only 2 of the 3 pull-downs provided on the 
survival kit. It was not well restrained and. it needs to be 
improved. Threading the hose through the shoulder harness 
allows it to work its way out directly in front of the chest 
mirror as you move around in the seat, so the hose may have 
partially obscured the mirror. 

comment on countdown procedures: The count went perfectly 
until the weather hold. We held 45 minutes for that, picked up 
the countdown at T-10 minutes, and it proceeded perfectly again 
until lift-off. 

Communications. - I have no comment on the COIJllllUnice.tions 
other than that they were excellent throughout the prelaunch 
period. 

Prelaunch Period.- There were not any moments of confusion 
in my mind, at least, during the prelaunch period. During the 
weather hold, I managed to get a call off to my wife and the 
children. It went very smoothly. There were no problems other 
than the visor hose. 

comment on the length of the prelaunch period.: During the 
prelaunch period I had no problems. ~be couch was much more 
ccnfortable with the comfort liner in it. The liner is left 
off until X-l day, because it is fragile and gets torn up with 
people climping in and out. I had no pressure points. I did 
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4.2.1 

4.2.1.1 
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not even have to stretch my legs up toward the small end. 
I moved the left~leg out and crossed it over the right one, 
but I was very comfortable and could have stayed there ~uite 
a bit longer. I had thought about the heat pulse, and that 
I might forget to drink during the flight, so I wanted to 
make sure I had a lot of water before lift-off. In addition, 
1 was just plain thirsty before I got in the spacecraft and 
I drank a lot of water. Which I soon regretted, because I 
had to use the urine collection device three sepa.rate times 
before launch. As you know, I had never tested it in the 
centrifuge that full. It was full, and I also thought it was 
leaking. As it turned out, it did not leak, but I thought it 
was leaking, an(l ·this concerned me !:lome. 1!le length of the 
prelaunch period was not bud at all. r think I could have 
gone at least twice as long. I did exercises. I strained 
against the couch, against the restra:f.nt harness 1 and worked 
against the seat. That helped. 

Did you suffer from physical discomfort during the pre
launch period: No. I cannot think of anything. 

Were you adequately trained in prelaunch operations 
wh:fch involved you: Yes. I got a lot of training frCltIl MA-6 
and I received more during MA-1. 

4.2 Launch and Powered Flight 

Sensations .: 

What were your predominant sensations during powered 
flight: At firing signal, everything became very quiet and 
I expected to feel the launch vehicle shake, or some machinery 
start, or the lox valve mak~ some noise. Incidentally, during 
the whole prelaunch period the launch vehicle was much more 
dormant than I had expected it to be. I did not get a lot of 
the clatter that John Glenn had mentioned. Once r felt the 
engines gimballing, but I don't recall hearing the boiloff 
valve. I was relieved to get down to 18 seconds but every
thing was very quiet. I expected to feel the verniers light 
off, but I did not. Not~ing happened until zero. Then I 
began to feel the v1pre.ticn. At this time, you get some idea 
of the force you're on top of. There's a Ii ttle bit of shaking. 
Lift-off is unmistakable. I callei lift-off and time zero be
fore I heard it on the radio. There's no mistaking lift-off. 
I remember starting the clock, and I remember ~st of the re
ports. All the instrument ina.ic8:~ions were just what I had 
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expected them to be. The reports, as I remember, went off 
pretty much as they had in the trainer. I reported the 
cabin sealing. I took off with the mirror down so I could 
we.tch roll programing, but I did not see it. Very shortly 
after that, I moved the mirror out of the way so I could 
see the pitch attitude. I did look out of the window. ! 
could see one contrail and an airplane making another con
trail at about 35,000 feet, just slightly off to the right. 
At around 00:01:30, the sky changed in brightness rather 
suddenly. It dien't get black, but it wasn't a light blue 
anymore. It was a dark blue and the change was sudden. 
Maximum q was not nearly as bad as I thought it would be. 
There is a lot of noise anyway. I could hardly belie~rc 'We 
were th'r.ough maximum q. It is somei,ihing you would not 
notice upless you were looking for it. BECO is very gentle 
and you hear a noise. Three seconds later staging occurs. 
There's no mistaking staging. There are 2 very definite 
noises at this point; one is accompanied by the drop in 
acceleration, and the other is associated with stagin3. I 
think I called staging since I felt it. The VOX 1111ge:..' 
was a little too long at this time. It cut out some of 
Cape Cap Com's transrrlssions. I heard him say sorn~thing 
about "staging". I called back again and said, "IX> you con
firm staging?" This time I got all the transmission" saying 
,thElt ~~ercury Control Center confirmed staging. At :.3tar;ing 
you get a wisp of smoke or a chan3e in the light Qutsi<ie the 
window. The sky looks as it did Cco'Nn lower. All of E. ~mdden) 
there is more atmosphere around you. It becomes hazier o',,-t
side the window. It is gone in a second, just a paosing 
thing. I waited for tower jettison. '!'bis i6 unmistakable. 
When the i?o'Jer goes" you get a bigge:::- .1olt than staging. ~~ 
looked, out and S8i-1 the tower rote,t1ng about 20 RPM, way off in 
the distance. I could barely see it. I saw just a bit of the 
horj,zon at this time and smoke still trailing out of tho thre;:;; 
nozzles. It was head,ed straight fo:r the horizon. I went. 
through the BIOO check: and. went back to watching the gSi!es. 
Just prior to BECO, from about 00:01:45 on, a cyclic yr:n"~.ng 
at about one cps had occurr~d. It \188 not sinu~oidal; it was 
jerky. Thie picked up agsin after' EEC~, at maybe th~ee 
minutes, and increased very gradually 1:mtil SECO. At ai'!1C'O 
there was e. gentle dropoff in acceleration and you heer tvTO 
separate bangs; a U'ttle one that was the clo.mp ring and. 
another bang which was the posigradas. And cap Sap was gr·~el,l" 
of course. The thing that really is yc·ur best due is the 
weightlessness. That just sort of surrounds you all 8t once. 



4.2.1.2 

4.2.2 

)+.2.3.1 

4.2.3.2 

4.2.3.3 

p.~ge 4 - 4. 

It \ s silent j too 0 It's the silence you notice. I ;;e::lt to 
fly-by-wireo 

Relate the a'bove senostions to your previ,ou8 piloting 
experience: I ,=-;{lnnct. The only things to relate :l. t to a:ce 
the Centrifuge and Procedures Trainer. I cannot thin"! cf' 
anything in an airplane that is similar. 

Vibrat:tcn. -

Did ;{0\1 notice vibrations at lift-eff: I did, but I 
wonder if you do not notice the noise more thru"~ t.he 'vibration. 
You notice .3ome v:!.bration j 'too, but the nOil3f! is !>!'el!om1na.at. 

Di(l you notice vibrations at maxlrmlL1 q: Y,%. 'tbere was 
a slight buildup, but I don't remember that it Wa(;1 much 
greater s.t max.imum q than it was at l~.ft.(')ff. I did not look 
out of the window to see if the tov:er wa.s shald:1g. ~1ay'be one 
of the :reasons I dj,d not:J is that I did. not expect it t.o be. 
There was not ellough vibration.~ a.s far as I could. tell, to 
shake ~lch of anything. 

DiU. v:.brations int,erfere with instrmnent re,:,.dabil1ty: 
Which ones'l Describe~ Not at all • 

. Telelights. -

Did. all tele1ights operate correctly through turnaround~ 

';'l2"lich ones did ~lOt? 

Dascribe your ~orrp.ctive action: Of' C01.1rs~ .. you normally 
have two on at that .f;.:f.m~ and they v:-ere on. I d.:1 i not noti~e 
when they ',ent off. ~ey should ha7e gone off a~; 00:10:050 I 
did not notice it and did not report i·t. 

Communications.-

Comment on the quality of voice conmnmics"t'ion(: from lift
eff thr(.)ugh turnaround: Excellent. !they c.:td drop off from the 
Cape. I could tell when Cape Ca.'P COlO. went to Bermuda tr~ms
mittel'S. It was much clearer &on I commented on this. 

Noise.-

Identify major sources of 'background noise at various 
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4.2.6 

4.2.6.1 

4.2.6.2 

4.2.8 

4.2.8.1 

times: You hear the engines. You hear otagingj this was 
very audible. You hear the tower. You hear the cl~ rings, 
and you hear the posigrades. 

Did background noise interfere with communications or 
your performance: Which noises 'I When: Not at all. The 
only problem was with the VOX linger. I set it the best ! 
could, bu'l; I think it was a little toe long. It cut out 
some prelaunch communications and. some launch c01mllUnicetions 
with the Cape Cap Com. 

BECO.--
Describe launch vehicle engine cutoff and tailoff 

characteristics: It is not a sh~rp cutoff. It is just 
about what I bad expected. The noise associated with BlOO 
is about the oame level as that at staging. 

Bow did you discern BECO: BECO is unmistakable because 
of the nOise, and the reduction in acceleration. 

Tower Jettison.-

Comment on tower separation: It is sudden and certain. 
You get a slight deceleration. I always thought of it as 
deceleration, but it is a jerk -- s)mething you feel and hear. 

Did you see it separate: I didn't see it separate. It 
happened too fast. The tower looked.to me as though it was a 
half mile of.f by the time I looked up to see it. 

Did you see the exhaust: I didnUt notice the exhaust at 
tower jettison. I could see the exhaust, well after burn-out. 
The smoke was streaming o'ut as the tower, rotated. 

Did the window cloud up: I did not notice that the 
window was fogged. I noticed no change in the window b~fore 
and after tower jettison. 

SECO.-

Describe sustainer engine cutoff and tailoff characteris
tics: There is a gentle reduction in acceleration followed 
quickly by two noises; the firing of the clamp ring and the 
posigrades. 
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How did you discern aECO: By the change in acceleration, 
the silence of the launch vehicle ei.lgine, and the other two 
events that follow so closely. 

Cap Sep.-

Did you discern separation of the spacecraft clamp ring? 
How? nLd separation occu~ immediately? How die. you k.now: 
You don't really know, but you do hear the clamp ring fire. 
Then you hear the posigrade rockets tiring. The most 
immediate sensation is the weightlessness. 

Describe sustainer motiorl in pitch, yaw, and roll at Cap 
Sep: The spacecraft was oscillating one or two degrees (40 
double amplitude) in yaw at SECO. This stopped and I did not 
notice any motions in roll. 

Did you detect posigrade rocket fil'ing? Describe: You 
do detect it by the noise. I do not remember feelil'lg any 
acceleration juring the posigrade firing at all. 

Describe spacecraft mpt10ns at separation: There were 
none as far as I can rew~mber. 

WI'lat were you:::, cues to spacecraft motj.ons: I had none. 
I started the turrJJ.round and wondered why I did not feel any
thing. You do n(',t feel the rates and you see notldng out the 
window at this p'.'int. You have to go to the instruments to 
see how you are doing. It is like the trainer. You follow 
the needles and' soon there is the horizon. It stops you, 
boy, it stops IOU when you see the horizont You should have 
about 30 Sf',c.'.lds with nothing tc do here so you can drink 
this in sr/i take account o~ what has happened. 

Turn' .. round. -

D';scribe the turnaround !Ilaneuver: It went just like in 
the trainer. You are distracted somewhat by this ~dd sen38-
tion of weightlessness. I d.o not remember rate and attitude 
dUr:.Lng turnaround. I remember it seemed to go at a pretty 
gOlJd pace. I went to ASCS right after that. I started talk
:t-.lg to Cape Cap Com about the 'GO' and the retrotimes and so 
.:r'orth. 
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4.3 OI'bital Phase 

Sensations.-

What; were your sensat:i.ons from spa.cecr,9ft motion: ~1one. 

You do not haYe a.ny. I got. into some pretty high rates. The 
needles were on the pegs a number of times. You can't tell 
urtless you can see something. If you <1.) not look Gut the 
windo·W') you do noii know which way is u.p and you ca-re less. 
You can assign your own 'lAp. That is how simple it is. 

Could you f~el angular accelere.tlcns during spacec?eft 
mot:f.onaf Compa.re with ALFA Train~r: No. The AIJ!A i't'Edner 
provides 13. good simulation of what you see throu~'1 the wind.ow 
when looking at the stars, bu"; nothing can simulate thls It'l.ck 
of sensation that YO'J have in the we:f.ghtless cond:f.tion. !he 
AIPA Trainer very clo~ely approximates the spacecraft rates 
that you get. looking up at the stars. ThiEl is very realistic. 
There is one thing I would like to mention bf:fore I forget; 
when I picked up the launch vehicle, it moved <bwn the 
w:1.ndow exactly the way it was supposed tl'). I described i'ts 
tumbli!lo rates. It ·w'as very slow, not rolli,'lg. It was 
pointing away from me with tl:..e sustaineJ." engine d.o¥Tll. I 
could see what leoked like .Little: ice crystals spewillg out of 
the sustall'ler llo,ule. They l3eeme:d to be visible for t.HO or 
three times the length of the laundl vehicle, in a gI'a1ue,lly 
expanding pattern. It is quite br:fght flnrl easy to see. It 
crossed the horizon v~ry early. I expected it to be against 
the sky longer thOOl it was. I tC'ok the camoera out ,wi th the 
long lens on, and got what I hope are S~t1e good. pictu!'c:: of 
the launch vehicle. It was farther away 'than :r had. expected 
it to be at this time. l't was ~o tal 6.1iay, I knew it was 
going away, but l:\t thts distance; our relative lllotion was 
hard to deternrl.ne. 

Were you ever disorjented~ Whe~1 How did yO'lA reorient 
yourself: You have to define disorientation. I al'~"EYi'3 kllew 
where to go to see the wind,:>w. So, wi tIl resJ;l~ct i;o the 
spacecraft, I never los"t oriellt.at'.:on. I !tnew wherE! everything 
I wanted was. There were times ~'hen I d.id not have ar.y idea 
where the earth was, but it did not matter at ell. Thel'e were 
times when I could look out. and not see anything. I cODldn't 
detertlrl.ne which way I was l:>oking, or what my rates were. At 
these times the rate needles are the only referon..::e that you 
haye. If you want to call t.his disorientation, 'then I loTaS 

, [15111m f ., 
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disoriented. But it's not important. You can get to every
thing you need. You know where things are, and pretty soon 
the earth will show up. All you need to do is to start a 
rate and it will come around. The perisccpe is ver'J useful 
in this respect, because you have such a wide field of view. 
But, if you did not have that, the window would suffice. 
You also have a very good idea of rates through the window, 
if you can see a~~hing at all. 

Communications.-

Comment on the quality of voice communications from 
turnaround through retrosequence: I think they were very 
good. I did not get any transmissions through to Indian 
Ocean Ship on the first orbit. I heard the Cap Com calling 
and answered a number of times, but he did not hear me. 
Then Cape Cap Com said that Indian Ocean Ship's voice 
communication was out, on the second orbit, I believe. The 
only other problem I had was with Hawaii. I called them and 
heard them calling me a number of times on the first orbitp 
but they never read me. When I was within range, everJbody 
said they could hear me, and I heard very well. At one point 
the MUchea Cap Com made the comment that I was still loud and 
clear and I got the idea that he had expected a loss of sig
nal long before then. Communications were excellent. 

Noise.-

Identify major sources of background noise during orbit: 
The major source of noise during orbit is the noise you get 
through the headset when the VOX is keyed. OUtside of that.? 
noise is conspicuous by its absence. It is very quiet and 
this is one of the things you notice most at SECO. 

Did background noise interfere with communications or 
your performance? When: The noise level changed 2 or 3 
times and I thought perhaps something had stopped running. 
As a matter of fact J I swept through all the inverters once 
because there was a change in noise level and I thought maybe 
an inverter had stopped operating. It may have been the 
programer or the camera, but it did not sound like the camera. 
Once a noise started that had not been present before. Again 
a noise stopped that had been present for a long time. 

Was the noise level annoying: The noise level was not 
annoying at all. In fact the silence was welcome. The headset 
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was very quiet, too, no static. I got emergency voice loud 
and clear every time. You can tell when you get :a and Z 
Calibration through the rate needles. I noticed them jump 
when R and Z Calibration was sent. The rate needles are the 
only' indication of Rand Z Calibration. I did not notice 
attitude needles Jump. 

'''cightlessness. -

Describe weightless flight br1ef~r: It is exactly 
what I expected it to be from my brief encounter:::; wi'ell :1:t 
before. It is very pleasant. It is n great freedom, e,no. (1 

situation that you ad.apt to very quickly. It becomes as 
natural to let go of the camera in mid air because you y~OW 
it j.B goi~g to stay there, as it is to !Jut the camera on the 
table. It also becomes natural to stick heavy i'tems OIl the 
velcro on the hatch. In the trainer,they drot)P down and 
falloff. tip there they don't. I did every'thins with my 
head that the suit and he1.root would allow, 8l!d could get no 
sensation which differed i'rmn what I would experiellce here. 
I shook ~. head vi\Jlently in every dj.rection I could 'chink 
of, and there was no unusueJ. experience. 

Were the controls easier or harder to ::-each and operate 
under zero g: E',erything is ea.sier. 

Wex'e there any floatine,o'bjects in the cabin during 
weightless flight: I not~.ced one wallet' that appeElred ann 
reappeared a number of tiD1t~s because I did.ll' t have allY good 
place to put it. It kept leaping out of the glove cOIl!1')srt
mente It bounced around until it Muld find a. hole in the 
glove compartment aud t.hen it i{ould slide out. I think it, 
"'aa the same 'washer each time. When I started t.) cat the 
first meal, I noted. that 'chc food b.ad. all crunibl(!d. The :food 
in a bag is hard to handle, e9pecial~' when the bag is n07-
'transparent. It was only translu~ent and you could. not i',."pen 
it up and knoW' whether you 'trould find thir.lgo on ·the bottom 
where you lTould have to reach in to get them, or clustered. 
risht at the top_ Every time I openf.!d the bag some c:("lJmbs 
would come floating out. There were crumbs all O\"er. I fO,te 
one of the l1ttl~ bite size pieces. It was hard to get down 
past the mikes; I should have moved the mikes and. put it in. 
I had to sort of feed it in over the mike. I was aware that 
it might get away and was very careful to get it into my 
mouth right. As aoon as it is in your mouth it 18 just like 
eating 81'lYWhere else -- no problem. As John Glenn ssid, 
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"You've got a positive displacement syste:m workinG for ycu ana. 
once it is in your mot~th your problem is over. It I put the 
food back in the bag and did r.ot bu"cher v.'-th it a~'TU'.>re l~tltil 
I ate the Xylose pi:!..!. At that time I had aome d:.f:f'icu:Lt;y with 
the crumbs. A lot IOOre got out. The rest of the feoc'. hac:!. 
either crumbled or melted. 

Cabin Lighting.-

Wa.s cabir, lighting satisfactory during daylight? During 
darkness: During daylight, yea. D1lrtng daI'lmess, no. :.f 
you were well nisht adapted., you could read every ia~tru'n,~nt 
by the l:ight .from the time correlation clock. It was difflcu':.t.i 
to d.e.rk·.adapt. I'm not sure that dark-adaptatio::l dof~S any good, 
anyway, because even in the <leae. of night thrcugh th!;:! W:::'UdO\T I 
could not see as maI'I..y stars as cOtl.ld be seen from the airplane: 
coming back frm~ the carrier last ni(,;ht. I think it :hi useles:3 
to wa.ste time counting stars 1:1 a given a,rea to deternd.ne if 
your visib:tlity has increased outside the atmosphere. T'ae 
wiz:dow is more restricting than the atmosphe~:e. The li't':;!e 
fingertip lights are very helpful. I think ',Ie 3hould ha'le ree. 
filters over the photo lights, as well a.s the cabin lights. 
More red li.ght is needed to see everything uell. I ilad to shine 
my red fingertip lights on a number of the ins·crl.lments in order 
to read them. This was particularly true in the case of tb~ 
clock, because digital windows are recessed and the numbers are 
not lighted well with the red cabin lights. The star char.t.s B-"':'e 
not legible under red lighting, because of t.he shiny SUI' face of 
the plastic. There are so many reflections that you can't r.ead 
them without either the cabin lights, the photo Ughts, or the 
fingertip lights. Even with the fingertip lights, there :Ls so 
much glare that it is hard to see the small numbers on the sIde 
showing elapsed time. The star charts are' i~rd to use under 
night lightin8. 

Did sunlight effect the visibility of ·the ins"t;r11ments or 
controls? If so, how did you comperlsate for this: The sun went 
right down the vTindow on "the first orbit. As long as it was 
cOming straigbt in the wi:J.dow$ there wase bright glare, so 
bright that I felt like shield:t.ng my eyes, and I did. I held my 
hand up to shb.de my eyes and then I could. see alright,. When the 
sun is shining c_irectly on YO'ur face through the windo'lT, it 1.8 
yery bright. The light is scattered by tLe window. ThE' sun JS 
not a little tiny point but produces a great white glare on the 
window. You tend to shade your ayes or change the spacecraft 
attitude so you can get the sun out of the window. 
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Control System.-

Could you hear operation of the control system? 
(thrusters, solenoids, control linkages, etc.): Yes. You can 
hear the solenoids, both low and high, on fly-by-wire. The 
manual thrusters can be heard but you do not hear the clicks 
that are associated with solenoids. You can hear and feel rate 
command~ you can hear the manual solenoids click. You do not 
hear the control linkages but you do hear the solenoids. You 
can hear the thrusters, and you can feel the ra't;~ oommand 
system kick in. 

Could you see the exhaust trom the pitchdown thrusters: 
You can see the pitchdown thruster exhaust. It is faint and 
transient little "v's" of steam coming right up by your wind~w. 
You don't see anything moving, you just see this little "V" 
appear and disappear. It is white, it looks just like steam. 
It is very vnporous, but visible even at night. 

Comment on the quality of the manual control system for 
each control mode used: For maneuvering in orbit, there is no 
need for the 24-pound.erso I feel that they should be wired out 
in orbit. All the control systems worked perfectly throughout 
the flight. The manual proportional was very s1OO0t1". and I still 
prefer it. Manual proportionsl is exactly what you want. If 
you touch the controller very gently, you get the rate you want 
and you can vary it gradually. With the fly-by-wire low 
thrusters you get very im,percellti ble needle move~nts and you 
must wait to pick up the desired rate. Once you know the low 
thruster is operating." you hold the stick in posi tiol! until you 
have gotten the desired rate. I:f you WAnt as much as three de·· 
grees per second, it requires either a long 1fait on the low 
thrusters or use of the high thrusters. On manual you can get 
three d.egrees per second ~n just about the time you need it. 
To my mind, manual proportional was very good. I used rate 
command once.v possibly two or three times, and was not. aware of 
the 'boot ° you get in 'law right, pitchdown, and l'oll rj.ght. As 
far as r am concerned, the 'boot' was not present. The 'boot' 
is supposed to make you overcontrol~ but I think that this 
little gas pocket disappeared in flight because there was no 
tendency to overcontrol. Rate command is a good mode for re
entry or for retrofire but is no good in orbit. You do not 
~eed that type ot control. ~ much prefer the manual system. 
'or normal maneuvers, fly-by-wire low thrusters are the best 
~ystem. For a tracking task, it would be best to have manual 

. ~. 
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proportional. The fly-by-wire high thrusters, the rate 
command, and auxiliary damping systems are not needed in 
orbit as far as I'm concerned. I was very pleased by the 
performance of all the manual control systems. They were 
effective. '!'here was no backlash; slop was no't noticeable; 
no binding or lag. '!'he rates produced by the low fly-by
wire thrusters are so imperceptible that you can go past 
low and not know that you have activated them, particularly 
if you are doing something else; such as talking, at the 
same time. I think we need another stick for f1y-by-wire 
low. '!'hen there would be no danger of overshooting and 
using the high torque thrusters. I did this a number of 
times. I overshot and activated the high thrusters because 
it's a natural thing for me to do. If, for instance, you 
want to roll leftj you move the stick to left. If the 
rates are not exactly what you want, the natural tendency 
is to increase the displacement of stick, as you do in an 
airplane. Soon you overshoot and activate a high tor~ue 
thruster and then you have too much thrust. I would like 
to get rid of the high torque thrusters when maneuvering 
in orbit. Another problem is that you do not really get a 
chance to get a good feel of the control system on t~e 
ground, because you can't operate the valves dry. It 
would. be good to be able to tell by feel when the th..":'Usters 
are ready to come ono A pencil stick would be very good 
for this. ~fuen you get to the stop on eaoh side you've 
got fly-by-wire low thrusters. I think that would be good. 

How did the performance of the various control systems 
compare with 'That you expected as a result of training on 
the Mercury sinrulators: I think that fly-by-.. 1ire low 1'aces 
were a little bit less than I e>..-pected. I think the PrQ .. 
cedures Trainer sinrulates thrust values which are too high. 
I think the ALFA Trainer does too. 

Maneu'lrers 0 -

Comment on the following maneuvers: Sustainer Tra~k
ing, ASeS Zero Pitch, 1800 Yaw, 1800 Roll, Forward Inverted 
Fligbt, Drifting Flight, 7200 Roll (for radacr' test): ~lS
tai:le:::o Tracking: With the low relative mctio:l between the 
sustainer ani the spacecraft, fly-by-wire low torque thruo
te:::os worked very well. I did not track very long, but I 
stayed on the stick and kept the sustainer ri~1t in the open 
center plus ma~ko I convinced myself t~~t it is quite an 

-
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easy task to line up a point on the window with the sus
tainer and track it. I did not track very long because I 
also wanted to get some pictures of the sustainer at this 
time. !'racking and picture taking are not compatible. 
!racking is only a function of the components of the control 
system. With one to four pounds of thrust you could get 
proportional control down to low levels. If you want track
ing, I feel this would be ideal. ASCS Zero Pitch: I do not 
think that I ever held ASCS zero pitch. I doubt that this 
would be any different tba~ ASCS in any other pitch attitude. 
You are without any reference to the horizon and this is al
right unless you have cause to doubt your attitude indicators. 
You must cross-check your Tates in the 'Periscope. The zero 
pitch mark on the periscope horizon line is very valuable for 
GYl"O al1nement. I used it a great deal. 1800 .,.aw: This is 
no problem. I used varying rates in performing this maneuver 
without any difficulty. However, it is eas)' tc confuse your
self "hen you have rates in more than one p,xis at a time. 
This produces a coupling effect and you don't get a lot of 
good out of the window, I did not, at least. 1800 Roll: I 
think the only thing that t can say about this maneuver is 
t~t you do get pure roll without coupling. Rates in the 
other axes stay roughly at zero. I cannot remember doing a 
complete roll. I was supposed to do two over White ~llds. 
I was talking to the Guaymas Cap Com then. I called .and 
said something about "Give me a mark on the White Sands radar 
teet, f! end it seems tv ne t":at he said, "Bee;in six-o.ogree 
roll :::';ltc now." At th~t tiree J was not in the :df;ht cttitude 
and my gY1'OI;) "ere caged.. HCid! l')el'fortne<i tl:e :ra·~.a.. test :I.t 
would h~.ve :.":l.!!lded meanir.![1~3s read :lngc, aino(: r ~'asn' t ro11-
:I.n~~ 11,t".,·!,mc'l tho.') correct yr.,', ,,=.1::,;. :r told G\\e.:'l1"!~J (!F'.]} C""''l. to 
\nd t· l,".rL:!.1. l' :::ot 1,:. c:t 1;1'::; ";; . 'f.v ~!<; J.1:.~' t· c'~~' ./ ... ~: .l'~.!.; It 
t~1':'J!.:(~ i'l; :'in t~im('!. :: d.e 1':ot t'!:;} I '2C!1 !::;1r) 'c' gr.,):.',);: '~:'Y 0.1 

1(100 :1'0 1J. , a::.t~oue,h I (1,1 J:Jm:~mbe:r' n~tid.n',.: th~','c )?,F'C ;'011 
sta~rf.(\ l:,'ll:'C 1"<)11. Ite.id r.ot (!c;.uple i;:Jto ~j:ltich (.'1' YS1f. Fc,r
vard. 1I.lvert~d flight: 'n.1is i~; 11eF.lutiful. Tbat is the wa~' to 
fly. It ill nice to h~ve the h.)r1zon ahead of you tll vie,:", or 
to be looking stre.:lght d.o\lITJ. I th:1.nk you can pick O~.lt your 
nadir po~.nt very easily "rithout reference to the hc~:"izon. You 
can, vlhether you are looki .. lg £tl~aight down or off at r.r. angle. 
I do not lC10w how you do it, b~t I felt thnt I could tell 
v7hetlll!1" I was looking straight dovrn or ten or t'W'enty degrect; 
off to the die. Dr1ft1ne t'l:l.glrc~ This 113 a thrill" a tre·· 
mendous t.hrill, excl!,Pt it is not mvch tun ~b.en you don't. have 
any rn.~t;, bllce.uae you see the same things a.l1 the time. If 
you pic};: up 13. rate on any ax!'.:! and watch the world eo l)y, Y01.:i 

.. ··af_t .. ;~ 
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have a moving picture up there. You see something new €.ll 
the time. Everything, of courae, is brand ne,r. You ~an I t 
beat it.. It is wonderful. Drifting flight is really the 
most fun. 1200 roll: I have .:!ornmented on the 7200 roll 
from rsc1..ar. I didn i t do it. It certe,inly would 'be nc 
problem. 

COl'JII!ent on the gyro uncaging ;?:!:'o:!edure: Alini!lg tbe 
gyros is a time-consuming, or fuel-consuming.... process if" 
you have to do it in a hurry. Yaw ref'erence is something 
th~t has to be studied. I think that we need a 'visual 
simulator to give us some practice on this problem. It is 
of vital :Lmportance to hev-e 8.11 roll rates exactly zero 
before you can use tel4 rain movement to determine yaw a~ti-· 
tude. The gfro uncaging procedure :I.s good. It is venr 
h£tnd¥ to have a perisco?e to check on your pitch attitude 
after you lose the horizon. Howev'el4 , it is time-coDsum:.ng· 
and it takes stead¥ attention fer quite a per:l.oc1. 

comment on yaw attitude determination under both day
light and night conditions by using: Check points tr.LI'ough 
thewind01-1j Check points through the periscope; TerraJ.ll 
drift through the ,rindow; Terrsin drift through the 'p'2)ris
cope; stm' bea,:-:'ing through the window; star drift througb 
the W:.ndo.r: By pitching down fH'ty to seventy degree~ in 
pitch yo!). ~e.n obtain the best yaw refp.rence through thE 
window. You have to move a long way out of orbit a'ctitude 
to get th:.s reference. Another good yaw reference is 
availal;le on thE: periscope in neal'ly any atti tUd.e. ~I1:le 
high rnagDifi~ation setting on the pariscope is the bes\~ i0r 
this, if you have a pattern on t.he €,TOtUld or a cloui pa-4;terno 
Yaw reference by sta.r drift through the window' i:3 very time
consuming, even more so than terra1.n drift. We should not 
put a lot of stock in it, because j.t ta?:es so :wch time. It 
would be better to recognize a star tnat should be on the 
horizon: get the horizon in your visual field, and then put 
the star whera it should be. 

comment ;H:, YS1.T rate determination by using: !40ver.1c:r.t 
in the window; Movement :!.n the periscope: Movement in. the 
windo .... T is good but, again,il roll can B.f:fect what you see so 
markedly that you must be very careful to have your roll 
rate zero 'before your indication of yaw rate means anything. 
If you are way out, say ninety degrees in yaw, the very besot 
reference is 101'T magni.fication on the periscope. For ver::l.:ter 
correction3 cJ.ose to the proper ys.'W' 8,tt1tude, the high 
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magnification is best and the relative motion along the 
reticle on high magnification is quite rapid. I should 
emphasize again that any roll rate at all is magnified 
tremendouslJ" in what you see as a yaw angle. Yaw atti
tude 1s difficult to determine at night. The very best 
reference is a known star. You can look at the earth and 
tell when you are looking straight down" but I could not 
look up and tell whether I was looking straight up or not. 
Without the horizon in the window you don't know whether 
you are pointing up. 80" at night" the onlJ" really good 
yaw reference is by knowing the time and the star that 
should be on your track. You must find it and point the 
spaceeraft at it. I agree with John Glenn that the very 
best yaw reference on the daylight side is the window. 
However" the window loses its effectiv~~ess as your pitch 
attitude approaches zero. The periscope is useless at 
night. As a matter of fact" I remember saying into the 
tape the first nights:lde, "Something's wrong with my peris
cope" it must have come in." I was looking at the switch 
and trying to figure out what had happened to the peris
cope. Then I realized that it was looking at the night
side and dark earth balow. I was still looking out the 
window at the sunset and it waa just a black hole down 
there through the peri scope. When the moon is not up" the 
~cope is useless" and the very best yaw reference is a 
familiar star pattern. You can also aline yourself in yaw 
if you can see the Big Dipper and find north. For this 
you must know lThat your attitude should be with respect 
to a compass rose. I did notice that the terminator is 
visible on the surface of the earth when the moon and the 
part that is not ore both visible through the window. 
The lines on the window are very helpful. They were reallJ" 
bright at night. 

What is your opin:f.on of using drifting flight tor ex
tended periods of time? (i.e. several orbits): I think 
th:1.s is won.der:l:ul. I think that we could use some study on 
what rates to start out with. We should set up an attitude 
and then put in a rate that will" in the period of one 
orbit" allow you to sweep through at a very slow rate every
thing you want to see. The spacecraft was very stable. I 
think that it is possible to set up a very slow rate and have 
it st~ in there tor as long as you care to leave it. One 
degree per second is enough. John Glenn said in his debrief
ing that he wasn't able to hold zero rates tor any length of 
time. His spacecraft gradually picked up a rate.· I didn't 
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notice this. I felt that, once zero rates were obtained, 
the spacecraft ,.ould stacY oriented for a long period of time. 
During one period of drifting flight the moon crossed the 
window and the rates were low enough so I just zeroed them 
all out and the moon stayed in the center of the window for 
a long, long time. I was occupied with something else for 
some time and I was surprised to see that the moon had not 
moved after I was through. 

Planning and Training.-

Were the inflight activities adequately planned: I 
think they were adequately planned and I was well aware of 
everything that we wanted to do and how to do it. It took 
too long to do it and report on it, too. I was unable to 
get any of the Weather Bureau photography. Changing film is 
just like J,hn Glenn said. It bothers you to have to waste 
time on little things like changing film in a camera. Every
thing should be made very simple ant'!. very easy. Finger dex
terity is something that is pr~tty hard in the suit but even 
this is improved. at zero gi s. There was a lot of activity 
planned during the flight. There was too much. The training 
involving inflight activities was hampered by a number of 
things. One of them was the lack of a visual simulator. 
Another was the lack of the inflight equipment. F1nal~ , 
there was a lack of adequate flight configuration stowage. 
Training was also hampered to a great degree by the fact that 
a finished flight plan, one that h&d approval throughout, was 
net available much earlier in the preparation program. A 
flight plan was drawn up and practiced out down deep you knew 
it was just tentative. You had to wait until the last minute 
to get it approved. This is not good. Every little correc
tion he.s a great ef::l;'ect on what you:iD. Adding and subtract
ing things, and prohibiting certain items, or including other 
items in the flight plan, hampers training and inflight per
formance. 

How long bei'ore the flight do YOll think flight plans 
should be f!'ozen: I think t,.o months, or sooner. It should 
be finalized e,g soon as possi.ble, because it affects the 
equipment you are going to use on the flight. There are a 
lot of other things to do b~5id,=s sitting in the trainer work
ing out the flight plan and working with the equipment. I 
think tha.t the most vital part of the whole preparation phase 
is getting a flight plan that has everybody's sanction at the 
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very earliest moment. Tnen you can work on this and have a 
guarantee that there will be no additions or deletions. 

Did you pre.ctice stowir!g equipment in the Procedure 
Trainer: I d.id; however, we did :not have the flight configu
ration equipment. We did not have a glove compartment. 
There were a lot of last minute changes. stowage was not a 
problem in the :E'light. We worked that out very well. The 
ditty bag is almost unreachable in the 'trainer. You just 
can't work with it. At zero g, it's just as handy as it can 
be. The d.1 tty bag was not a problem in flight. In the 
trainer you know what a problem it is with the suit on. You 
hate to sit in that suit in the trainer because you're so re
stricted in mobility. You have the mobility in that suit at 
zero g that you have in your shirt sleeves in the trainer at 
one g. It's just fabulous the mobility you havet I would 
recommend tha.t the flight plan should not be quite so busy. 
I was unable to do everything that I wanted to do. I think 
one of the reasons was enough time was not allowed for look
ingat new things and evaluating and recording them. For 
example, five minutes was allowed for evaluating the haze 
layer. It takes you five minutes to look at it and another 
five minutes to report on it. The flight plan was too busy. 
I think that a good way to make up a flight plan would be to 
list the experiments and observations in order of their 
priority and then provide a certain part of the flight plan 
for their execution. The investigation of these items should 
be ad-lib, because so much is tied to launch time, which de
termines sunrise an~ sunset times. I think we could do some 
more work on the way the flight plan is arranged. In airplanes 
you go up and fly and do things in order, and it really doesn't 
depend much on the time of day. When you have things to do 
that depend on the time of day, I think '\ore need B. new approach. 

'-Was there adequate time allowed for a smooth transition 
from one activity to another: This varies. There was one very 
good period on the third orbit after the Cape where there was 
time available to sit back and think about what I wanted to do. 
~re was a little time that was not filled with demands and I 
could experiment a little bit. I could use my own ingenuity to 
evaluate the situation. The answer really is, no. 

Was your training adequate for the activities involving 
control of the spacecraft? (maneuvering, switching control modes, 
gyro uncaging, etc.): I understand fully the functioning of all 
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the systeos, I believe. Howevel·.~ we don I t have a good way 
to simulate the gyro uncaging procedure because 'fe don 't 
have any -v.tsual presentation through the window or the 
periscope. The first time this was ever really dene '\las in 
flight. I tun ':!urethat had I he.d more training it would. 
have been done more easily and quickly. Maneuvering in 
orbi t. is no problem. You can maneuv!::!r with respect to rates 
and attitudes that you see out the willdm., when you have a 
good visual presentation just as easily as you can when you 
have rates &ni attitudes on the jndicators. I am very 
fSJdlie.r ,;r.:!th what is reiluired in switching con.trol modes, 
but t1.leJ,1 e \4'er:3 two or three times .. Then I OOel double authority 
and did not i-rant it. One of t.b.ese times was during retrofire 
and, of course, I did not notice it at that ·time becRuse the 
respon3e of the s:;>acedraft to the retrorockets is so high. 
However, in orbit-maneuvering it was apparent when I had 
double authority because the spacecraft rates are sn high. 
I caught the errOl- immediate~T but I e}Q)cnded fuel in the 
process. On tvTO or three occas5.ons the gyros did not cage. 
(me time I ce,ged and one of the needle s did not eo to zero. 
Another time pitch and roll attitude went to zero but yaw 
3tayed at thirty degrees. I went to "free" I::md. "caged" again 
and this time it did not cage. I caged once when I had a 
roll attitude that was creat:i.ng some coupling in pitch and 
yaw. This occurred when I WE'.S low on fuel. I did not want 
to use a lot of fuel to bring the roll attituc1.e to zero. I 
caged with roll att,itude very close to the inclicator s~~op. 
Pi tch attitude was also Vf":!'1J close to the nege.ti ve indicator 
stop, but gyro caging worked fine that time. Prior to retro
fire, I caged ~dth yaw on the posUi ve stop ancl this w'ns when 
I had the ASCS problem. I die. not really knml what was wrong. 
~he roll and p~:tch caged correctly but yaw did not. I set up 
a right yaw ra.te~ I believe th:i.s was when the gyros were 
caged" and when I got past about forty degrees right yaw, the 
yaw needle flipped around and stopped a·t zero. This is bad 
practice. I realized that at the time but I felt there was 
no other choice. We do not have an adequate trainer for gyro 
procedures. Sw:l:!;chillg control modes training is also in
adequate. 

4.~. Retrosequence 

Sensations.-

Describe whet you saw, heard and felt during retrofire: 
I was very hurried during the preretrosequence period. This 
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is, I believe, when I started knocking the particles off the 
side of the spacecraft. That fascinated me and I wanted to 
get some pictures at that time. So I pushed myself too 
close to the limit with the equipment stowage and the pre
retrosequence checklist. The Hawaii Cap Com was a big help 
in insisting that I get busy with the checklist. I kept 
watching the clock. I thought I would have time and I would 
have, had it not been for the ASCS problem. I was hurried 
during that period. Retrosequence came right on the cali
fornia Cap Com's mark. The retrosequence light went green. 
I had the "switch warning lights to bright" item on the 
checklist and the lights were not as readily visible as they 
should have been. I do not really know why the warning 
lights were on dim. Earlier in the flight I had taped over 
the cabin water and fuel quantity lights. I may have gone 
to dim rather than tape a third light. It may have been an 
effort to reduce the lighting in the cabin at night. At any 
rate, they were on dim and that was not good., They are not 
really noticeable when dim. The California Cap Com's count 
was very helpful on retrosequence. I think it was sometime 
after retrosequence that I told the caP Com that I didn't 
trust the ASCS retroattitude and was going to have to go fly
by-wire. The Cap Com said, .rOkay," and stated that it would 
be necessary to bypass retroattitude. I would have forgotten 
that. I would probably have been five hundred miles long if 
it had not been for the Cap Com's reminder. I followed the 
Cap Com's countdown to retrofire. I looked at the clock and 
it was reading twenty-nine seconds. I did not get retrofire. 
I pushed the "fire retro" button and still did not get retro
fire for about a second or a second and a half. It was a 
very short delay. Another item that concerned me was the 
fact that just prior to retrofire the balloon was right out 
in front of the window. This was a result of not being able 
to Jettison it. During the drifting flight that had preceded 
retrosequence the balloon had become wrapped around the space
craft. There were a couple of times when the line was coming 
down from. the heat shield right across the window. However, 
I am convinced that the line was not wrapped around at the 
time I tried to jettison the balloon. I have never jettisoned 
the balloon before but I imagine you should hear some sort of 
report from the squib. I heard a report when deploying the 
balloon. When I tried to jettison it the switch was dead. I 
worked it from "deploy" to "jettison", back and forth. I 
shook it and wiggled it and did a lot of other things but 
nothing happened. So I watched this balloon, but it lft1S not 
in sight at retrofire. I was afraid for a while that it was 
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going to be. I would have liked to see what it did, but I 
did not. It was Ol,lt of vie1'. For f:1.fteen mi:'J.Utes prior 
to retrofire I :tmagine that! was OIl fly-bY-wire. However, 
the preretrosequence cheC~llist called for ASCS with a :nanual 
backup wh1.ch I selected. Then I suspected ASCS Be I went to 
fly··by-w:i.re and did not push the manual handle in, as I 
should have. This gave rre double authority and that is where 
I lost the rest of the manual fuel. I got the count s.t re-I:;ro
fire. I looked et the clock and at twenty-nine the retro
rockets had not fired. :;: punched the button and I bad time 
-tio think 1t0h, something has gone wrong. tf 'l'hen they fired. 
I think now tl'.L8t it was at that time that I saw the smoke, 
either then or after all three rockets fired. It did not 
smell like insulatIon burning. It smelled like hot metal 
to me, Uke oxide burning off wheu it gets hot. I se.w nothing 
at retrofire. I heard the retJ'orockets fire, of c';)urse. It 
was a very mild deceleration. I he.d the idea at thnt time of 
a little push on the back. Not a great big Olle like the retro
pack appears to be~ I was not paying much attention to my 
sensations at retrofire until it was all. over. I called out 
one, two and three. After it was allover I felt, not that I 
had been pushed back to Hawaii as John Glenn did, but rather 
that I had just stopped. I wes convinced that if I looked down 
at the eal~h I would see that all the relative lnotion had dis
a.ppeared, and that I was going straight down. As soon as you 
look out the ~rlndow this is all washed away, because the 
relative motion of the spacecraft has not changed much. 

Did you detect and mark incJ.:tvidual retrorocket firings: 
Very easily.' 

Compare the sigbt~ sound, and feel sensations of retro
fire with those experienced on the Ce::!trifuge, ALFA Trainer, 
and Procedures Trainer: The sight is similar to what you see 
on all of these, but I think the alinement was very good this 
time becaGse I donvt remember any rates a.t all. I don't re
member controlli..n.g a great. deal. Of course, I had double 
authority, on which we have not practiced a great deal. I 
think the alinementiwaa very good. :tbe "feel" sensations of 
the retrofire and those produced by the Centrifuge s:J.mulations 
of retrofire are not similar at all. 

. Did you detect separation of the retropackage? How: I 
dia.. You bear.' a noise, and maybe you sense 8. l:l.ttle jerk. 

Did separation of the retropackage affect the spacecraft 
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in any way: No, not that I could see. 

Control System.-

What control mod.e(s) was used for retrofire? Comment: 
I was on manual and fly-by-wire and I think that I had ex
pended my remaining manual fuel during retrofire. After 
retrofire, I realized that I was on double authority. I 
went off of fly-by-wire and tried to control using the manual 
system because I wanted automatic control for reentry, I had 
no control of rates with manual at ell. I went to rate 
command and still had no control. The reading on the manual 
needle fuel gage was five or six percent, but there was not 
any fuel left. So I went to fly-by-wire. At that time the 
auto fuel gage read fifteen percent. I was concerned, be
cause I thought maybe this would indicate ten percent fuel 
actually remaining, bec&use the manual tank wes empty when 
indicating five percent. So I went to drifting flight again 
tor ten minutes. I wanted to keep the attitude such that I 
could see the horizon. I had ten minutes to get a yaw 
reference at a pretty flat attitude, which is adequate. I 
did not want to use a lot of fuel getting into reentry atti
tude at that time because there.would have been a long period 
where I could have drifted and not known it. So I stayed 
down where I could see the horizon and planned to stay that 
way until I got either .05g or reentry oscillations. I don't 
remember .05g. If it came on, I recorded it. I think I did 
note it and then I pitched up to an attitude that I felt wal 
about right for reentry. I do not think it was jU.8t chence 
that I was in the right attitude at reentry. I think that 
prior to .05g or prior to the time that the oscillations built 
up, there was enough aerodynamic damping to orient the space
craft properly. I believe that the spacecraft could reenter 
and get down to a hundred thousand without any fuel. I think 
it could do it on its Olm. The rates were very, very low. 
f,Qe OSCillations, when they first started, were maybe • 
quarter of a degree on either side of zero and they remained 
like that. It was as stable as it could be until dawn around 
a hundred thousand feet and then I began to obBerve l,rge 
oscillations. I noticed three or tour degrees in pitch and 
yaw. I took the reentry roll rate out somewhere about that 
time. I noticed the rat~ needles were on the stops and I 
beSBn to feel a knocking back and forth. You could hear a 
noise and feel a sharp stop on each side. 
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Was preparation and execution of retrosequence con
ducted as in fli~~t simulations~ NO J it was hurried. The 
equipment was all stowed. okay. :::: put the binoculars in the 
map case and this was not their planned position. Every
thing else Ii8S in the ditty ba{1, and the ditty bag was 
closed, except for the items tha.t I launched with in the 
glove compartment. I did not go through the complete pre
retro checklist. I did get the 1mp~rtant items. The retro
sequence checklist is not in orcle:::- of priOl'ity. It runs 
from left to right across the instrument panel. Perhaps we 
should have a short retro checklist to use in an emergency. 
The one I used was very complete. It was lo~g, but it was 
easy to do. I did it in the train~r in two or three minutes 
on a number of occasions. 

If you controlled retrofire J ,.hat was the difference in 
controlling actual retrof1.re as compared to retrofire simu
lations on the Af1?A and Procedures Trainers: I think the 
attitude alinement was very good. In training I have never 
d1vided attention during a retrofire bet17een window, peris
cope and the instruments. I kuow' that this dividing your 
attention between the three reference systems is a bad way 
to control retrofire. However~ I did this during retrofire 
and this was a difference between the trainer end the flight. 
Another difference was double control mode authority. 
Another difference was that the pi teh nee0 .. 1e ,.ras not indicat
ing 340 • It was e..round 150 • Th~ control task is a very 
simple one. Since I had double authority and did not 
realize it" the control task may have been more difficult 
than necessary. A final difference between the flight and 
the trainers was the linear accelerations to which I was not 
accustomed, which rll.tiy ha.ve re8ulted in overcontrolling. 

4 .. 5 Reentry 

Sensations.-

Describe YOur sensations during reentry, noting both high 
heating and high g periods ~ I dj,d not notice a heat pulse in 
the cabin at all nor die. I notl''!e h~at on the suit from direct 
sunshine. Ti'e only g pulse I really noticed was the reentry 
deceleration. I notieeo. this 1Jecause I talked throughcut the 
whole thing e.nd I remember noting that I could not say as Inan,Y 
lilords with one breath as I expecterl to be able to. I had to 
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breathe in mid&entence to get another bunch of words out. 
But the heat pulse lms not noticeable. Incidentally, I 
noticed rate-of-descent of about six or seven feet per 
second on ·the rate-of-descent meter prior to retrofire. 
I had not noticed it before because the flight plan covered 
this indicator in orbit. 

What was your first cue to g reoccurring upon reentry: 
I noticed a hissing sound. This was my first cue that re
entry 10ras starting. I also remember that the hissing sound 
began long before the Cape Cap Com said, ~e're expecting 
the blackout to occur in forty seconds." I am not sure that 
I commented on the hissing. Yeu are not really sure you 
hear it until aftel' it is all gone. Then you realize it has 
been present. I :!,ut in a roll rate. I thought maybe, be
cause of an i.mproper reentry attitude, that I might get a 
coning movement. However, the spacecraft was rotating right 
around its axis. I looked. down around the center of the 
window and it was turning in a perfect roll. I sighted 
through the lower part of the window right along the center 
line. I could see a given spot in the sky all the way around, 
so the roll rate was pure roll. This was after the oscilla
tions had started, so r feel I was alined properly. The roll 
rate was reading ten degrees per second. The g period seemed 
long. This may just have been because you do not really 
notice the length of the g period when all you have to look 
at is the g needle in the trainer. It's such a subtle thing 
that I cannot be sure. I remember looking down and reading 
something under one g. That was my first cue. 

Was there a noticeable difference between the linear 
acceleration experienced in the spacecraft and the Centrifuge? 
Describe: No, as far as the simulation of reentry is concerned. 

If the window shutters wer~ open, describe how the "fire 
ball" restricted vision from onset to termination. When did it 
start? What was the duration: The first thing I noticed lIas a 
higher light level outside the window. There was a haze out
side but it was not a bright glow. It was a haze with a faint 
orange tinge, similar to the temporary haze that occurred at 
staging. It had a slight orange glow. This persisted for some 
time and disappeared. I was surprised that quite some time 
after that I was able to see the little orange glow with a 
black hole in the center which is, I assume, the track you've 
been through, leaving little glowing particles behind. Flaming 
particles continued to fall off. I think that the orange haze 
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l1ppeared prior to .05g 'but I am not sure. l1h.e o=ar~ge glow 
was just SOl't ora faintlJr luminous haze. In aCl.di tion 
there was a green flame eorning from aroulld the cylindrical 
~ection. It 'W'S.S ·v·ery 2).l)t~.c~ablc. I thought for a while 
that the tr:i.l'l angle might be wrong an!}. that I ';yas taki:1g 
off part of tt.€. cy11n<irice,l sGct1.on. I can remember seei:lg 
ttree separate streams. One right in tbe center that looked 
to me to be V-shaperi and apPcc1red. to come out eighteen in:.hes 
from the cylindrical sectior.t~ and. then two smaller streams on 
either sid,e. Thes~ fluctuated ano. glow.!d a:1d were a bright, 
light green. Later on, ab-:iUt, the time ve were probably trans
oniC, I saw three or fOllr puffs of white smoke that looked. 
H,ke the smoke you get :from a grass f:l re that is just beg::J.nn .. 
ing to 'burn. 1hey were white and thin. PsI looked out the 
window they were behind the 1:lpacecraft. A white glob of 
smoke would shoot back end. then another, 3Dd another. Three 
or four at a time. LI'his was a little above a hundred thousand 
feet, just bet'ore the altimeter was of'f the peg. It was also 
around this time that th~ re-+.;rostrap came off. Around the 
same time, also, I think the balloon line floated back. The 
retrostrap was eighteen iaches long and about an inch wide. 
Long after the g pulse I saw a little part of the.t nylon 
balloon line coming floa.ting ·oack :past the window. There were 
times after l&nding when the window was completely submerged, 
so if :t t was coated it could have vTashed off. 

Contre,·l System.-

What control mode ( s) vias w3ed for reentry? Comment: I 
used fly-by-w1re until .05g or until I picked up oscillations. 
Then I went to AUAilia,r.y Damping. I put in a roll rate with 
fly-by-wire before I went to Aux Damp. I vas not aware that 
Aux Damp provided roll rai-e or~ reentry> btlt it di,i. Wnen I 
went to Aux Damp the roll rate incr~ased .. 

Communications .. -

Comment on the C'ommunicat ions bJ.ack.out duri ug reentry. 
Duration: I neard the Cape C8:':' Com estimate blackout 40 
seconds. I said to him; ttl w:H1. stand.by for your trs.nsmissicn 
on eroe:.~gen~y voice." I :1~ard nothing. I called him a lltll'!lber 
of times during this poriolL I did not hear ar",yone. Froru. 
then on do'r.!,~ I just talked about wh!4t was going 011. ~lb.e dura
tion was from blackout. Imt:H llW.in ,1?arachute. Then I heard the 
Cape Cap Com "tira.nsnrl:tting oHnd soinethi,ng about If le.ndins long, 
estima.te s.n hour. tI I believe this we.S after the deployrr.ent of 
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the main parachute, but I am not sure. It is possible that 
I missed some transmission because rrry ears did not clear 
until I got the \~sor open and squeezed my nose. When you 
clear your:=arc your hearing gets much more e,cute. 

Cooling.-

Comment on ECS cooling during reentry: Immediately 
a:fter SECO I remember reporting steam vent temperatures of 
700 for both the suit and cabin. I was comfortable for 
quite some time, I knew that more cooling was available and 
so I increased the water flow from the launch marks of 4, 
up to 5. I may have been impatient. I knew' that. ten 
minutes was required. I did not realize that I might still 
feel the effect of a change in water valve setting after 30 
minutes. I did not get any change and I increased it again. 
The maximum setting I used on either the cabin or the suit 
was about 8. I did not get s. substantial change in cabin 
air temperature through the :flight. I did get substantial 
changes in cabin steam exhaust temperature, and substantial 
changes in suit inlet temperature, but no real changes in 
suit temperature. The cabin steam exhaust dropped. Tbe 
cabin excess water light came on and I looked at the gage 
and it was down at about ten degrees. Apparently it swept 
down through 400 , and as soon as it froze, it dropped right 
down to ten degrees. I think at that time both the cabin 
and suit controls were set together. I realized that I had 
:frozen the cabin and it was about time that I backed both 
of them off to zero, and set them at a lower setting. 
Cabin temperature slowly came up. SUit temperature never 
changed, and the suit temperature was hot. Through various 
manipulations of the suit needle, I finally got a drop in 
suit temperature. I never saw a substantial change in suit 
steam exhaust. I was quite comf'ortable through reentry. I 
was never warm on the water. I was busy getting out and I 
may not have been sensitive to temperature. I remember 
being surprised that the cabin temperature was only 1010 • 
I think that is what it was. In the trainer, cabin tempera
ture is 1300 and John reported 1300 • I was much more com
:fortable during the reentry and the time on the water, even 
climbing out, than I was for that period on the second orbit. 
Cooling during reentry, once the suit valve got in the right 
position, was adequate. In orbit, the temperature settings 
are a very critical adjustment, and the lags are much longer 
than I had expected. I was impatient with the response that 
I got from ne~r settings. I remember, ,.,hen I was very hot, I 
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opened the visor and it was like a fresh breeze on my face. 
The temperature of the cabin is higher by 30 degrees than 
that of the suit, but when you open the visor it is a WOD
derflllfeeling. I have an idea that it may be the humidity 
that makes the suit so oppressive. I think that we do not 
get rid of enough water out of' the suit. I think we need a 
batter way to keep the humidi.ty down. T'Mt is the only ex
planation I can thinK. of that wOuld make ~ lOl-degree tem
perature feel cool by comparison to 70 degrees. 

Oscillations and Vibrations.-

Here there any oscillat:ions of' the spacecraft during 
reentI~: Oscillations during the g-pulse down to maybe 
2g's were minimal and I was :oeally proud of Aux Damp. 
Another thing that I 110t:l.ced was tha t W~ got through the 
whole g-pulse with an unnoticeable fuel consumption. I 
was st:.rprised to see that I still read about 15 percent 

. after ve were through ·I;,he g-pulse. I noti.ced. then that the 
rate needles began to awing out and then I thil.".k I took the 
roll rate out. I noticed rates of 3 to ~. degrees per 
second. I looked bac:.k out and., o.uring this time, things 
were falling away, I think. $1e rate needles were soon on 
the peg and the 3t.'U came across the v.Tind01v. The attitudes 
really diverged then and the thing I not:tced was the change. 
It sort of knocked back and forth, and then the knock on 
each end "became less y but t.he rotation in that direction 
continued. I got the sense.tion that we were building up 
ampli·cudes steadily. At about 70 or 80,000 feet the rates 
really started going uPJ and. at a"bout 45,1)00 the oscilla-

. tions really started diverging. I turned the fuse switch 
on at 45,000 and went over for the drogue. I watched the 
altimeter, and rememoer saying that the rates were going 
telo far, "I'm going to have to tr-y the (I,.rogue now," and I 
punched it off, 1 think.\' at around 26 or 27 thousand feet. 
It snapped out and it was really stra i.ning and shaking and 
pulsing but this stabil:1.zed t1:.e spacecraft very well. Then 
at 15,000 feet, I got the fuse switch "for the main para
chute. At about 9500 I looked for the main light and it 
was not on so I pulled the main ring. The main p6rachute 
~ame out and I was surprised at how it strained! I've 
never seen fabric vibratel:tke metal. It was stretched so 
tie~t--not like a sail luffing or anything--and vibrating 
like a piece of metalt It was ta.king a tremendous strain. 
I watched it ruffle around wh:lle it was reefed and then 1 t 
tinreefed right 011 time and came out. It is a ·oeautiful 
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4.6.1 

4.6.1.1 

sight 1 It ree,lly is t I remember noting the reefing lines. 
You see these things hanging and you think something has 
failed and you think, "Here's something that's broken." 
But you realize immediate~ what it is. The parachute ro
tated so that I could see the whole thing and it was per
fect. There was no damage whatsoever; rate of descent was 
pegged right on 30. I went to auto on the landing bag and 
it came out right away so apparently there had been twelve 
seconds of time elapsed. 

Could you estimate their amplitudes: Greater than 
180 degrees double amplitude. It seemed to me like they 
might have been approaching 270 degrees at the time I 
pulled the drogue. This is only rrry subjective feeling. 

Were they bothersome to you in a physical sense: NO, 
except I thought maybe I was going to start going round and 
round. You know, all the way. But it didn't bother me. 

Did ar.~ spacecraft compon~nts vibrate excessively 
during reentry? Note exact tiDle of occurrence: Bo, every
thing was very solid inSide, except that there was an 
audible noise when we stopped. It seemed audible to me-
maybe it was just jerky--not a nice gentle vibration. 

4.6 Landing 

Drogue.-

Describe spacecraft motions before and at drogue de
ployment: They are definitely divergent s,t this point. 
At drogue dep10yment I think we had lJI8ybe 270 degrees of 
oscillation. This is something that I felt from having 
seen the sun go through pt4st the window, and noting the 
rate at which the 8dIrplitudes built up. 'l'he oscillations 
diverged very rapidly. fbey went trom a double amplitude 
of say 30 or 40 degrees to these violent 270 degrees 
oscillations in about three or four cycles. !be period of 

, these ,1.olent oscillations was something like two to three 
seconds. !he thing that I noticed prior to drogue was the 
oscillations building up. !lbey stop abruptly on either side. 
!here is some noise there, too. You hear it snap. !ben the 
snap on either end gets eaSier, and you feel yourself soing 
past the other side and very definitely increasing. I called 
out the drogue tuse switch at 45,000 and waited and watched 
the altimeter and got very good corr.elation betlleen cabin 

'" 



4.6.1.2 

4.6.1.3 

4.6.1.4 

4.6.1.5 

4.6.2 

4.6.2.1 

4.6.2.2 

4.6.2.3 

pressure and altimeter re~ding. I think I punched the 
drogue ofr at around 26p oOO feet. I had wanted to wait 
and let :f.t come out but th"'! oseillations were in,'!reasing 
so much. It stabilized the spacecraft immediately. I 
think we were in a pretty good attitude when it did go 
out because there wasn't a violent snap into the proper 
attitude at drogue deployment. I watched it out the 
window. It vibrated very fast back and forth. It had 
maybe three or four CPS everyway it went. It was pulsing 
and breathing and going back and forth at a very rapid 
rate. 

Did. you hear the drogue mortar~ I did. 

Describe drog'.Je deployment. Automatic? Manual? 
Failure indications ~ I ca.n 9 t descrj,be the drogue deploy
ment very well. You hear it and it is there. It is that 
fast. As far as I 9111 concerned} it was a perfect drogue. 
I couldn't see any damage at all. 

What was the ind.tested attitude of drogue opening: 
I think 26,000 feet" 

Describe spacecraft mati.ons after drogue deployment: 
There were none. The spacecraft was very stable. 

Snorkel.-

Did the snorkel cloor eject properly~ As far as I 
know, yes. 

Did the cabin inlet and outflow i'unction properly: 
The 02 handle came. ,~p automatically and I reached over and 
pushed it up at the 'tone. The light 0ame on and I turned 
the tone off. There was no noticeable cooling effect at 
this point. I could not tell that anything had happened 
through noting suit temperature at this time. I could not 
tell that the fan had not shut down.'! nor could I tell that 
it had continued to Fun. :r probably would have noticed 
had the fan shut down. Very li't·tle ha.ppens in the suit 
when the snor.kels openo 

At what altitude did eal~h of 'the above occur: I 
think the snorkel came O'ut at about the right altitude 
but I did not notice. I think it wtll be on the tape. 
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4.6.4 

4.6.4.1 

4.6.4.2 

4.6.4.3 

4.6.4.4 

4.6.4.6 

Antenna Jettison.-

Describe spacecraft motions prior to jettison of the 
antenna section: The spacecraft was very stable. 

Did you hear the antenna mortar: I did hear the an
tenna mortar. 

What was the indicated altitude of antenna jettison: 
The indicated altitude was around 9,500 feet. A lot of 
things are visible through the window at main parachute 
opening. oAt main parachute deploy, you see a lot of things 
falling away. 

Main Parachute.-

Did you hear the parachute open: I don't think any
thing is audible after antenna fairing release. The g 
peaks at reefing and unreefing ar~ noticeable. 

Describe the opening shock: There is not really a 
shock. It is just a gentle pressure. 

Describe the view of the main parachute deployment 
through the periscope and window: I I did not notice the 
parachute through the periscope. The view through the 
window was good. 

Was any parachute or riser damage visible: I could 
see that it was a sound parachute while it was reefed and 
after it opened fully. 

Was the spacecraft rotating relative to the parachute? 
Rate: There was a relative rotation between the space
craft and the parachute. In a period of just two or three 
seconds I was able to see the entire parachute through its 
rotation. There was no damage whatsoever. Rate of descent 
was locked right on 30 feet per second. 

Was the canopy stable: I was unable to sense oscilla
tion on the main parachute. It seemed very stable and I 
felt that I was descending straight down without any oscilla
tions. There was rotation but it disappeared after a short 
time. The canopy was very stable. 

Describe the spacecraft motion a:fter parachute deploy
ment: It was straight down, as far as I could tell. 



4.6.5 

4.6.5.1 

4.6.5.3 

4.6.5.4 

4.6.6 

4.6.6.3 

4.6.6.2 

4.6.6.3 

I.anding :&\1$.-

Did the Inndj.ng bag d.eploy normally: Yes. 

Diet the seywmce liglrii work pl'ol?er1y: When I ~lent to 
automatic on the )_anding bag" the light turned green 
immediately. 1 do .10t reme'nber any ,;>hys:i.cal sensation of 
the bag or heat shield going o.OWT. .• 

When did the landing bag deploy r(;lative to main 
chute dE.~ployr.ent: I do not remember eXRct1y. It ~las 
after I lwd lo()l~e~'i s.t the pArachut~ and made su:"e it v.-tiS 
okay. 

Did the d.rcpping of t:ne heat sc.:IE:ld have e.ny shock 
effect: I did not notice any shock. 

Iinpact. -. 

On w'htit part of the 
pact occur: I coulQ not 
horizon was very stable. 
straight down. 

parachute swing ,lid landing im
tell. Through the :periscopethe 
It seems to me that I 'Was going 
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How long did it take for the space:::reft to right it 
self: It never did right itself. '.rhe window was completely 
submerged for thre~ o:c four' seconds e.nd then tbe spacecraft 
came up. I tnink the very first attitude it 'went to was 
the at.titude it stayed. ato The attitude ~la.s half pitct down 
and half left ya~J and it s'i;&yed in that attitude after I 
got out. It may have been a little more nearly pure pitch 
after I got out. :But the spacecraft did not r:t.ght i tse1:f • 
It is possible that when I went to manual landing aids the 
small end could have been in the water e It was do\m c10o:le, 
and it never got ver.; far up 0 I looked. out and saw the 
main parachute 6t:i.11 in water. I went to landing &ids and 
I heard something then& I then went to reserve parachute 
override as a backup and '~his fired. I heard that. For e. 
long time on the water, the r€;S~l've parachute floated in 
its package. I 'was te1II9ted to go over and. get it, but I 
would hS:ve had to disC0rmect from the &pacecraft to do that 
so I did not. It was net 'Very f3.r away and it stayed close 
all the time. 

What .... as the fine,l trimmed angle of 'che spacecraft in 
the \later: I think the spacecraft was at about 6c degrees 
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4.6.6.4 

4.6.6.5 

4.6.6.6 

4.6.6.7 

4.6.6.8 

from the vertical all the time, both before I got out and 
after I got out, too. 

Did the main parachute disconnect norms.l~? How could 
you tell: I think the main parachute disconnected normally. 
I heard the landing aids opez'a te • 

Did the reserve parachute eject normally? How could 
you tell: I heard it and felt it, too. 

Did any equipment break loose at impact: Nothing 
broke loose at impact. 

Could you estimate the landing time and prepare for the 
landing shock: The altimeter is really your best 1ndiqat1on. 
I did not evaluate the appearance of the weter through the 
periscope. I was busy with the landing checklist. I knew 
everything was okay, and I did keep track of, my height by the 
altimeter. I did not look out the periscope to try and tell: 
exactly when impact would occur. I looked at the altimeter 
and saw tr..at it was close and did other things. ihen I 
waited for impact. The impact was very gentle, but noticeable. 

Could you estimate your horizontal speed at impact: I 
don't think there was any horizontal speed at impact. 

4.7 Post Landing 

Astronaut status.-

Comment on the period of time while you were waiting for 
recovery vessels or aircraft: My status was good. I think 
after impact that I looked at the cabin temperature and it 
was 101 degrees. I do not remember being warm at all. I did 
take the helmet off. I don f t remember that this cooled me 
down a great deal. I had heard Gus. I called a number of . 
people and nobody could hear me, but I did hear Gus say, 
"Estimate an hour" and that I was long. 1h&t,.,. coupled with 
the fact that we were listing and I saw some water inside, 
and expected a. heat p~lse, made me decide it would be best 
to at least prepare an egress route. When I had started I 
went ahead with it. My status was very good, but I was tired. 
I did not put the neck dam up until I got in the raft. The 
sea was quite calm except for periodic swells. '!'he swells 
would increase periodically but it was not rocky. It was a 
very pleasant time on the water. I wrestled with the neck dam \ \ , I 
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for three or four minutes after I was in the raft but I had 
forgotten to undo the little silver strap On it. I was 
trying to roll it up past that strap and couldn't do it. 
My hands got so tired I had to give up. I was making no 
l'ieadwy at ~all.' !fhell I noticed this little tab irom the 

:<strap; pUlled j.t off, stuck i tdown inside the suit (s~ving 
everything), and rolled the neck dam up with no problem. 
I w~s comfortable 8S far as temperature was concerned~ It 

'isa job to climb out. To get everything up there with you 
is a problem. I did turn the squib switch off e.nd I shut 
down ASeS. I think I caged the gyros but I am not sure. I 
climbed out and slid the parachute canister out very easily. 
I had j.t two-thirds of the way out and was actually working 
my legs up around underneath the panel,» before I ~d to dis
connect the suit hose. I did this J but I forgot to .lock the 
valve •. I have locked that valve ever-,ftime I have removed 
that hose. There is available a self-locking, inlet fitting 

. that I 'had worked with in egress training. It gives you 
maybe one' hall inch of water suit pressure drop (increase in 

, tlie suit pressure) but I think that we should haveit~ We 
'heed: somet~ing to seal the Stli.t. I e;ot out and then held on 

to the spacecraft and pulled the raft out and rested. it in 
the recovery section. I stuck the camera down'in the re
covery s~ction where it was anchored pretty well. The raft 
was attached to the suit at this point. I found the toggle 
and pulled it and the raft partially inflated, just a lit.tle 
bit, and then it broke two of the snaps open. I think I 
pulled two or three snaps out, pulled the toggle again, and 
this time it inflated. I had barely tapped the bottle the 
first time to start it out and then I undid a couple of the 
snaps and pulled it, and then it filled right up. It went 
down on the water, and I climbed aboard and took stock of 

. the situation. Then I realized that the raft was up-side
down! I went back to the spacecraft, held on, climbed out 
of the raft, turned the raft over$ and climbed back in. I 
felt very good during the period on the water after I had 
gotten all the equipment out. I drank a lot of water on the 
raft. The first thing I saw was some sea weed and the next 
thing I saw was a black fish that was just as friendly as he 
could be. Then I heard some planes. The first thing I saw 
was a P2V and then a little Apache. A Piper Apache came on 
and I was surprised to see him. I understand from talking 

. ,to 'somebody here last night that he violated an airspace 
, . re'striction that's set up by ADIZ for this flight. When he 
'land~d'back in Puerto Rico or wherever it was, they confis
cated his film. He took a lot of pictures. I got the mirror 
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out and used it. It was quite hazy, though, and it was hard 
to find the little bright spot in the mirror. The survival 
k1 t was excellent. Everything was exactly where it was 
supposed to be and I didn't lose anything. Everything was 
retained properly. It was a real jewel. After the swimmers 
got there, I broke out the food and asked them if they wanted 
any, but they had finished lUllch recently so they did not 
take any. I ate one of the chocolate bars. That was good. 
I attached the raft to the line to the pie-shape marker. It 
dips in the water and there must have been a stream of dye 
marker 10 miles long in the water. It really works good~ 
The next thing that happened was that there were a lot of 
airplanes around and I watched them flying over. I was 
si tting there minding rrry olm business and pretty soon a fellow 
called to me from behind and here was a fellow swimming up. 
I didn't even kno'tv he was in the water 1 Be had dropped from 
1,100 feet, he said. Be landed behind me and swam up. Be 
climbed in his raft, and we attached the rafts together. Be 
was tired. His drop had not been good. Neither was the 
second drop--the man also had to swim a long way. But my 
status was real good. We had a pretty good time there. I 
kept watching the spacecraft though, because it seemed to me 
that the list "Tas increasing slowly and that the water level 
was getting higher. I watched along the beacons. The beacons 
were just barely above the water and this is the way the 
spacecraft stayed. 

Spacecraft Status.-

comment on ECS cooling during the postimpact period: It 
was adequate throughout the time I was getting out. I wasn't 
warm. I don't remember being nearly as hot as I was on the 
second orbit. 

Did the spacecraft leak? Where? Did you try to stop it: 
I do not know if the spacecraft leaked. There was water inside. 

What was the status of the beacons, dye marker and light: 
The light was working. The beacons were operating. I heard 
the tone on the headset. The dye marker worked well. 

How rapidly did battery voltages deplete after landingt 
Bow did current vary: I didn't watch battery voltages for 
long. In flight, the number two main battery was low. I made 
a comment on the tape about this. All the rest of them were 
up to twenty-four volts, but number two main was down to around 
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twenty-two volts. I remember notiej,ng ii.; down only once. 
I also remember 100kiLg at it again and it was up. I don't 
know whether this i~ possible. 

Did the RF antenna erect? How cou10. you tell: The HF 
antenna d5.a. erect. I do not know how you can tell. I did 
not notice any sound tM.rty seconds after I went to Rescue 
Aids UanuaL 

Was steam noticeable at any time: No. I thought for 
awhile that I was hearing sizzling from somewhere. I thought 
I heard sizzling both while I was insic.e and when I was out
side. The sound persisted for a long time and I finally 
realized that what I wa.3 hearing was the noise of the suit 
fan. I turned the cabin fan off. The suit fan is noisy in
termittently and from outside this noise sounds like sizzling. 

Egress.-'--
Jf used, did the explosive hatcll function properly? 

,Comment on its operation ~ 1 didn g t use the exp10d ve hatch. 

Describe your egress ~rom the spacecraft: I have de
scribed* all but the one period when I stowed the camera on 
top of the recovery section. I do not remember exactly how 
I got out, but I di~ not let go of the spacecraft. There was 
one period just as I was getting out that water ran up over 
the sill and, went down inside, 'but there was just a little. 
I gua1"antee that sixty-fi've gallons d.1.d not get in at that 
time. 

Do you recommend. a change in the egress procedure you 
used: I do not recommeD,d any changes in egress procedures, 
except that we adopt the long hose. It stayed in place 
throughout the flight and the loop was retained by velcro, 
which pulled loose very easily w:hen I started out. 

Did you encounter' any hot spots cn the spacecraft: 
There were no not spotso 

What sllrvival equipment did. you use? Was it adequate: 
I used the SARAH,beacon. I used the mirror and I ate the 
food and drank the water. 'l1he ',(fI,ter .Tas handy to ha~Te. 
That was all I use~. 

* See Shipbo~rd, Debriefing 
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4.8.1 

4.8.1.1 

Was your egress training suffiCient, or was it de
ficient in any aspect: Egress training was good. I am 
glad I had 011 of. it. It is interesting to not~ that I 
forgot to seal the suit. Everytimc that I disconnected. 
the hose in training I sealed that valve. Thj.s time I 
did 11ot. Perhaps this is because I hac ne;"/er d.one j.t stand
ing up in the tO~/Ter. 

4.8 Recovery 

Visual Sight1ng.-

Did you see any airbo::-ne or surface recovery forces 
during descent? After landing prior to egress: I saw the 
P2V first and then there were a lot of airplanes. TWo 
paramedics wer~ dropped. The second was dropped too tar 
away and he was exhausted by the time he got there. We all 
attached the rafts and talked about where we were and how 
long it was going to take to be recovered. The first thing 
that was dropped was something on a small red parachute 
that I think was a smoke bomb. The next thing that was 
dropped was a twenty man life raft. 1'!1e parachute failed 
and it smacked the water with a tremendous impact and the 
case tore open. It was attached with a long line to some
thing else which I think was the Stullken collar and it hit 
the water with a terrible bang, too. One of the bottles was 
broken on impact so that only the top loop of the Stul1ken 
collar could be inflated. This took just a little ot the 
list out of the spacecraft. There were also some other 
things dropped but they were all too far away to do us any 
good. The Stullken collar at first appeared to be drifting 
toward us so we decided that we would let it get a little 
closer instead of swimming so far out to get it. I kept 
watching it and it wasn't getting any closer but was getting 
farther away. I told the divers that we had better go and 
get it. One of the divers started out to get it and one 
stayed with me. I told him that I was fine, that he should 
go help his buddy, so they both left. It took them a long 
time, swimming in the sea, dragging a raft. Even under 
water with a snorkel it was a long job for them, even with 
the flippers. '!'ben they had to get the stullken collar, 
put it on 8 raft, and tow it back. fhat took a long time. 
It's a good thing they went to get it when they did. T.bey 
finally got back and wrapped it around the spacecraft and 
inflated it. Because of the angle, or list l or because ot 
improper installation of the collar, the spacecraft appeared 
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to be coming out of the ('.:>llar and the lis+. v:as increas
ing. I told ti1em to stop and to make sure ,!;batit was 
'ins"i:;alled pro:p'~riy. They both went. dm,m. and they did do 
eo!')ething und.erneath. 'Zb,e apacec:cilft moved somewhat back 
i,!.1to the collar;! and then the;y inflated one tube and the 
spacecraft r5.ghted :!. tself somewhat. They had a strap 
vl'hich they put around the hatch just in case it blew. We 
also had two extra rafts that we stuck j.nside the collar. 
One was by the hatch am the otb!r over by the :periscope. 
'l'he periscope door llS.S open and the spacet::raf't was oscillat
ing B,nd I "'as afraid that the door might wear a. ho::!.e iD the 
collar, so we put one raft down over the door. Then we 
.wai~ed there for a long t:tmeo People would come over and 
drop stnoke flares j but we needed a radio. I thought a 
little while of getting back in the space(,~I'af'!; and using 
the' radio te· talk to the P2V and tell him 'What the status 
was and that we needed a radio to transmit ·with. Tne 
jumper hE-Co no ::-adio. However, I "ias afraicl that if I 
cliD'lbcd 'back in, even with the collar J there was danger of 
getting water in the small end again. So, I d!d. not do 
that. I reall;r d:i.d not feel that there was a need, to have 
~ rarlio to taU: to them because they certainly knew where 
we were and they kr~e'" that our status was good,. We were all 
waving 'co them. ~he divers wanted another twenty ma.."l raft 
but they never got that. The SA16 carne over and made a low 
pass an~ pushed ou~ a big yellow can, about a lOga11o~ can, 
'on fi parachute. It v~as not very close. The dl ver nad to 
sw1ln a longvray to get it. We thought this '!tras our radio. 
'He' swam back and sat up on the I!ollar and opened the can and 
there 'was nothiug inside but a battE:l'Yi We were back where 
we started f::'om. The next ":;h5.:ng that happened .. , I guess, was 
that the HSS appeareil. I wond,ered for awhile whether be "18S 

. going to sit dollll on the '..ratjel:' but he did net. He had the 
sling way down and he was wey 'up in the air. I went ~ack to 
the spacecraft and. stood. on the collar and got the camera. 
He made a be:;-'-oltiful approach ano. the sling dragged up very 
slowly to the r13ft. The diver helped me. I put it on) but 
I was on the 'wrong side of the spacecraft, so I tool: it off 
again. I diW1't have the camera either aild I wanted to take 
the camera w.i. th me. I got out of the sling, walked around 
to the other Side, grabbed the c~ra and put the sling on 
and motioned to him to go up and he began to take the, tcns:.!.ol1 
up. ~fuen he was almost above me so that I felt that if I let 
go of the space:::raft I would be held substantially above the 
water J I did this. Ei"cher the helicopter settled or the 
w:l.nch operator pushed the wrong switch beca".lse I went dOWlli 
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There .T8.S one period there when I'm sure that nobody saw 
anything of me but a camera and a handl I looked at the 
camera when I got back up and it had just a few drops of 
water on it so I'm sure that it was not submerged. It 
may have been just the movement in the water. It got 
splashed, but I don't believe it~had been submerged. It 
was a long lift. He was about fifty or sixty feet up in 
the air. I got in with no problem and stowed the camera 
and took my gloves off. I took my left boot off and 
poked a hole in the toe and stuck my leg out the window 
and drained the water out. Then I lay down to get the 
water out of the right leg into the left leg. I had to 
lie down close by the relief tube so I just stuck the toe 
up over the relief tube and put the rest of the water from 
the suit out through the relief tubel That is all. I saw 
nothing during descent and heard nothing during descent. 

CODDl'IUnications.-

What recovery aircraft or vessel was first contacted: 
The . first one I saw was the P2Y. There were, I think, 
three separate P2V's, tv.·o C54' s, and an SA16, and a. Piper 
Apache, blue and white. 

Comment on the qua.11ty of conmrunications with recovery: 
The Cape Cap Com was weak but readable while I was on the 
parachute. I was aware that I was long, that the Cape Cap 
Com y18s transmitting blind, and that I should expect an hour 
recovery time. That is about what I got from the Cape. I 
also remember being told there would be jumpers in the water. 

Did you receive the information you desired at ell 
times from reentry until completion of the recovery operation: 
I did not hear emergency voice during reentry, though I 
listened :tor it. 

Pick Up.-

Did you experience any difficulties during the recovery 
operation? Describe: The only really difficult thing is 
getting out of the spacecraft. That is difficult because it 
takes a long time snd your movements are restricted in a space 
suit. 
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4.9 Sequencing Review 

With reference to the sequence panel, no~e which 
functions were operated mB.nually an.d. which were automatic. 
Cove~ the entire flight and comment on each function: 

Tbwer Jettison: The tower jettison was right on time, 
automatically. 

Cap Sep: The spacecraft separated right on time, 
automatically. 

Retroseq: The ~etrosequence begIDl right on time, 
automatically. 

Retroatt: I don f t know. I do not remember the light 
being red, but the warning lights were still on dim, and 
were not readily visible. 

Retrofire: Re~rosequence was right on time with the 
clock and the count. At the California Cap Com's count 
for "fire retrolf I did not get "fire retro," but this 
count was one second early. I waited for the clock to get 
to twenty-nine. They still did not fire. I went immediately 
to the "fire retro" button and the retrorockets s"till did 
not fire. One or tvo seconds passed before I felt the first 
retrorocket. 

Rctro Jettison: The retrorockets jettisoned auto
matically right on time. 

Retract Scope: The periscope retracted automatically 
right on time • 

• 05g: I dD not recall the .05g light. 

Drogue: The drogue was not deployed automatically. 
It was deployed rranually. 

Snorkel: The snorkel was opened automatically. 

Main: The main parachute was deployed manually. 

Reserve: Th.e reserv~ parachute was not used. It was 
jettisoned automatically after lE.nding. 

Landing Bag: The landing bag W&S manually positioned 
to the ~.ntomatic position, and. the light went green immediately. 
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5.0 GENERAL FLIGHT ACTIVITIES AND INFORMATION DEBRIEFING 

5.1 Aeromedical 

Did you test different kinds of vision? When? Describe: -
No, vision is not affected at all. John satisfied himself that 
this was true, and I believe it is true. 

Did you experience visual difficulty at any time? When? 
Describe: - Only once. That was when sweat ran down in my right 
eye and gave me a momentary problem. 

Was there any blurring of vision during acceleration, maxi
mum noise, or weightlessness? Describe: - There was no blurring 
of vision during acceleration or during maximum noise or during 
weightlessness. 

Was your peripheral vision affected by your face plate or by 
high g levels: - Your vision is restricted by the face plate. But 
I do not think you get a noticeable reduction of peripheral vision 
at 6g's. Peripheral vision was not affected by the high g levels. 

Did you notice any tearing? When: - There was no tearing. 

Was there any time during the flight when you had difficulty 
hearing? Describe: - There was no time in the flight that I had 
any difficulty hearing. 

Did you experience any ear pain: - As far as I can remember, 
I did not notice any ear pain. I was aware of the pressure on my 
ears as I always am when I have an increase in pressure and can 
not get to my nose to clear my ears. I heard in the air during 
the flight everything that I heard later on the ground tape, so 
I think that even though my hearing was reduced a little bit when 
my ears were tight I heard everything. My ears cleared immedi
ately when I got to my nose and did squeeze it and blow. 

Did you have to make "say again" requests? Why: - I do not 
remember m&king any "say again" requests. 

Did you note tinnitus at any time? When: - There was no 
tinnitus at any time. 

Did you note vertigo at any time? When: - There was no 
vertigo at any time. 
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Did you note the presence of a nasal discharge at any time? 
Describe: - I do not remember nasal discharge at any time. 

Did you experience dryness of the nose and throat? When: -
I don't remember dryness of the nose or throat. The doctor said 
my throat was red, though, when I got on the ship. He said this 
comes sometimes from breathing 100 percent oxygen for a length 
of time. 

Did you have any sinus pain? Describe: - I had no sinus pain. 

Did you have any problem with oropharyngeal secretions: - I 
had no problem with oropharyngeal secretion. 

Were you thirsty at any time? When: - I was thirsty. I was 
thirsty before launch, in the van, and I was thirsty in flight. 
I was thirsty on the raft. 

Was your mouth dry? When: - My mouth was not dry. I was 
just thirsty. 

Were you conscious of any specific odors? What? When: - I 
was conscious of no specific odors in flight except the smoke at 
retrofire. 

Were you conscious of sweating? When? Where: - I was con
scious of sweating pretty much throughout the flight. 

Did any unusual skin sensations occur? Describe: - I had no 
unusual skin sensations. 

Did you feel warm or hot? Where? When: • I felt warm and 
hot from about half way through the first orbit on through half 
way through the third orbit. 

There is one thing that I heard on the tape that I did not 
mention before. There was one time the suit seemed very cool. I 
was cool allover, but it was close in the helmet. It seems as 
though it was very warm on my face. I moved around a little bit, 
or I opened the visor, or something, and it went away. It seemed 
like there was a sort of stagnant place where no flow was getting 
up around my face. The flow was such that it did not sweep air 
across my face. 
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Were you short of breath at any time? ~: - I wasn't short 
of breath at any time but I did notice I could not say as many 
words with one breath during reentry acceleration as I expected 
to be able to, 

Was there any orthopnea? Tachypnea: - There was no orthopnea 
nor tachypnea. 

Did you have any chest discomfort? When? Where: - I had no 
chest discomfort. 

Were chest motions limited durtng acceleration? Any other 
time: - I do not remember chest motions as being limited except 
that I was aware of reduction of vital capacity at reentry accele
ration only. 

Did you cough postacce1eration? Were you aware of palpitation,? 
When~ - I did not cough postacce1eration. I was not aware of any 
palpitation. 

Were you aware of your pu1se?,~: - I was aware of my pulse 
only during the blood pressure measurements when I could feel the 
pulse in my arm, I felt it when systolic started coming through 
and it dropped out when diastolic was measured . 

Describe eating, drinking, and swallowing: - Eating, drinking 
and swallowing is completely normal in all respects. The only 
thing that's different is getting the food to your mouth, Once 
it is in your mouth, it is no problem. 

Did you experience abdominal discomfort? When? Where: - I 
did not experience any abdominal discomfort, 

Did you have an urge to yawn? When: - I did not have an urge 
to yawn, 

Did you feel particularly sleepy at any time? When: - I 
did not feel sleepy at any time. 

Did you feel like stretching at any time? When: - I did feel 
like stretching, but I was surprised to note that I did not stretch 
at any time in the spacecraft. Before launch I took my left leg 
out of the trough and laid it across my right leg which was comfor
table. I did not move out of the couch again until the third orbit, 
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just past Africa. I think. Then I took my feet out and stretched 
them up straight, so that the knees were straight. This felt 
very good. 

Did you experience indigestion, belching, or excessive pas
sage of stomach gases at any time? When~ - I did not experience 
indigestion. I did not belch. There was no passage of stomach 
gas at any time that I can remember. 

Did you experience an urge to defecate? When~ - There was 
no urge to defecate. 

Did you experience an urge to urinate? When: - I think that 
I urinated in flight but I didn't mention it on the tape and I 
can not remember when it was now. 

Did you attempt to urinate? Describe: - I just can't re
member for sure. 

Was the urinal satisfactory~ - The urinal is quite satisfac
tory. However~ it may not be quite long enough. 

Did you experience any difficulty with pressure points on: 
Hands and feet? Wrists and Ankles? Elbows? Shoulders? Others: -
I had no pressure points in flight, or even before launch. I was 
very comfortable. There just were not any pressure points any
where. 

Was there any tingling of any body members? Describe: -
There was no tingling of any body members. 

Were there any unexpected flight events which caused fear or 
other physiological response? Describe: - There were some unex
pected flight events. They did not cause fear. They did cause 
some concern. When things do not go as planned it takes more 
time to analyze the situation and adjust your program to take care 
of it, but there was no physiological response due to unexpected 
flight events. My greatest disappointment was caused by the ex
cessive fuel consumption. 

Was comfort maintained in the suit and cabin? If not, ex
plain: - Reasonable comfort was maintained in the suit, but I was 
hot. I finally got the feel for the suit water valve and then I 
became quite comfortable in the suit. 
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In your opinion, does zero g feel anything like being 
submerged in water: - Zero g is, I think, very similar to 
being submerged in wmter, Except for the resistance that 
the water offers to your movements, it is very similar. 

John Glenn mentions that it is different in one respect 
because you do not know where up is at zero g, and you do in 
the water. If you close your eyes you can get disoriented in 
the water, too. I can, There is an up in the water, but there 
il no up in flight at zero g, 

Did the semiautomatic blood pressure device operate 
satisfmctorily: - The semi-automatic blood pressure devise 
operated satisfactorily as far as I am concerned. The doctor 
on the ship said that the blood pressure cuff had slipped 
when I took off my suit, but this is not correct, I feel 
that it was exactly in the place where we put it, and that 
the microphone was in place. The sensors were all exactly 
in the same place, The sensors were dry and the tape was 
good, There was no discomfort from the sensors. 

5.2 Assessment of Preflight Training Program 

Were you sufficiently trained for the mission: - No, I 
could have used more training, I would say that there are 
some holes in the training which should be taken up when 
there is time for a long discussion. 

Has your flight experience pointed up any areas where 
you felt you had no training and needed it: - Yes, the lack 
of a visual simulation is one problem area. We also need 
a better way to simulate the gyro handling in flight. The 
effect the trainer has on how you handle the flight over
powers everything elseo It is the most vital factor in 
your training. Where the trainer is accurate, you are pre
pared. Where~ even in minor items» it does not properly 
simulate the spacecraft you are not trained 0 You need a 
simulation of the view Quit the window and periscope to show 
you what you can expect when you look in the window or the 
periscope during the flight. I bad some training in attitude 
reference through the Window, with a line representing 
horizon» on the ALFA Tr~iner. Perhaps the ALFA Trainer was 
not used enough, The ALFA Trainer might have been very, 
very good if I had more practice with the window horizon only, 
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without the periscope earth-simulation lighted. I wonder if 
we can put the same type of window presentation on the Procedures 
Trainer? That would even be better because, on the ALFA Trainer, 
gravity cues are always present. You always know about where 
you are because you are sloshing around in a couch. If we had 
a display in the Procedures Trainer that simulated the horizon 
movement with no g input, this would be very valuable. 

How do you rate the relative worth of the ALFA Trainer, 
the Mercury Procedures Trainer, and the Centrifuge with 
regard to preparation for doing the actual manual control 
tasks in the capsule: - The very best trainer is the 
Procedures Trainer. Both the Centrifuge and ALFA Trainers 
are va1uab1e~ but I think a man could make this flight with
out Centrifuge experience. He could not make it without 
Procedures Trainer experience. I think the order of priority 
would be Procedures Trainer, Centrifuge, and ALFA Trainer. 

Which trainers could have been omitted without loss in 
your state of readiness in this flight: - None. 

Do you have any suggestions relative to retiming of the 
training program? For example 2 were you rusty in any par
ticular control task: - I do not feel that I was. 

When were you the most anxious? Would extra training 
have helped: - I was the most anxious prior to reentry, after 
retrofire. because of my low fuel state. Yes, a visual 
simulator would have helped at this point. 

How did the noise and vibration experienced in the centrifuge 
training program compare with those you actually experienced 
during the flight: - The noise and vibration experienced in the 
spacecraft were similar to the centrifuge. There was more 
vibration. There was not much noise~ and maximum q was not nearly 
as bad as I had expected. It was not much worse than the very 
first vibrations at lift-off. I was surprised at how gentle 
it was. 

Were any phYSiological effects experienced during the 
mission accelerations that were not experienced on the 
centrifuge accelerations or vice-versa? (Angular acceleration, 
etc ?)~ - Yes, the yaw oscillation prior to BECO and SECO was 
new. I do not think it is necessary to experience this 
oscillation during training. 
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What sound effacts do you wish we had on the Procedures 
Trainer: ~ I do not think it is necessary to have any sound 
effects~ but it would not hurt. The more you can include in 
the trainer. the better the training. 

In retrospect, was there proper balance between failure 
training and normal procecures training: - I needed more 
training in the flight plan. I could have used more training 
in both areas. 

Did you notice any difference in the operation of the 
rate-and-attitude indicator in the spacecraft as compared 
to that in the Procedures Trainer: - I noticed only one 
difference in th~ operation of the rate-and-attitude indi
cators compared to the trainer and that was the lower rates 
I got out of f1y-by-wire low thruster operation. Low fly
by-wire produced less of an acceleration than I expected. 
The rates built up more slowly, 

Compare the response of the H202 jets with the response 
of the controls of the ALFA Trainer: - '!he response of the 
thrusters was very similar to the response of the controls 
on the ALFA Trainer. 

Should we have had an ALFA Trainer powered by the 
actual H202 control systems: - No. I had no trouble with 
thruster tail off. The control system was beautiful through
out. 

How did the overall angular response of the spacecraft 
compare with that of the ALFA Trainer: - Pretty good, with the 
exception of the response of the low thrusters in the f1y-by
wire control mode. 

How realistic was the horizon display on the ALFA Trainer: -
It is pretty good. The only problem is the presence of gravity 
which gives you an extra cue to attitude" A better simulation 
for training in the use of external reference would be a movable 
horizon on a static simulator. 

Should we have had an ALFA Trainer at Cape Canaveral in 
order to keep you peaked-up just prior to the flight: - No, I 
do not think that is necessary. It would have been desirable 
to have had a horizon simulation on the window of the Procedures 
Trainer. We also need a good periscope display on the Procedures 
Trainer. 
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Did your previous zero g training in Project Mercury 
have any value in preparing you for this flight: - Yes, 
the zero g training was valuable. 

How improtant was your training in the MASTIF Trainer 
relative to this flight: - The MASTIF was interesting but 
irrelevant. 

Should. more or less emphasis have been placed on 
environmental training: - I think more. I should have 
had three orbits in the pressure chamber. I would have 
been more familiar with the cabin and suit water valves. 
I think the only reason it is necessary is to get familiar 
with thE: temperature rates to the, flow control valve settings. 

Was the training you received on the transparent indi
cator mockup capsule of any value: - It was of great value. 
it is a good thing to have. 

Were any Mercury trainers detrimental to your state of 
readiness: - Yes, Mercury trainers were detrimental to my 
state of readiness in some respects. Everyone that is not 
accurate in any point is detrimental, 

If in retrospect you could pick just one Mercury trainer 
to help you train, which one would you pick? If two, which 
two? If three, which three: - If I could pick the Mercury 
trainer in order of importance, my list would be the Procedures 
Trainer, then the Centrifuge. then the ALFA, and then the 
transpaI.'ent indicator mockup capsule. 

Should we have included cloud cover on the ALFA Trainer~ -
Yes, that would have been good. 

Was the star display on the ALFA Trainer realistic: - The 
star display on the ALFA Trainer is fairly realistic. 

5.3 Observations 

Celestial Observations - In response to the following 
questions note the time, spacecraft orientation, size, brightness, 
location and other descriptive details applicable. 

Describe any unusual phenomena which was observed: I 
described the fireflies, They appeared to be like snowflakes. 
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I do not think that the fireflies were visible, unless the 
sun was shining on them. I do not believe that I saw any 
that were truly luminous. I think that all the ones I saw 
reflected light. One time on the tape, I said, "There is 
one that is truly luminous." Later I saw some others that 
were just as bright. It made me change my mind about the 
other being luminous, because they looked the same. The 
one t described as luminous was the first one I saw. At 
that time I had been on red light and it looked green only 
by contrast, I believe. 

Can you compare the velocity at which the confetti 
departed at the time of the balloon release with the velocity 
of the particles when you were hitting them off the side of 
the vehicle: I can. The particles traveled at different 
speeds, but I do not think I saw any particles that moved 
as fast as the confetti did. 

When you were facing forward, did you see them coming 
towards you from a distance: No, I do not remember seeing 
them coming directly toward the window. 

When you were facing backwards and you were hitting 
them off the side of the spacecraft, did they converge as they 
went back: No, they spread out. They diverged. Some were 
traveling out one way, some another, in an arc to the rear of 
1100 . I think you could probably follow one particle for as 
long as a minute, maybe longer. I did not do this, but there 
were some whose relative motion was such that you could watch 
them for a long. long time. Their motion, position and speed 
were random. Some in close changed course, but the ones that 
I knocked off the side of the hatch all went past the window, 
from right to left. 

Can you make an estimate of the diameter of the particles: 
I saw one that was a half an inch long and it looked like a lathe 
filing. It was shaped like a curlycue. 

When you were knocking particles off the side of the 
spacecraft, were they all identical, as far as you could tell, 
in color and size: No, some were gray and some were white. 
The large ones were four or five times the size of the little 
ones. They also varied in brightness. This was a function of 
their size. 

Can you estimate the number of particles in the cloud which 
came off the spacecraft when you hit the side: I would say 
there may have been as many as 200. 
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Was there any difference in the number of particles~ 
depending on where on the spacecraft of how frequently you 
knocked~ I did not notice that There seemed to be no 
reduction in the number with repeated knocking. 

Describe the appearance of sunrises: I think I described 
the appearance of the sunrise on the voice tape. I can not 
remember the colors now but there are very definite changes 
in color, like in a rainbow. 

Did all sunrises appear the same? Differences: I think 
that all sunrises and sunsets are the same. 

Describe the general appearance of the sky during the day 
and night: There are more stars visible at night. On the 
daylight side, when the sun is on the Window, you can not see 
stars. 

Compare the view of the sky you had with the same view 
from the earth on a clear night: You can not see as many 
stars at night through the spacecraft window, partially night
adapted, as you can with no night adaption on the earth. 

Did you identify stars and constellations? Which ones 
and how many~ I did identify stars and constellations at night. 
Whether I did this during daylight, I do not remember. I have 
seen stars and a horizon in the west, when the sun was up in 
the east, but the horizon you see out to the west was still dark. 
The terminator has not yet reached the western horizon. 

Did you count the stars in a known constellation? Which 
one and how many: I did try to count stars, but I did not get 
a final number in any given group. I am convienced from having 
seen Corvus during the flight and later in the S2F, that you 
see a lot more stars on the ground. I think a star count through 
this window is meaningless because you can see more on the 
ground than I could through the window. 

Comment on the Star Navigation Device: The Star Navigation 
Devise is a very useful item, but the shiny plastic covering is 
not satisfactory. It wrinkled so that no matter how I would 
illuminate it with the finger tip lights, red or white, a glare 
was always present that prevented me from reading the time or 
the names of the constellations. I think larger letters are 
needed on the star chart. Larger elapsed time numbers are also 
required. The star charts would be more useful if they were 
larger. 
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Could you identify stars readily enough to use them for 
a yaw reference by position? (not by star drift): Yes, this 
is the way to orient in yaw. Star drift takes a long time. 

Comment on the following, if an attempt to observe 
them was made: (1) Sun's outer corona, (2) Zodiacal light, 
(3) Gegenshein, (4) Libration clouds, (5) Comets, (6) Narcreous 
clouds. (7) Noctilucent clouds, (8) Meteros, (9) Night air 
glow, and (10) Aurorea: I did not look at the sun through 
the filter, so I can not comment on the outer corona. I 
could not see Zodiacal light. Judging from the stars that 
I was able to see through the spacecraft window, I would 
not expect to see it, I did look for Gegenschein, but I did 
not see it. I do not think you can see these faint light 
phenomena at all. I did not see liDration clouds. I thought 
I saw a comet but it was the balloon. I did not see nacreous 
clouds. or nocti1ucent clouds or meteors. At one time I could 
see the horizon. It is a bright band. Above this there 
was a dark space up to the haze layer, which is another bright 
band. They look identical in brightness. I took the airg10w 
filter out and looked at the two bright bands through it. I 
could see only the upper band. I would estimate that the 
width and brightness of the upper band was identical to the 
lower band. The upper layer is half the width of the big color 
band at sunset. The layers appear to extend over the whole 
horizon. I did not see an aurora. I only rode it! 

Were you briefed, trained and equipped adequately for 
observing and recording the celestial phenomena you encountered: 
Yes, I think so. 
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Terrestrial observations.-

Is there much difference in the apparent color of the 
land areas, water areaS,or clouds as compared with their (1) 
appearance from a high .. flying conventional aircraft? (2) 
appearance from previous Mercury flights: There is no diff
e~nce in the apparent color of the land, water areas, or 
clouds compared to the view from a high-flying airplane. 
The view looks to me exactly like the pictures from the other 
Mercury flights. 

Is there much difference in the color attenuations from an 
oblique view as compared to a vertical view of the earth: There 
is no difference in color attenuation from an oblique view and 
a vertical view, The colors may appears 11 ttle hazier off in 
the distance but, if so it is exactly the same as the view you 
get from an airplane down lower. 

Did you distinguish the Gulf Stream and other ocean currents 
by their color: I did not distinguish the Gul.:e Stream or any 
other ocean currents by their color. The color of all the 
water I saw was a dark blue, except for the shallow water around 
islands, 

Could you discriminate snow and clouds~ I didn't see any 
snow that I know of. I think snow could be easily distinguished 
from clouds. 

Could you tell the relative heights of different clouds: 
There was one time that I felt I could see four separate cloud 
layers below me. 

Are the different types of clouds distinct enough so that you 
could determine cloud height from the cloud type: Yes, you can 
recognize cirrus, cumulus, and stratus cloud formations. 

Could you detect winds on the earth's surface, and were swell 
patterns detectable at sea: I do not think swell patterns were 
detectable. I think you could detect winds on the earth's sur
face by the way smoke was blowing. I did see some dust. Over 
Africa there was one very hazy dust layer. 

What terrain observations surprised you: I was surprised 
that I could see individual fields, some were green and some, 
l.ying fallow, were brown. After retrofire, I saw a dirt road. 
It was so clearn that I feel that I could have seen a truck 
on it. 
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At launch, I saw Bermuda. The South Atlantic was nine
tenths covered with clouds. All of Western Africa was clear. 
I had a beautiful view of lake Chad. Parts of Africa were 
green and I knew that was jungle. There were clouds over the 
Indian Ocean. The Pacific was roughly three- or four-tenths 
covered with clouds. Farther west in the Pacific it was not 
quite as heavily clouded. The western half of Baja California 
was covered along its length by clouds. The eastern half 
was not. Over the United States, during the radar test, I 
noticed that there were a lot of clouds below. After retro
fire, I could see the El Centro area. I did not see Florida 
or the Cape. 

Did you discern a haze layer(s) which might be associated 
with the tropopause or other stable layers of the stmosphere? 
If so, describe~ I did see the airglow layer at night. I 
think that the coloring at sunset may be associated with the 
tropopause. There is a very definite demarcation between the 
colors. 

Could you see ships or comparable objects on land or sea: 
I didnit see any ships. I did not see anything moving on the 
ground. 

On the horizon, was the transition from light to dark 
smooth: On the daylight Side, with the sun well up, it is. 
You can see the horizon and there 1s quite a big haze layer 
above that, which tapers off very gradutilily to .. the black of 
space. The transition from light to dark is s~ooth. 

Did the view distract you from flight procedures~ Yes, 
it's a very arresting sight. You have. to stop and think about 
it, not only the first time but every time you see it. You 
canit tear your eyes away from it. 

Describe your sensations of relative motion~ I think a 
very good analogy to viewing through the peri~cope is viewing 
through the big bug eye lens in the F98B. In this aircraft it 
is possible to look out through the forward camera in order to 
check the field of view. The relative motion ;you perceive 
through that bug eye lens is very similar to the periscope on 
high magnification view. Out the window it seems normal. There 
is nothing to indicateithat you are going 17,000 miles per hour. 
It looks nc;>rmal, as if you are maybe at about Mach.9'. If you can 
not see ,the earth, you have no senation of movement. 
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!3alloon, experiment.-

Describe the deployment of the balloon, the two balsa blocks, 
and the Mylar confetti~ At the time of balloon deployment, I 
saw one balsa block and mistook it for the balloon. I though the 
balloon had gone out in a little square packa@e. I had never seen 
a balloon deploy. I did not know what it was going to look like 
and I did not see the line 0 I thought the line had failed and that 
the whole package had been lost. I saw the confetti whenit was 
Jettisoned and disappeared rapidly. It was visible for a very 
short time. Finally the balloon came into view. It looked 
to me like it was: a wrinkled sphere about 8 or 10 inches thick in 
the center. It had a little sausage coming out of each side. 
It stayed roughly that shape most of the flight. 

Describe the balloon Us motion following deployment, throughout 
the orbit, and during release. Initially, I Judged by the 
balloonss relative motion that it would oscillate at about one 
cycle per minute, but it did not. The balloonus motion became 
unpredictable. The lin"" ~.rnuld be tight at times. Then when 
the balloon came back in, the line would be so slack that it 
HvULU have big loopb ~ll L~' I do not think it ever hit the 
spacecraft. It also wrapped around the heat shield of the space
craft on the third orbit. 

Describe the balloonus motion at the time drag measurements 
were marked~ The balloon's motion at the time of draf measure
ments was, as always, random but the line was tight, or at least 
roughly straight out. 

Describe any attempts to damp oscillations, if they occurred~ 
I did not attempt to damp any of the Qscillations. It did not 
have any oscillations, it just wandered. 

Describe the balloonis appearance during daylight, darkness, 
and following re leas,e ~ The balloon n s appearance during daylight 
was, apparently the same as on the surface ·of the earth. At night, 
it was once silhouetted against the bright earth. I think this 
was after moonrise. 

Comment on the value of the various colors under various 
lighting and contrast conditions~ The day glow orange was good. 
The silver color was also good. I did not have a good way to 
evaluate colors because I could not see them all. When I looked 
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out at the balloon, I saw the orange and one shiny silver color. 
This may be because they were the only colors I did see. 

Comment on the value of the phosphorescent surface during 
darkness and daylight when turned away from the sun: I could 
not see it glow. This may have been because it was not inflated. 

What is your opinion of the balloon experiment~ It did not 
work. It did not inflate and it did not jettison. I really 
think that was potentially a bad situation if you cannot get 
rid of the balloon. At retrofire there is a chance that it 
could damage the spacecraft. It might noto There is not much 
chance of it hitting the spacecraft considering the way it 
drifts, but there was one period while I was talking to the 
California Cap Com, that it was right in front of the window 
and the thought occurred to me that it might hit the window. 

Ground Flare Observation.-

Describe the appearance of the ground flares: I did not 
see the ground flares 0 I was able to see one dim light over 
Australia, but that was before flare ignition. It might have 
been a city that was lighting up the cloud layer above it. 
John Glenn says that the lights of Perth covered about one
quarter to one-third of the window area, so this could not have 
been Perth. I had just a small light spot through the clouds. 

Flight Experiences 

Were you ever disoriented~ 
(See answer to question 4.3.103 on page 4-7-Eds) 

Were you confused at any time? When~ I was not confused 
by this at all. The only orientation that has any meaning to 
you at all is the location of the controls and other things in 
in the spacecraft. You know where they are. 

Were you ever uncertain of the spacecraft attitude relative 
to the earth: - Yes. 

Did you at any time think the capsule was tumbling when 
in fact it was not~ - No. 
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Were: you aware of' any illusory p:nenQ~na'l When! Describe:~~· 

I was aware: of Just one; i.llusory phenomena. When I looked 
out the w:i.ndow anti saw wheTl'!': th.. nori zon was, and t::b.en looked 
at the right hand. shelf ",her!:'; the di t.ty bag is located, I was 
surprised teo 8ee that it 'Was verticaL Lying on yom" back: in 
the trainer and the: s.p:ace:craft on t~ ground, you are aware 
that this d:l..tty bag is horIzontal. But In the spacecraft, it 
ap~ared "1;0 have· rot.ate,d. 9(, degre,l';;s do"Wn., and to havl(': become 
vElrticaL I did net transla te my change of attItude of 
90 degrees to t:his shelf' 0 There 'We. is no g input to tell me 
that 1 had rotat.4!!d 90 degr"!:e~ 0 So I expect,ed to be looki.ng 
straight u,p., which lwa.s noL 

Did you have: the; s,ame sensation toward the main instrument 
panel~ Noo ~rol:m G~;nn felt the same -way t,o a mild. degree) in 
relation to the left fuse p.~neL I did not feel the same way 
about the fU:;:;,<e J:,ane~ .But it is exactl.y tree l:.'a.me thingo You 
,just don. v t fo!e 1 that the spac,=,craft is oriented right 0 

This, seemi.ngly, has some; definite connection between the 
one-g fiel.d in the trai.ner and th~ actual orbi.tal conditions 
in the spacecraf~ Do yo~J. thi.nk it '.vould have been better, 
from a training standp'_,int, to have rotated. the procedures 
trainer 900 : Noo It is: more comi'ortable to be on your back on 
t.he ground" and this D":'usory phemomenon couidn? t matter less 0 

I explained this to Dro I}ra;y'biel and he un~:r,':'tands it per-
fectly: as I do I had 1'.0 g to indicate: to me" that I was not 
in the n,nmaI pc.sltion, '::\0 I e:xpp-cted thE': panel to be in the 
normal horizrmtal po?ition instE'ad of th.;:, verti.caL It:i.& 
intl!'r~5tjng to note that in The spa.:::ecraft the horiz,ontal is 
a.ctuall.y 15 d.e-gLees no·se UOWUo 

Or. tape you re;ported. that you m1.sS'ed the; button on thl!'i 
time z~ro clock .• slightlyo Dld yeu do this with your e~s 
closed:; Yes" I di.d T.his a numbl!>:r' of time;so I miss~d 'by 
about 2 or 3 inche&" I d.id t"te saID.e thing l,atE';r, while talk.ing 
to Dro Gray"Die'L I t!'ied t.:) tou,?h thf": corner of a. desk near 
me 0 When I !'E".i,:;.(;b'l:',d (I,ver to touch it ·w:\.th my eyes closed; and. 
after not having looked at it; !"{';cently, I missed t,he; corner by 
about 3 inchesv Tt~ I!':rror was, random 0 On an average, 1 
neither overshot or undershoto When I open~d my eyes and looked 
at the exac:t spot, J was trying to touch .. and then closed my eyes 
agai.n and reached out) I found no difficulty in touching the 
exact spot" Ill'Li.s '\ol'a,~ wha!: I ex.perienced bot,h on the ground. and in 
fUghto 
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W11at were the most reassuring or even comforting events 
or conditions of the flight: The most comforting event is 
zero g. The most reassuring event is parachute deploy. Al
thou~~, by then you know the flight is over, and that, in 
jtself, is reassuring. 

Has your own ability to control the spacecraft after 
so much training reassuring: I do not look at that as being 
particularly reassnring. I expected to be able to control 
the spacecraft. I think it is reassuring to know that all 
the thrusters are working right. 

When dj,d time seem to pass rapidly: The tim~ pa.st~ed. 
most rapidly from lift-off to impact. 

When d1.d it seem to drag? Die. the time from landing to 
recoyery seem long: It did not. I enjoyed the time on the 
water. 

Wben were you pressed for time: I was pressed fOl' time 
from lift ··off to impact. 

Did. you r.otice any reaction response of the spacecraft 
to your movement.s: Yes. I ha'le described the reaction re
sponse of the spacecraft earlier. 

What sounds occurred which you were not able to i:rr.mc
(Hately recognize or did not expect: There was a che.nge in 
the DOl se leyel of the spacecraft three or four M.mes. A 
couple of' ttmes it was an increase when somet:bing started 
happerd.ng that had not been going on before. Tbe other 
times it was a decrease when something stopped. This was 
usually an abrupt change in noise level. Some were audible 
in the earphone and some through the helmet and ear cup from 
the spacecraft equipment. 

What experiences from training came to mind. duri~g the 
flight: The turnaro'und was somethtng that I recognized. 
Attitude control using star reference is similar to the ALF'A 
Trainer, but the periscope view is not at all similar 'to 'che 
ALFA Trainer. The whole launch was very familiar. The retro
fire a.nd reentry are fruniliar, but the orbital flight itself 
is full of new sensations. 
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Comment!)!: yO~.r:: 8:1.i to Do you ;,mggerst any ehang<!'s:: ~. The suit 
is too ~Bt.ri(~ting '.:,n tl:l"! gro~~d: In th\l!; f:"ight.~ :it botbued m~ 
'Tf'tr'J 11 ttl~ 0 H(\i'f!!Y'!i~r~r1 t:e., h~ :lm~"t both~n'I:d I!i;'!l 0 It 1£1 hard'. to ~ee 
out of the w.Ll1<I:~·\~) an:! t,:: ge:t"Lny cf the; ~qt:dpm~nt up t,o your ~yes: 0 

Do~s th<! h~lmat ~stl':«:t your h~ad. movem~llt:-r your v:!5ion~ -
It pr::i'J2.u! 1~'" t"l";s.t.r::c'ta v~i~j.on~ 1mt ~hl't:n y""ll1. t,.r.y t.o get u:p close to 
the; W!.n1m<tl'.1 ":2~ b·~ll:!'":::: 6.103i:. :r~;'3t:'l:.~,s ycur move!'.m~r:.to 

CO~:::"'2Fl Y0'±£ "cu::h" Ch:;,ngi!;:B;;'O' The: (;:ouch ~~s very '(;'o!l.l.for'v 

tabl~ 0 I d.:Jlil not mcY(~ fin ~ncugh .fcnre.:m. to c;han.g~ the peri;$cop'! 
viewo At most} I :ml)';,~d only 2. (111' 3 Inc~e8. 

Comment em YOUI.._ r'!~t ra:"n~ h~.rn~f;8. Char11?i~!!:;~' I don Ut think 
~'e need th~ le:g ffUPJ;«r"tso Th·!! r"~!re:i!lt harneS's: :B :not a, good. on~o 
The Slhoultl.~r hiS:.r:U~5S :r~t"ils <""re. ::»t, r:Lghto Th~y io !lot havt'; thto 
proper tll:nsd.~!l 2l!:"1 "the ~"'h')l1'; thlLng!.s .0.01: ~ompa.t:lble with tb.~ 
s'JJ,to Th~ reBtra.:~.r;:~ rcY,;;,+'fH!l ~t_0:'~ ~.1. be ba:i.l't into t.h\~ \~u.i to 

Wit,I::. r"~rd toe tl:!. ECS, 'WR!?', th,re any noticeable: mrerpressure 
in th~ suit 5, t any t.lLm~:? If if: 0 " W,i:'· this both"TSO~ ~ .e, Th.r~ was 
------~--.~~~--~~~~----~~~~ -----.~~~~~ 
no notic,~abl~ (';V~r:rn";iSsure on the Ef.;S ~t'3:ny time 0 

Wa.s the:r~y ncttceable nega,t~iv~---Er~ssure in. your a,uit at 
any t,ime? How s<!:"~r!::? D:!.d yeu ~ak~ a..'1:L. m"asures: to correct thiS' ~ ~ 
Th~n'l ws; alse u,:'!, nr~'t :!c!'abl~ neg:art1 V~ p::"~a·iSure. 

Gould )'?1l h<!!1:u" the d.emand.~gulsto:r? Wh~!:.? CeuI,t vou hear 
\:)xygtm floT.( through th<e. ::~e1m~t (e'nt'ha~Jlfi't ho~~? Was 'this a.:moying? 
Did :it int~r1'~~ rit~_s:ommunic.'~tlc:.n c<r. yeu!' ebility to c:oncentre.te; -
Yes.f I could. h~&T th(~ de:IIl.8J1.,i r~g:.;lrdor 0 ! WBl2, not ccr!SC'~.(R1.S of the 
flow through th·~ ~:~~t1i.l<?"t ho.:-e., so 1'::L1>1. :cot ::;'nt~rf~~ 0 

Did leu l';'iS!;!!ime;rg~n'~y oxygen'? 1./h~n? WhatilffeNnc:e: did. this 
seem to ma.k~ ~ = Th~ only ttrx.e I us~'1 e:m,~:rg~ncy oxygen was wen the 
snorkel c:am,e out. One"., when it w.s so hot, Ic'cns1d.~:r'eId 8el~ct1ng 

eme;rgency rat~" ::: th(),uf,ht :i.~ m1g..1tt }],I'cllo But I d.id not U9~ i.t.. 

D:i.::i _ t:t.e EGS ~nal li.ght!' op1:re,t~ P~~ ~ The EC'S s1.gnal 
lights oper:a,t~d :prop'~rly 0 
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Did the ECS supply quantity indicators operate satisfactorily: -
The supply quantity indicators operated satisfactorily. 

Do you have any comments on the overall operation of the rocket 
and pyrotechnic systems: - With the exception of late retrofire and 
the smoke, the rockets and pyrotechnics systems operated correctly. 
In addition, the balloon jettison failed. 

Did the roll, pitch, and yaW rate and position indicators 
function properly": - There was one time when I read 3~ on the pitch 
attitude indicator, but was not, in retroattitude according to 
the window reference. At the same time a pitch down rate was indi
cated but the pitch attitude needle did not move. The other two 
attitudes at this time were at zero. This occurred on just one 
occaSion, the first time I mentioned an ASCS problem. The pitch 
indicators showed the pitch to be about 20 degrees or more off 
retroattitude, but it was not. It was not moving. It was just 
as though the gyros were caged. 

Describe the capsule response to all control modes used during 
the mission: - The spacecraft response in all control modes was e:. 
cellent. 

Was there any indication of thrusters leaking on automatic 
control system? Did tailoff seem excessive: - The tailoff was 
imperceptible. The response was just beautiful. 

Was there evidence of thrusters failing to start? Any delayed 
starts: - The:n was no evidence of thrusters failing to start. 

In general, do you have any comments pertaining to the reaction 
control system: - The only thing that bothered me on the reaction 
control system was the low rates that I got from fly-by-wire low 
thrusters. From the training I received on fly-by-wire operation 
in the Procedures Trainer, I was used to seeing a specific rate 
needle response to a given stick deflection. The rates I could 
develop with the fly-by-wire low thrusters in flight were not as 
great as they were on the trainer. Since they were lower, this 
sometimes caused me to use the high thrusters instead. There were 
times when I suspected the low thrusters were not working correctly 
because the rate buildup was so slow. 

If used, was the manual periscope extension-retraction lever 
operation adequate: - The manual periscope extension-retraction 
lever wasn I t used in flight. Its operation has always been ade
quate on the ground. 
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Was the P&ri.scope filter usable~ - I did not use the peri
scope filter. I d.id not even think about it, a.lthough I had 
used it on the ground. 

Comment on radio Iece tion a.s to c:ont1nuit clarit in
d.icate excellent, 'ood fair unintelli ible for those radios 
used UHF HF command. voice receiver : = Radio reception was 
excellent. I received. transmissions that could not be answered, 
because I could nceive at a greater distan~e than I could trans·, 
mito The cla:dt.y was excellento I used UHF low and UHF high 
over Kano. TheHJ was no dlfferenCle in the :reception 0 No ground 
station ever read me on HF, so far as I know. I made a number 
of HF transmissions, but no one ever answ.red me. 

What was the relative noise level in audio: - It was not 
noticeable. 

Is a 4oo~,c cIa or an 800-c cle tone revalent: - I do not re~ 
member hearing the -cycle tone that has been a problem in the 
past. In orbit· it :1s very still in the spacecraft. 

Were' th6~ any differences in instrument readability from 
the static s:1 tuations during powered flight , orbital flight, and 
during re~mtrr~ = A great number of instruments are not readable 
under the r.d lights. 

Could you read the indi!!ators .as111 at all t1lwts? Any 
glare: - There was no problem with glare on the instruments. 
There was a g.lare problem on the star chart. 

Did you encounter any une;xpected problem relative to reaching 
any of the controls ~= I did not encounter any problem :relative to 
reaching any of th~ controls 0 Everything is easier to reach under 
zero g. 

Did yoU .ncounterany inst~nt malfunctions? If so, de
scribe~ - With thft possible exception of the rate of descent 
indicator, there were no instrument malfunctions. 

Did any of ths ejected items collide with the capsule: - Not 
that I could tell. 

Did noise and vibration interfere or aid. in the execution of 
your control tasks or communication tasks? !xplain~ - Noise and vi
bration did not interfere or aid in execution of control tasks and 
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communications tasks. Reentry acceleration did make me breathe 
more often than I would ordinarily. 

Did sound cues offer any confir.mation of sequence operations? 
If so, describe: - Sound cues offered confirmation of most of the 
sequence functions. .05g did not, of course, provide a sound cue. 
Only sequence items that produce sound cues can be confi:rmed orally. 

Were there any peculiarities in hand-controller characteristics? 
If so, describe: - I think that the RSCS 'boot' that can be sensed 
in ground tests in the pitchdown, roll and yaw right directions, 
dUappeared in orbit. These were quite noticeable on the pad. 

Estimate the percentage of time that the gyroS were normal, 
free and caged. Did the gyroS ever tumble? When? Action taken: -
I would say that the gyros were free 10 percent of the time, 
normal, 30 percent, and caged, 60 percent. They never tumbled. 

Estimate the percentage of the time that you flew in the vari
ous control m.od.es: - TheD was just a brief period, perhaps a 
minute, in rate eOIllllUUld. The Aux Damp mode was also for short 
periods, two or three in orbital flight and then during reentry. 
I used it for perhaps a minute and a half altogether in flight up 
to reentry. The fly-by-wire and manual modes were used for about 
equal periods of time. The automatic mode was used about ten per
cent of the time. 

Was the cabin display adequate throughout the flight:· -., The 
cabin display was adequate but there were a lot of improvements 
which would be beneficial. 

Were any fuse switches changed to the alternate switch posi
tion during the flight? If so, which ones and at what time during 
the flight? Did you note the ammeter reading at this time: - No, 
none of the fuse switches were changed to the alternate position. 

5.6 Flight OperatiDnal Procedures 

Were voice procedures adequate: - Voice procedures were okay. 
I think they could be improved, however. 

Was there too much talk from the ground: - I think there was 
too much talk. I had to answer too many questions which only pro
vided confirmations of readings the ground stations already luid. 
There is some requirement for this but it was frequently a handi
cap to be required to talk. On some occasions there was too much 
talk from the ground. 
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Did you have enough information from the ground on tra
jectory and ~ct prediction? On capsule telemetry measure
ments? On advice on astronaut rocedures from the Capsule 
Communicator s? On recovery information and roblems? On 
the W8ath.r~ - I did have enough information from the ground 
on trajectory and impact predictions. I could have used more 
recovery information but the lack of information was due to 
the overshoot. I got information on T/Xmeasurements rapidly, 
and advice on astronaut procedures from the Capsule Communica
tors. I did get conflicting information on handling the flow 
control valves, but that was a minor part of the problem. 

Did the abort light ever come on: - The abort light never 
did come on. 

Would you have liked to be inform.ed about how the launch 
vehicle and the ASIS was performing in real time: - There was no 
need to know about launch vehicle perfo~ce. It is nice to 
know about your pitch attitude., Nothing was said about the 
launch vehicle performance, which implied that it was satisfac
tory and that is all I needed to know. 

Were you able to assess properly the operations of all the 
spacecraft systems by reference to the onboard instrumentation: -
A lot of things are measured on the ground that are not measured 
in flight, but I think that the pilot has most of the information 
he needs. 

Would yoU comment on the absence of the inverter lights: -
The inverter lights are a much better system than the inverter 
ammeter and selector knob. They are a passive indicating sys
tem. The pilot has a direct indication of inverter failure. In 
this spacecraft, it requires som. activity on the part of the 
pilot to determine inverter failure. The inverter failure warn
ing light is located. right under the fans pod tion 0 In the 
trainer, my :immediate impulse when I had an inverter failure 
light on was to go :immediately to the fans bus, because it IS 

right by the light 0 This is not correct. I should have evaluated 
the system more clearly. HOW8ver, it is a human engine. ring 
problem. 

Were you adequately briefed on all phases of the mission: -
I was verbally adequately briefed on all phases of the mission. 
HOW8ver, as previously noted, improvements are required on some 
procedures. 
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5.7 Pilot's Equipment 

Comment on the adew:acy of the folloWing: Hand. held 
camera for color, earth horizon, and cloud photography: - It fS 

a good camera. We need one with both an automatic and a 
manual shutter. 

Comment on the adequacy of the following: Binoculars:
The binoculars are good but it is hard to look out the window 
because you have to point them up and then they run into your 
helmet. You cannot get your he1Jnet back far enough out of the 
way because you are restrained. I think. it would be handy to 
have a prism system so that you could. hold the binoculars out in 
front of you and point them up nonna1 tC) the window •. 

Comment on the adequacy of the following: Variablle density 
filter: - I didn't use the variable density filter. I wish I 
had. I think it's a good one. 

Have you any other comments on the equi. pment: .. «.rhe equipment 
should have been developed right along with the capsule, so that 
it was window compatible and heat compatible. It should have been 
worked out months in advance instead of waiting for the night before 
launch at the Cape. We ,ought to start thinking about tuture missions 
and plan them farther ahead of time. This also effects the flight 
preparations because you cannot train adequately until you have the 
inf1ight equipment. 

5.8 Summary Questions 

From a pilot's point of view, what did you get out of this 
flight: - March and May flight t1m8. 

What spacecraft systems need improvement the most? In 'What 
way is improv .. nt needed: - It is desireable to have better con
trol of the suit and cabin temperature. We need to look at the 
control system again, too. We ought to have an orientation mode 
that uses low thrusters only. We ought to be able to cut the 
high thrusters out altogether or f1y-by-wire for orbit maneuver
ing. I think we need a new stick. The one we have is good for 
manual but it is not good. for fly-by-wire, in my estimation. It 
is a handy combination of the two control levers that is needed: 
One for fly-by-wire and one for manual. I thought about this 
during the flight. It would be good to have a little pencil stick 
that you could. move to a stop, and know you have fly-by-w1re l.ow in 
that direction. 

-
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The temperature control system. needs improvement. The inverter 
lights are better than the mater alone. The pilot's personal equip
ment needs improvement. Provision for equipment stowage is not ade
quate on the ground but in flight it ha$ been adequate. The spac .. 
craft lighting needs improvement. 

There are a feW' suit items that need improvement. The visor 
seal hose needs to be retained better. The helmet restricts 
visibility. 

What flight control procedures should be improved and in what 
way: - The launch wnt very well, I think. I don tt see any need 
to change flight control procedures, except perhaps to :require less 
talk to, the range stations. R and Z cal should not be mentioned 
during thft flight. 

The matter of Com Tech calling and then saying stand by for 
Cap Com is time-consuming and unnecessary. I knoW' it has to be 
done this way as far as the ground in concerned. I think. the 
amoothe.t way to do this is to have Com Tech do the calling and, 
as soon a.s the spacecra.ft is heard on the ground, make an auto
matic switch-over to Cap Com. When Com Tech says, "Roger, reading 
you loud and clear," he should say, "Give me your report. If You 
give it and Cap Com takes over from there. This procedure would 
take less tim.e. 

In retrospect, would you have liked to train any more than you 
did on any particular trainer or in any particular systems study 
area? If so I which ones: - I cannot think of any'systems area 
whe:re I would have liked more traiIrlng, except on the gyros refer
ence system. It 'WOuld b. good to have a trainer that gives realis
tic gyro training 0 I do wish I could have spent more tim. in the 
trainer with the flight equipment, practicing on the flight plan. 

How do you feel about your ability to perform during longer 
periods of weightlessness: - I think. I could have performed well 
endlessly in a weightless condition. I seriously wonder if a. per
son couldn't live at zero g with a substantially :reduced ne.d for 
sleep. Maybe we can find out about this some day. 
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2.0 CO~iICATIONS 

2.1 Introduction 

The table that follows is a verbatim transcript of the MA-7 
flight communications taken from the spacecraft onboard tape re
cording 0 This is, therefore ,1 a complete. transcription of the 
communications r~ce.ived ~~d transmitted by the pilot, Scott Carpenter. 

In the table, column one is the ground ~lapsttd time (GET) from 
lift-off in hours, minutes, and seconds when the communique was 
initiated. Column two identifies the communicator, as follows: 

CC - Capsule (spacecraft) Communicator at 
the range station 

CT - Communications Technician at the range 
station 

F - Flight Director at Be~uda range station 

S - Surgeon or Medical MOnitor at the range 
station 

Stony - Blockhouse Communicator 

All temperatures are given as OF; all pressures are in pounds 
per square inch, a.bsolute (psia); fuel, oxygen, and coolant quantities 
are expressed in remaining percent of total nominal capacities; 
retrosequence times are expressed in GET (hours, minutes, and seconds). 

Within the text, a series of three dashes are used to deSignate 
t1m$s when communiques could not be desciphered. One dash indicates a 
time pause during a comm1nique. The station :i.n prime contact with 
the astronaut is designated at the initiation of communications. 
Also, in the top right hand corner of each page ,the station or 
stations in contact and the orbital pass number are designated. 
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2.2 Contents of Communication Transcript 

PAGE NUMBERS 

IDCATION ORBIT 11.1 ORBIT #? ORBIT ii.3 
Ca.pe Canaveral 2 ., 3 2 - 29 2 - 58 
Bermuda. 2 ~ 31 
Canary 2 - 8 2 - 33 2 ,- 61 
Kano 2 - 10 2 - 35 2 ~, 63 
Zanzibar 2 - 37 
Indian Ocean Ship 2 - 12 2 - 38 2 - 64 
Muchea 2 - 14 2 = 41 2 - 68 
Woom~ra 2 - 18 2 - 46 2 - 11 
Canton 2 - 22 2 - 48 
Hawaii 2 -, 24 2 ~ 51 2 - 73 
California 2 - 53 2 - 76 
Guaymas 2 - 26 2 - 56 
Cape Canaveral 2 - 79 
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2.3 Transcript 

CAPE CANAVERAL 

I feel the lift-off, the clock has started. 

(Cape Canaveral) Roger. 

Loud and clear, Gus. 

Roger, Aurora 7, stand by for - the time hack. 

Roger. 

Little bit of shaking, pretty smooth. 

3,2,1, Mark. 

Roger, the backup clock has started. 

Roger, Aurora 7. 

Clear blue sky. 32 seconds, 9,000, fuel and oxy&en 
steady, cabin pressure ISland dropping. A little 
rough through max q, and one minute. 

Roger, you're looking good from here. 

Okay, 25 amps and the power is good. 

Roger, you're looking good. 

Mark, one minute, Cabin pressure is on schedule, fuel 
and oxygen are steady, 24 amps, all the power is good. 

Roger, pitch is 56, you look -

Roger, my pitch looks good, it's smoothing down a little 
bit now. I feel the pitch program starting over. 

Roger. 

The sky is getting quite black at 1 30 - elapsed. Fuel and 
oxygen is steady, cabin pressure is leveling off at 6 2, 
22 amps and the power is still good, one cps sw,y in yaw. 

FOR orrlcIAL USE ONLY 
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Roger, understand. Pitch is 37, you look real good. 

standby. 

Roger. There is BECO on time, and -

Ah, Roger, understand BECO. 

Roger, I felt staging. Do you confirm? 

staging? 

Do you confirm staging? 

Aurora 7, we confirm staging. 

Roger, g peaked at 6.3. 

The tower is way out. It's gone, the light is green. 
Going over the BECO check now. 

Roger, Aurora 7. 

BECO check is complete. 

Roger, understand complete. Is that correct? 

That is Roger. 

At three minutes. Fuel and oxygen are still steady, 
cabin is holding 5 8, power still looks good, my 
status is good. 

Roger, pitch minus, minus 2-1/2, and you're right 
on, you're spod. 

Roger, reading you loud and clear, Gus. 

Aurora 7, --- , you are spod. 

Roger, still reading you, broken a little bit. At 
30, my status is good, fuel and oxygen are steady. 
Cabin is holding 5 8, cabin is holding 5 8, power 
is spod, 25 amps. 

Roger. 

FOR OPTICIAL tJSl!l OILY 
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Four minutes ~ Aurora 7 is go. Fuel and oxygen 
steady~ cabin holding, 25 amps~ power is good. 
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Roger, Aurora'T. Pitch minus 3-1/2~ youVre good. 

Roger ~ reading you on Bermuda antennas now ~ much 
louder. 

Roger. 

4 plus 30 my clocit, f'uel and oX3"Ben steady.!' 3-1/2 
gVso Cabin holding 5 8, 25 amps power is good. 

Roger~ Aurora 7, youUre through .8, V/VR of 08. 

Roger. .8. 

Okay.!' there is BEOO, the posigrades f'ired. I am 
weightless and starting the f'ly-by-wire turn
around. Aux Damp is good. 

Roger. You look good down here. 

Periscope is out, - and 

We have a go~ with a 7-orbit capability. 

Roger 0 Sweet words. 

Roger .. 

Okay, turnaround has stopped. I v m pitching down. 
I have. the moon 1n the center ot. the window" and 
the booster of'f' to the right slightly. 

Roger, undeJ;"stand. 

Fly-by-wire is good in al~ axes, my pitch attitude 
is high, coming down now. 

Roger, understand. 

Roger. !he control system on f'ly-by-wire is very 
good. I have the booster in the center of' the 
window now, tumbling very slowly 0 

FOR OFFICIAL USE Om:;r 
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Roger, Aurora 7, understand. You sound real good. 

It~s very quiet. 

A steady stream of gasp white gas, out of the sus
tainer engine. Going to ASeS, now. 

Roger. Understand. 

ASCS seems to be holding very well. I have a small 
island just below me. 

Aurora 7, standby for retrosequence times. 

standing by. 

Area 1 B is 17 17. 

17 17 Roger. 

Roger~ standby for later times. !hatUs all I have 
right now. 

Roger~ sequence time for end of orbit. 

Send your message. 

Aurora 7, retrosequenee time for end of orbit 
28 26. 

01 28 26, Roger. 

End of mission, 04 32 39. 

04 32 29.., Roger. 

Negative 04 3, 04 32 39. 

Roger, understand, 04 32 39. 

Roger. 

Roger, I have copied. 

ASCS looks good, all fly-by-Wire thrusters appear 
to be good in all axes. Going to - beginning to 
unstow the eqUipment. 

roB OFFICIAL USE OILY 
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Aurora 1. 

Roger, and the SECO checklist is complete. She 
peaked at 6.3. 

Cap Com. OVer. 

Go ahead, Gus. Loud and clear.. How me'l 

Aurora 7, Cap Com. 

Roger, loud and clear. How me'l 

Aurora 1 ~ Cape Cap Com.. OVer. 

Aurora 1, cape Cap Com. OVer. 

Loud and clear,)' Gus. How me'l 

Aurora 7, Cape caP Com, if you read.\' retro delay 
to normal? 

Retro delay normal, Roger 0 

--igee 8 6. 

Roger.\' copied perigee 8 6, did not get apogee. 
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Mark,\> one picture of the booster.. Going to trans
mit and record now. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, - 10, 11, 12 
pictures of the booster, traveling right down the 
center of the booster, right down the center of 
the window. 

Going over the insertion checklist now. D-c volts 
is ma1no Retromanual fuse switch is off, retro
manual is off, all instruments, are, all bateries 
okay • ~e a-c power is good. !he, let v s see, 
wherevs the booster. !here's some beautiful cloud 
patterns down there. !he booster is in front of a 
large cloud pattern. I seem to be, I seem to be 
much closer to the earth than I expected to be. 
!he booster is approximately two miles away now. 

I have some pictures of the booster, maybe 17 or 18, 
all together, then going to tbe horizon, north 
sweeping south, there is the moon, just setting. 
Winding the camera at this time. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE O:m:r 
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There is some rather large pieces floating around. 
The flight plan is now out. Gyros are going to 
free at 12 33, and lim going to fly-by-wire to 
track the booster. I Will - this is not a good 
tracking problem. Our speeds are too close to 
'being the same. I will put it in the center of 
the right Window, plus. I have it right in the 
center - I feel that - overshot there. Getting 
ahead of me in pitch. 

The high thrusters work well, close tracking should 
be done on - on fly-by-wire low only. To follow 
the booster is a tough job With the highs. Gyros 
are staying within limits pretty well. Elapsed 
time is 13 56. I have lost sight of the booster 
at this time. IVll pick up a retroattitude at 
this time for canary radar. Large piece of ---. 

This is C8.sterfield. Good luck. Over. 

Aurora 7, copied. Roger, thank you. 

Going back to gyros free, or to gyros normal. 

CABARY 

Aurora 7. This is CanaI7 Cap Com. How do you 
read? Over. 

Hello, canary Cap Com. Aurora 7, reading you loud 
and clear. How me? 

Read you loud and clear also. We have radar track. 
Please remain in orbit attitude. 

Roger. Understand. I, JlfY control mode is fly-by
wire, gyros normal, maneuver off. I am picking 
up retroattitude and automatic control veI7 
shortly. Over. 

Roger. Will you verify that your retrodelay sri tch 
is in the normal position. 

Retrodelay is normal. I say again, retrodelay is 
normal. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE Olt!' 
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Roger. Will you please proceed with the short 
report. Fuel and oxygen readings 0 

Roger. Fuel 103-1000 Oxygen 89-100. All the 
power is good. Aurora 7 status is go in all 
respects. Over. 

Roger. Say again fuel, please. Over" 

Fuel 103-100. Over. 

Roger. Have copied. 

Please send blood pressure. ,Over. 

Roger. Blood pressure start noWo 

I have, west of your station, many whirls and 
vortices of cloud patterns. Pictures at this 
time - 2, 3, 4, 5. COntrol mode is now auto
matic. I have the booster directly 'below me. 
I think JI'fY attitude is not in agreement with 
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the instruments. It's probably because of that 
gyro free period. OUtside of a minor difference 
in attitude indications, everything is proceeding 
normally. 

Can you confirm orientation, ASCS and fly-by-wire 
--- operating normal? 

Roger. Wait one. 

Roger. Canary,!S plus 5 is verified. Manual is 
satisf.actory in all axes. Fly-by-wire and auto 
is satisfaotory, all axes. Aux Damp is okay also. 
Over. 

Roger', I have oopied. I have new end of orbit, end 
of mission and 1 Bravo times for you. Are you 
prepared to copy? 

standby one. 

Send your message, Canary. 

Roger. End of orbit time, 01 28 170 End of miSSion, 
04 32 27. 1 Bravo 16 plus 56. Did you copy? Over. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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Roger. End of orbit 01 28 l1~ Hotel 04 32 39, 
1 Bravo 16 56. Over. 

Correction. Aurora 1, correction 1 Bravo. Make 
that 16 plus 52. Over. 

Roger. understand. 16 52. 

Roger. Apogee altitude is 143. Perigee 86. 
Did you copy? Over. 

Roger. 143 and 86. 

Roger. Here are sunrise and sunset times. Sun
rise orbit one: 1 plus 21 plus 00. Sunrise, 
orbi·t two: 2 plus 50 plus 00. Sunrise, orbit 
three: 4 plus 19 plus 00. 

Roger, Canary. I'm going to have loss of signal 
before I get these. I want to get some pictures. 
Have Muchea or, correction have ICano send these 
to me, in this order: Sunset, sunrise, sunset, 
sunrise, break)l break. Did you copy? 

--- plus 41 plus 20. Did you copy? Over. 

That is ne gat 1 ve. I W 11 bave to wait awhile for 
those. 

It 11 get them from ICano. Thank you. 

Have a blood pressure reading. Your first attempt 
was unreadable on the ground. Over. 

Aurora 1. This is Kano on UHF /JIF. Do you read'l 
Over. 

Roger, ICano Cap Com. Aurora 7, reads you loud and 
clear. How me? 

Roger, Aurora 7. lano cap Com reads you loud and 
clear. Welcome back, Scott. 

lI'OR OFFICIAL 1JSE OEt 
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Roger. 

Blood pressure check, please. Hold your button 
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for 4 seconds and then go through the short report. 

Roger. Blood pressure start, now. My status is good. 
The capsule status is good. Fuel is 99-98, oxygen 
89-100. Cabin is holding good. All d-c power is 
good. All a-c power is good. 22 amps. Everything 
is green and you should be reading blood pressure. 
Over. 

Roger. We are reading blood pressure. Do you want 
to check your UHF low? Over. 

Roger. Going to UHF low now, standby 15. 

Hello, Kano 0 Hello, Kano Cap Com. Aurora 7 UHF low. 
How do you read? 

Aurora 7 •. Kano Cap Com reads you loud and clear. 
Over. 

Roger. Reading you the same. Golng back to UHF high. 

Aurora.7" K'AnQ' Cap Com. Bow do you read? Over. 

Loud and clear; Kano. Send your message. 

Roger, Aurora 7. Are you going to be doing your 
caging, lunc~g1ng procedure now? Over. 

Roger. I - am a little behind in the flight plan at 
this moment. I have been unable at this time to 
install the MIT film. I finally have 1.t. I'll go 
through the gyro uncaging procedure very shortly. 

Roger. 

Okay, the MIT film is now in. 

ASeS is operating okay. 

What mode are you on now? 

Roger. My mode is auto 1 gyro normal, maneuver off. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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Aurora 7, Kano Cap Com. Be sure you're on fly-by
wire before going through the procedures for un
caging. 

Roger, Roger. Understand. 

I'm going to be unable to complete the MIT pictures 
on this pass, I believe. Negative, negative, I 
can fix the problem. !1.'oo much film was out, of 
the cannister, that was the problem. Film is now 
in tight. The small back going on now. 

At 29 43, the first time I was able to get horizon 
pictures with MIT film. Set at F 8 and 125th. 
A picture to the south into the sun, directly 
down 'I1!Y flight path is number two. NUmber three 
15 degrees north at capsule elapse 30 17. 

Stowing the camera at this time. Going to the gyro 
uncaging procedure at this time. Fly-by-wire, 
now. Gyros going to cage. Maneuver at this point 
is on. 

Pitching down, yawing left .. 

DmIAlf 0CEAlJ SHIP 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, Aurora 7. This is 1.0.5. Com 
!ech on HF and UHF. How do you read 'I Over. 

Roger, Indian Com Tech. Aurora 7 reading you weak 
but readable. Go ahead. 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7. This is I 0.5. Com Tech on HF 
and UHF. How do you ~ad. '/ OVer. 

Hello, Indian Ship cap Com. Aurora 7.. u>ud and 
clear.. How me? 

Hello, Indian Cap Com, Indian Cap COm, Aurora 7. 
How do you read? 

Hello, Indian Cap Com, Indian Cap COm, Aurora 7. 
How do you read? 

FOR OFFICIAL USE OILY 
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At 34 28J lim increasing the cabin water valve and 
the suit valve to 6. steam vent temperature now 
reads 65 and 75. 

Mark, African coastal passage y about 20 seconds ago. 

lim using the airglow filter at this time. Visor is 
coming open for a better look a-t that. Hello, 
Indian Cap Com~ Aurora 7. Do you read? 

Maneuver is going off at this time, and I'm going to 
aline manually, to retroattitude. 

station calling Aurora 7. Say again. 

Okay. That took me some time to aline my attitudes 
proper1y. Three more pictures with MIT film, 2, 
3 j directly into the sun, at an elapsed time of 
39 42. 

Okay j going through -

The big back is going on the camera, at this time. 
There was a period there when nothing was re
corded because I was in VOX power off, instead of 
record. The big -

At 43 02 y I think my gyros are properly a1ined. 

What in the world happened to the periscope? 

011, it is dark, that's what happened. 
dark earth. SUnset F16 to F.') okay JI 

with F16. UP north, coming south. 
250. 

It's facing a 
we'll start 
Try some at 

It f S getting darker. Let me see. Muchea. contact, 
sometime. Oh, look at that sun. 

F-11. 

F-5 6. That was those last four, were F 3 8. It's 
quite dark. I didn't begin to get time to dark
adapt. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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Photo lights are off. cabin lights are going to red 
at this time. Oh, man, a wide, a beautiful, 
beautiful red like in John's pictures. Going to 
fly-by-wire. 

It is a reflection. It is a reflection in the 
windo~. That's too bad. 

I see at this point, I'm not sure I am recording on 
VOX record. I will go to transmit. I have Venus, 
now approaching the horizon. 

It's about 30 degrees up. It's just coming into 
view. Bright and unblinking. I cannot - I can 
see some other stars down below Venus. Going back 
to ASCS then at this time. 

Bright, bright blue hori~on band as the sun gets 
lower and lower - the horizon band still glows. 
It looks like five times the width of the - the 
diameter of the sun. I'm at .. now at 41 34 elapsed. 

It's now nearly dark, and I can't believe I'm where 
I am. 

Oh, dear, I~ve used too much fuel. 

Well, I'm going to have to increase, let's see, 
going to ASCS at this time. 

My f~el reads 15-100 at this time. The window - is 
Venul('"Qcclude. NO, that .. that is not correot. 
Venus}!d1d not ocolude. I'm getting out the equip .. 
ment to measure Venus ooolusion. 

~ere is too muoh red light in the cockpit from the 
time correlation. venue at above the - horizon. 

Aurora 7. '!'his is Nuchea Cap Com. Bow do you read? 

Hello, Nuchea Cap Com, Aurora 7. Loud and clear. 
How me, Deke'l 

Rog. Coming in very good, dad. Sound very good, 
how's things going? 
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Roger. Things are going very well;> my status is very 
good. The capsule status is very good. The 
control rode is normal. Automatic gyros normal and 
maneuver off. Fuel is 72-100. Oxygen 88-100. 
Everything is normal with ·the exception of - the fact 
that I am a tad behind in the flight plan. O·ver. 

Roger 0 lTnderstand. 

Blood pressure is starting now. 

Okay. Blood pressure starting. We suggest that you 
do not exercise during the blood pressure sinc.e 
your temp is up. 

Roger. This is the story on the suit temp. I have 
increased 2 ten-degree marks since lift-off. And 
now about - well, 15 degrees above launch mark. My 
steam vent temperatures read 69 and SO. I'll take 
one more stab at increasing, or decreasing, 
temperat<t.lre by increasing flow rate. If th:i.s doesn't 
York)) IVll turn them off and start lower. Over. 

Rog. Understand. IV 11 give you some retrotimes while 
youVre sending blood pressure. End of orbit is 01 
28 18. End of mission is 04 32 28. 

Roger. Understand. End of orbit 01 28 18 and 04 32 
28 for end of orbit. Over. End of mission. 

~t v s affirmative 0 We indicate your clock is one 
second slow and this is compensated for. 

Roger 0 !hank you 0 

GMT time hack at this time - wevre coming up on 13 36 
57J MARKo 

Roger 0 My GMT - my backup GMT are right in sync. 
with GM'!. Over. 

Okay, if youVre ready IVll give you the emergency 
voice check. We will turn off UHF and HF trans
mitters for this so that you will not have to change 
volume. 
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Roger ." standing by. 

Aurora 7. Muchea Cap Com. 1, 2, 3.; 4 ';, /.' 4, j J 

2.Q :~ ::~ozmnand voice. How do you read? 

Hoger, ])eke. Read you loud and clear, loud and 
(le.e.I' emergency voice. 

very good! very good. S"rit:::hing back to UHF. 

Roger. 

Aurora 7" Muchee Cap Com en UHF. How do yo;; :read? 

Roger. Muchea Cap Com. wud and (:lear. J1e1l 
Jerry and Gus and Lewis and - everybody else there] 
that I worJted with "hello." John Whittler) if you 
see him~ tell him to saddle Butch up. Break, break. 
Is your cloud cover such that I can expect see 
light - or flares at Woomera? Over. 

Roger. 'ilie cloud coverage here is 3 ~ 000 CJvercas t 
s'!;ratus B.nd we thinkj"'ou v 11 probably see them 
~hrough the clouds. Woomera is clear. 

Roger. 

Seven from Muchea. Would you send us one more blood 
press'Jre? 

Roger. Starting now • 

We're going to send you e Z cal. at this t.ime. 

Roger. And - go ahead and send it. IUll - youtll be 
interested to know that I have no moon, now. The 
horizon is clearly visible from my present pOSition; 
that's at 54 44 elapsed. I believe the horizon on 
the dark side with no moon is very spod for pitch 
and roll. The stars are adequate for yaw in~ maybe 
two minutes of tracking. Over. 

Roger, understand. Sounds very good. Z cal off, R 
cal cOming on. MARIC. 

Suggest that you back the fuel control back to your 
first black mark. 
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Roger. I ~ 11 try that. Going all the way off and -
back up a Little bit lower than where I was. 

Rogery your suit temperature is down a bit at this 
point. 

Your suit tempers.ture 1s down, which is good. 

Well, thatCs a result of an increase in flow 
latelY. I would think that - I'll try increasing 
rather than decreasing. 

Belloy Woomera Cap Com,? Aurora 7. Do you read? 

Roger. ~is 1s Woomera, this is Woomera Cap Com. 
Reading you loud and clear 0 How me? 

CC This is Muchea Cap Com. !hey will not be contacting 

P 

cc 

P 

CC 

P 

CC 

P 

you for another three minutes. 

Roger. Go ahead,? Deke. Just trying to get the word 
on the flare. 

Roger)) understand. IVll give you the settings, 
correction, the atti t'udes for the first flare at 
this time. It would be plus 80 yaw, minus 80 in 
pitch. 

Roger, understand» Deke. Plus 80 yawJ minus 80 
pitch. 

Roger, okay. The Cape now advises to keep the suit 
setting where it was since itUs coming down. 

Roger. I - for your information, I have increased 
it just slightly. MY readings now are 7 and 7 on 
suit and cabin. What are my inverter temperatures 
and thruster line temperatures, Deke? Are they 
okay? 

Rog. We are losing you. We are losing you on air 
ground. Would you care to contact Woomera at this 
time? 

Roger 0 
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WOOMER! 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, this is Woomera. Read you loud 
and clear. Bow me? 

Roger, Woomera. Reading you loud and clear, also. 
I'd like read-out on my inverter temperatures -
and mark on your flare. Over. 

Roger. We're going to have the flare in approximately 
two minutes. We'll give you a read-out on your 
temperatures. 

Roger. And for your information J Rate Command is 
also working in all axes. Over. 

Roger, Rate - Rate Command in all axes. 

That - that signifies that all control systems are 
operating satisfactorily. OVer. 

Roger, understand. All systems okay. We have your 
temperatures. Your 150 inverter, 152. Your 250 
inverter, 1670 Do you copy? Over. 

Roger. Copied, thank you. Standing by. 

We I re going to have the flares, all four of them, go 
at approximately 58 plus 30. We do have an eight 
by eight coverage. 

Roger. I am at - plus 80 yaw, minus 80 pitch, now. 

Roger. We ~ 11 give you a time hack when we come up 
to flare test. 

Roger. 

'!'his is Woomera Cap Com, 7. Sir John reports all 
systems look good down here. And Systems reports 
everything okay on his panel. 

Roger. ~ you. It looks good to me, also. 

Roger. You are loud and clear. Coming up on the 
flare test - in approximately 25 seconds. 
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Roger. 

(llOod a:ir to ground. 

Roger. Going to fly-by-wire. It doesnUt cost so 
much. 

Roger. Fly-by-wire y :Wmual on. Is that affirma
tive? 

Manual is - nO J I'm~ my control mode is pure fly
by-wIre now. 

WOM-l 

Roger. Flare test coming up. Stand byo MarkJ> 58 
plus 301 all four flares away. 

Aurora 1., Aurora 7 y this is Woomers.. How do you 
read? Over. 

Roger 0 Reading you loud and clear. Sear~hing for 
your flares. Stand by. 

Rogero We still have approximately 60 seconds left. 

YouUre up to minus 50 on roll. 

Roger. Backing off J thank yOU;1 thank you 0 Backing 
off. 

I do not hav'e your flares. tUm sorry)) Woomera. 

Say againy Seven. 

No joy on your' flares. I do not ba'Ve your fl<ares 
visible. 

Have copied. Ev1den~lY the cloud coverage is too 
tight .. 

At this time I have extensive cloud coverage - wait. 

Did you try Aux Damp when you're in fly-by-wire to 
see if you are holding attitudes? 

Negat1 ye. I have verified that A'ux Damp is operating 
satisfactorilY. Over. 
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Roger. Understand. 

I have some lights on the ground underneath me. 
Standby, I'll try to identify them. 

Roger. Wi1co. 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, this is Woomera Cap Com. Do 
you read? OVer. 

:u:>ud and clear, Woomera. Go ahead. 

Roger. Could you give us a short report at this 
time? 

Roger. My control mode is fly-by-wire, gyros are 
free, and the maneuver switch is off. FUel reads 
75-85, oxygen 88 and 100. Wait till I pick a 
washer out of the air. And everything is very 
good. OVer. 

Roger. You're intermittent. What is your suit 
temperature? Over. 

Roger. Suit temperature is now 70. Suit tempera
ture is 70, steam exhaust is 70, the cabin exhaust 
is So. 

Roger. Do you confirm - do you have your - back 
down to the black scribe mark? 

That is negative. I have them both set on seven 
at this time and - an increase in setting re
sulted ~n a decrease - in suit temperature. I 
think It,d like to try - try them at this setting a 
little while longer. Over. 

Roger, understand. I believe at this time you're 
supposed to have your midnight snack. 

Roger. I'll get to that shortly. 

Roger. You're starting to drift or fade slightly. 

Roger. 
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Are yo'a prepared to go into drifting flight before 
too l.ong? 

Roger. I can do that at this time. At; night yawed -

--- is that affirmati~~? 

I am going to drifting flight at this "time 0 Over. 

Roger. 

Gyros are caged. I have about a two-degree per 
second yaw rate~ All gyros are zero. 1 00 ..... ""1'" Corvas 
directly above me. IUm ~ra.wing oVer the top. I feel 
'that my a:tt1tude is - the ~ine of sight Js nearly -
nearly verticaL 

I am in VOX record only no"r v il'b.e time in 104 elapsed. 
lU m searching the star charts. 

ihe finish on the star chart is so shiny that - it u s 
impossible to read bec,8use of reflection. 

lUve got to turn "ifhite lights onJ that 1 s e.l~. 

At 105. 

A"cti tudes are of no concern to me whatsoever. I know 
Pm drifting freely. The moon crossed the window 
not too long ago. 

Let U s see.~ !lOW what can - I am at this moment rocking 
:my a:t'IDS back and forth and I can mak,e this show up 
in t..he roll, yaw and p:i.tch needle. By LlOving my 
torso> I can make the pit~h rate needle move up tc 
one degree per second. Roll iS 9 needle y rate needle 
is very sensitive to this. Yaw is also. Letis see J 

am going to open, the 'Irisor at this time. Be,Ye a few 
crumbs of food floating around in the capsule. 

At 106 - at 1 minute, 1 hour and 7 minutes elapsed, 
lam going above the scale to approximately 8 on 
cab:tn and suit. 
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CAN'l'ON 

Hello, hello, canton Com Tech, Canton Com Tech, 
Aurora 1. Weak but readable. Go ahead. 

Aurora 7, Aurora 1, this is Canton Com Tech, 
Canton Com Tech. Do you read? Over. 

Hello, Canton Com Tech, Aurora 1. Loud and clear. 
How me? 

The food - hello, Canton Com !ech, Aurora 1. HoW 
do you read? 

Helio, Canton Com Tech, Aurora. 1. How do you read? 

This food has crumbled badJ.y. 

First meal at 1 08 52. 

Helio, Canton Com :l'ech, Canton Com Tech, Aurora 1 
on HF. How do you read '1 

Seven, this is canton Com Tech. Do you read? 

Canton Com Tech 1 Aurora 1. Loud and clear. How do 
you read Aurora 1 on HF? Over. 

Aurora 1, Aurora 1, this is Canton Com Tech. 1)0 
;you read 'I Over. 

Roger, Canton Com Tech, loud and clear. How me? 

Aurora 1, Aurora 1, this is canton Com Tech. Do 
you read? 

Bello, canton Com Tech, Canton Com Tech, Aurora 1. 
Loud and clear. Hoy me' 

This is canton. Loud and clear, Aurora 7. Can you 
begin with the short report., 

Roger. It ve been reading ;you tor some time. I t va 
tried to contact rou on HI' with no luccess. My 
statUI i8 sood; the capsule ltatus 18 sood; control 
mode 18 fly-b1 .. w1re; gyros caged; maneuver 11 off. 
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The t~el reads 74-85, oxygen is 87-1009 the cabin 
temperature 1s a bit high at l04 y the suit - steam 
'vent temperature is 70 and cabin is 80" but I 'be·, 
l1e'V'e they're coming down. Over. 

Roger. Did you wish to check your attitude readings 
with our telemetry? OVer .. 

Roger 0 ~ - my gyros are caged s't this time. Stand 
by.one. 

Standing by. 

I am beginning to pick up whs't; I believe is s - yeah, 
itos very definitely a cloud pattern equally low. 

Roger. 
, 
I am - let a s see 9 Cantonp do you have the exact sun

rise time for the first orbit? Over. 

Say again,)) Aurora 7. 

Sunrise time for first orbit. Over. 

I have a sunr:l,se time of 1 pluB 21 plus 00. 

1 plus 21 00. Roger. Thank you. 

Did you - could you comment on whether you are com
fortable or not - would you --- 8. hundred two on 
body temperature. 

No 9 1 don a t believe that a s correct. MY vlsor was 
open, it; is now closed. I can!l"t imagine Iam that 
ho't. Ie m q,lli te comfortable, blAt sweating some. 

Roger" Can you c:onf'irm then that the fe.ce plate is 
closed, and will 'be closed for 'the pass over Guaymas. 

That is correct, George. Ifll leave the face plate 
closed. I have had one piece of the in:f'l:1.ght food. 
ItVs crumbling badly and I hate to get it allover, 
and I have had about four swa:llows of water at that 
time. 

Roger, four swallows of water. 
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You '>nsh to start your connnent nOvl on the haze layer -
there was the --- pitch, and at the same time con
firm that the f1i&~t plan is on schedule. 

Roger. I cannot confirm that the fliGht.: plan i:3 COID

p1etG:ly on schedule. At sunse . I I.;aS unable to see 
8. SeI)8.rate haze layer - the same - height above the 
horizon that J hn reported. I'll watch closely a.t 
sunrise and. see if I can pick it up. Over. 

Roger. 

All readings 8.ppear to be normal down here. 'rhe 
capsule looks good from down here. 

Roger, the -

--- queries, you can continue on \lith your observa
tions. Over. 

Roger. Thanks~ George, see you next time around. 

Okay;! Scott. Good luck. 

HAWAII 

Aurora. 71 Hawaii Com Tech. How do you read me? Over. 

I am in VOX record now. I heard Hawaii calling, 1m he, 
Hawaii calling. I will go to transmit directly~ and 
see if we can pick up Hawaii. 

Hello~ Hawaii Com Tech} Aurora 7 on HF. Loud and 
clear. Bow me? 

Hello~ Hawaii Com Tech, Hawaii Com Tech, Aurora 7. 
Loud and ~lear. How do you read HF? Over. 

Going now to record only while I switch back to UHF. 

Hello, Hawaii, hello" Hawaii Com Tech, Aurora 7. Weak 
but readable. Go ahead. 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, --- on BF, UHF. How do you read? 
Over. 
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Roger J H,awaii Com i"ech. Aurora 7 reading you loud 
and cle~r. Row me? 

Aurora 7.9 Hawaii. Com Tech. How do you read? 

All I'ight. My ~ ! :am at 1 19 02. HBve been several 
times ~om.Pletely disorj.ented. There» I have 
C;~ss:Lop€:ia d:lreetly in the window and am yawing 
around foI' the sunrif3e - photographs. The sky is 
quit~ light in the easto 

Ex~:e:ss cabin water light came on at that time. I g 11 
M've to @P back all the way dow and. off. Suit i.s 
a still nigh.. 'nle ca'b1.n water gIJ.ge is reading "" 
plus 99 which is hard to belie'\1'e. 

My tempere,ture ~ my bod,y temperat'ilre doesn 0 t feel -
feel bad at all. My suit - yes, m:/ suit temperatuI'e 
ie down nov~ also. 

But the steam vent temperature is - still a'bout - 10. 

I ha:ve the f::i.reflies. Hello:. Quaymas 0 

! have the particles. I was facing away from the 
sun at sunrise - and I did not see the particles -
just - just yawing about - 1.80 degrees)l I was able 
to pick up - at this - Stand by~ I think I see more. 

Yes.9 there was one" random mot:i.ons - some even 
appeared to be going ahead. Tbereas one outside. 
Almost U.ke a light snowflake particle,~ caught in 
an eddy.. They are not glolrl.ng ~r.t th their own light 
a.t th:is time. 

It could be frost from a thruster. 

Coing to transm1.t to - record only ~ a.t this time. 

'me weightless condition is a blessing,? nothing more~ 
no+..;h1ng less. 

I am now photographi.ng large cloud banks over the 
Pacific on a southerly directiono 

Pm dr:ifting ;slowly to retroattitude at this time. 
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GUAYMAS 

Hello $ Guaymas Com Tech, Aurora 7. !Dud and clear. 
HoW me? 

Roger, Aurora 7$ this is Gua.yme.s Cap Com. How me? 
Over. 

Roger, Guaymas, loud and clear. MY control mode is 
now fly-by-wire, gyros are caged, lim in -
maneuver is off. I'll go to automatic mode direct
ly. H1 status good; the capsule status is good. 
1'he fuel is 69-69, oxygen is 88-100. The cabin 
steam vent has gone to plus 10, I believe that's a 
bad gage reading, and suit temperature steam vent 
is coming down slowly, now reading 68. OVer. 

Roger. Understand 68. How is your temperature com
fort? OVer. 

Roger. My body comfort is good. I am tracking now 
a very small particle, one isolated particle, 
about - !here is another, very small, could be a 
light snowflake. 

Roger. We t re reading - we're having a - a bad body 
temperature reading on you, 102.4, probably 
erroneous. 

I can e t believe it 0 MY suit temperature shows 60 
and I feel quite comfortable. I'm sure I would be 
sweating more than this it my temperature were 102. 

Your suit inlet temperature near 61, so it looks 
pretty good. 

Roger. 

Roger. It looks like we have a go for the second 
orbit as everything appears all right for you. 

Roger. I was hoping you'd say that, Gordo. 

You start to conserve your fuel a bit and maybe, 
perhaps, use a little more ot your manual fuel. 
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RogeY'o Can do. 

Roger ., send t h-::;m. 

Z ca1 com:l ng on now. 

Sa:y again. 

Markj coestal pil~sage Ci)1Cd.i1g ever the . Jxl.ja. 

Ha1.f covE:rec with <';.lollds~ and .. and t.hE other half 
~'i.s dry. Will you pass on - th5.s message for me .• 
Gordo J to all the trcop,-' ';It Gua;>-l!'.As? 

Hoia} i!:Urligos} f'el:::c:itaciones a ~rexico y espccial
meni;F,; a ld amigos de Guaymas. Desde e1 eSyacio 
ext.erior.? su p'3is e..>f..;a c;,ub~erto (;on nubes - and -
es .. also - se me muy 'bello " Aqui el tjem.po 
est;a !JVJy bueno. Buena suert;e desde AUTcra Gicte 0 

:':l:'rar..slat.ion~ lIello~ f'l'ie!lQsj [')'eetings to Mey.~co 
s':J.d espec.ia lly to n;y f.ri.en{:~ of Guaymas. From 
Qut.=.r Brac:e~ ycnxc COtllf,:ry is covered. 'vi th c louis 
ar.d is very beatr':".j f·;..tl • Hf::f:~ the weather js very 
goor:-:~ ::;Ood. luck fr'oLl A,J,zo:m 7. J 

Ha ha) okay. 

G:tYe us a blood prE'ssure. 

Here you go. 

Rogero 
j do you ,., ! f d like t,o pas& yo'ur 2 Alpha tinE! 

on to you, Scotty. 

Roger 0 
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Roger ~ 2 Alpha time is 01 36 1.3, I'r) tb a Gl\fio of 
:~.~. 21 30, "that ta){es into account yo;).1' c:L~'ck errOl. 

That~ s 02 36 131 

Rogel", 01 36 1.3. 

Rogel' ~ 01 36 13 'for '2 Alpha. 

For Golf 03 00 31. 

Roger, 03 00 31 for Golf. 

There I a a GWf on that of 15 45 lIB. 

Roger. Standing by for the - my mt'l,:rlt on the :l:'silar 
test over ~r.tli te Sanc.s. 

Roger • 

Roger ~ eOl'llllJalld. roll nOH. 

Roll now. 

No .. I'll have to get in e. better a.tt1t·uc'l.e for you 
first, Gus. It'll mean n,)thing "hili:: IfflY, I mean -
Coop. 

Roger. 

'You still reading us, Scotty? 

Roger, loud and clear. 

Hearing you also. Rs"."c you done your roll for the 
radar yet? 

Tb.atVs negative. I'm af'ra5.d Itm not going to J:l.e.ke 
it) Gordo, unless I get the atti:l;uj,es - dotnl close. 

Roger, Ive f re reading your attitudes all right at 
zero nov. 

Roger, the gyros al~e caged. 
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01 33 41 CC 

01 33 44 P 

01 33 48 CC 

01 33 52.5 P 

01 33 55 CC 

01 33 58 P 

01 34 00.5 CC 

01 34 07 p 

01 34 12.5 CC 

01 34 15.5 p 

01 34 37.5 p 

01 35 04.5 CC 

01 35 07 p 

01 35 13.5 CC 

01 35 20 p 

01 35 24 CC 

01 35 30 CC 

01 35 34 p 

01 35 41 p 

01 35 47.5 CC 
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Aurora 7, this is Cape Cap Com on emergency voice. 

Roger, Cape. Loud and clear. How me? 

Loud and clear. I'm going back to HF/UHF. 

Roger. 

Are you ready for your two Bravo time? 

Roger, send two Bravo. 

01 49 30. 

Roger. 01 49 30. 

Rogar, and two Charlie time is nominal. 

Okay, standby one. 

Okay, Gus, my status is good; my control mode is 
f1y-by-wirej the gyr08 are still caged; maneuver is 
olf. Fuel is 62 and 68, a little ahead on fuel con
sumption, fuel quantity light is on, the exceS8 
cabin water light is on. I'll try and get auto 
mode here directly. 

Roger. Can you give us a blood pre8sure? 

Roger. Blood pre8surecoming now. 

And after the lOS voice has dropped, will use Zanzibar 
in that area. 

Roger, I heard lOS calling but 1 couldn't raise him. 

Roger. 

Aurora 7, use a normal balloon release. 

Roser. 

And are you going to give me a mark for that? 

Roger, one at an elapsed time of 1 37. 
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01 35 51 

01 36 00 

01 36 05 

01 36 08 

01 36 11 

01 36 46 

01 36 49 

01 36 58 

01 37 00.5 

01 37 07 

01 37 10 

01 37 35 

01 37 37 

01 37 38.5 

01 37 44 

01 37 50 

01 37 52 

01 38 03 

p 

cc 

p 

CC 

p 

CC 

P 

CC 

p 

CC 

p 

CC 

P 

CC 

p 

CC 

p 

p 
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1 31, Roger. 

Roger. In two minutes, Echo will be almost directly 
overhead. 

Roger. 

Could you give us a cabin steam and Buit temperature, 
please? 

Roger. Suit steam is 69 and cabin is - plus 11. That 
dropped down very suddenly when the excess cabin water 
light came on. 1 think 10m going to - increase -
I'll try to increase suit water flow one more time, if 
that doesn't work I'll drop - down - to closed and 
start over again. 

Aurora 7, cut back your cabin water. 

Okay. Cabin water going back. I'll start now at two. 
This is - 20 degrees below launch value. 

Roger. I'm going to give you a Z cal. 

Roger. 

Okay. I'm going to give you an R cal. 

Be my guest. 

Aurora 7, Cap Com. Do you read? 

Roger, loud and clear. 

Roger. Everything looks good down here, except for 
your fuel usage, you better watch that • .wett. b1t. 

loger. 

Aurora 7, have you deployed the balloon? 

That is negative. Standby. 

Balloon deploy, NOW. The balloon is out, and off. I, 
I s.e it way out but it - I think now it is way out, 
and drlftins It.adi1y away. I don't see the line, 
I don't lee that any attempt wal made to inflate the 
thing. It'l jUlt drifting off. 
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01 38 38 p 

01 39 01 CC 

01 39 02.5 p 

01 39 09 p 

01 39 17 CC 

01 39 19 p 

01 39 50 p 

01 39 54.5 CC 

01 39 56.5 p 

01 40 11 p 

01 40 38.5 CC 

01 40 40 P 

01 41 01 p 

01 41 17 P 

01 41 25 CC 

01 41 28.5 P 

01 41 33 CC 

01 41 40.5 F 
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I have only the rectangular shape tumbling at this 
point about 200 yards back, barely visible, and 
now wait, here is a line. That was the cover, the 
balloon is out. 

Understand. The balloon is out. 

That is Roger. 

There is very little acceleration here. 

Aurora 7, did the balloon inflate? 

The balloon is partially inflated. It's not tight. 
I've lost it at this moment. Wait one, I'll give 
you a better reading shortly. 

There is an oscillation beginning. 

This is an oscillation in the balloon? 

Yes. 

The line is still not taut. I have some pictures 
of the line just waving out in back. I would say we 
have about a one cycle per minute oscillation. It's 
both in pitch and yaw. 

How many cycles per minute? 

One cycle per minute, or maybe one cycle in a minute 
and a half. 

The moon is just above the horizon at this time. 

I have a picture of the balloon. 

Aurora 7, Cap Com. Reapeat your last message. 

Roger, I've got a washer to put away. 

Roger. 

BERMUDA 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, this is Bermuda Flight. How do 
you read? Over. 
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01 41 45 P 

01 41 49 F 

01 41 51.5 P 

01 41 54 J 

01 41 56 P 

01 42 18 P 

01 42 23.5 CC 
(Cape) 

01 42 26.5 P 

01 42 28 CC 
(Cape) 

01 43 01 F 

01 43 02.5 P 

01 43 07 F 

01 43 10 P 

01 43 30 P 

01 43 34 F 

01 43 59 P 

01 44 20.5 P 

01 44 32 P 

01 45 27.5 P 

01 47 18 P 
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Roger. Bermuda Flight, reading you loud and clear. 

Switch wobulator switch off. 

Roger, phase shifter. 

MARK! 

Phase shifter is off. 

Phase shifter is on, now. 

Aurora 7, Cap Com. What control mode? 

F1y-by-wire. 

Thank you. 

Bermuda Flight. How do you r~ad? 

Hello, Bermuda Flight. Reading you loud and clear. 
How me? 

Will you run a blood pressure, please? Read you loud 
and clear. 

Roger. Blood pressure starting now. 

I have lost sight of the balloon at this minute. 

Roger. 

Also, Bermuda, the balloon not only oscillates in 
cohes in pitch and yaw, it also seems to oscillate 
in and out toward the capsule, and sometimes the 
line will be taut, other times it's quite loose. 

It's now about 50 degrees off of the flight path. 

Pictures of whirls taken, just east of Bermuda, now 
the balloon line is tight. 

At 01 45 30, I have turned the cabin, or the suit 
water valve all the way off and back up to one. 

I'm taping now the fuel quantity warning lights in 
preparation for the dark side. I think also excess 
cabin water I'll tape. It's not a satisfactory 
lighting arrangement to -
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01 47 48 p 

01 48 10.5 CC 

01 48 16 p 

01 48 21 CC 

01 48 27 p 

01 49 09 CC 

01 49 11.5 p 

01 49 18 CC 

01 49 23 P 

01 49 34 CC 

01 49 40.5 P 

01 50 15.5 CC 
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Heilo, Canary Cap Com, Aurora 7. Loud and clear, 
How me? 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, this is Canary Cap Com. How do you 
read? Over, 

Hello, canary Cap Com, Aurora 7. Loud and clear. How 
me? 

Roger. You're coming into UHF range. Proceed with the 
short report. Over. 

Roger, Canary. My status is good, the capsule status is 
good, my control mode is automatic, gyros normal, 
maneuver off, Fuel 51-68, oxygen 85-100, my cabin 
steam vent temperature now is picking up and reading 
about 19, suit steam vent temperature still reading 
70. I have backed it off to zero and reset it at one. 
Over. 

--- cabin exhaust temperature. Over. 

Cabin exhaust temperature is climbing back up to 19. 
Over. 

Roger, have you been doing any drifting flight? Over. 

That is Roger. I did quite a bit of drifting flight 
on the dark side over Woomera and canton. Over. 

Roger, did you observe any haze layers? Over. 

Roger, I did observe haze layers but not the ones 
that were separated from the horizon that we 
expected, and that John reported. I'll keep a sharp 
lookout next time and try to see them after sunset. 
On the light side there is nothing more than the 
bright, iridescent blue layer, which separates the 
actual horizon from the deep black of space. Over. 

Aurora 7, you are fading rapidly, you are fading. 
MCC is worried about your auto fuel and manual fuel 
consumption. They recommend that you try to con
serve your fuel. 
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01 50 28.5 P 

01 50 41.5 CC 

01 50 48.5 P 

01 50 52 CC 

01 50 56.5 P 

01 51 01.5 CC 

01 5105.5 P 

01 51 20 CC 

01 51 24 P 

01 51 41.5 CC 

01 51 46.5 p 

01 51 56.5 CC 

01 52 02.5 p 

01 52 40 p 

01 53 52 p 

01 54 05.5 P 
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Roger, tell them 1 am concerned also. 1 will try 
and conserve fuel. 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, 1 cannot read you. Do you read 
Canary Cap Com? Over. 

Roger. Canary, copied your message. Over. 

Roger. Understand copied message regarding fuel and 
consumption. 

Tha t is Roger. 

Surgeon here has requested a blood pressure transmis
sion. 

Blood pressure is coming your way now. 

We are receiving same at Canaries and it looks good. 

Roger. 

Canary Systema in4icates all telemetry readings look 
good. 

Roger, that's good to hear. 

Aurora 7, do you have ~nything to report on your 
balloon test? Over. 

Roger. The balloon is oscillating through an arc 
of about 100 degrees. It gets out of view frequently. 
At thi. moment, it's nearly vertical. MARK. 
coa.tal pal.age at this time - it seems to - what 
I'm trying to tell you i. that it o.ci11ates 180 de
gree., above and below. Over. 

It al.o o.cillates in and out. Sometimes the line is 
tight and other times it is not. 

When I look over to the right side, I have the sen-
sation that -

Rello. 
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01 54 15 CC 

01 54 17 p 

01 54 32.5 CC 

01 54 37 p 

01 54 52 CC 

01 54 59 p 

01 55 04 CC 

01 55 08.5 P 

01 56 44 CC 

01 56 49 P 

01 57 01 CC 

01 51 01.5 p 
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This is Kano, how do you read? Over. 
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Hello, Kano. Aurora 7. Loud and clear. How me? 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, this is Kano. How do you read? 
Over. 

Hello Kano, loud and clear. How me? 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, this is Kano. How do you read? 
Over. 

Kano, this is Aurora 7. Reading you loud and clear. 
How me? 

Aurora 7, Kano cap Com. What is your status? Over. 

Roger. My status is good, fuel reads 51 and - and 
69, oxygen is 84 and 100, cabin pressure is holding 
good. All d-c and a-c power is good. The only thing 
of - to report regarding the flight plan is that fuel 
levels are lower than expected. My control mode now 
is ASCS. I expended my extra fuel in trying to orient 
after the night side. I think this is due to con
flicting requirements of the flight plan. I should 
have taken time to orient and then work with other 
items. I think that by remaining in automatic, I 
can keep - stop this excessive fuel consumption. And 
the balloon is sometimes visible and sometimes not 
visible, I haven't any idea where it is now, and there 
doesn't seem to - and it seems to wander with abandon 
back and forth, and that's all, Kano. 

Roger, Aurora 7. Will you give us a blood pressure 
check again---. Over. 

Roger, blood pressure is on the air. 

Aurora 7, how are you feeling? Your body temperature 
is up somewhat. How do you feel? Over. 

Roger. I feel fine. Last time around I - someone told 
me it was 102. I don't feel, you know, like I'm that 
hot. Cabin temperature is 101, I'm reading 101, and 
the suit temperature indicates 74. 
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01 57 38.5 CC 

01 57 41.5 p 

01 57 50 p 

01 58 27.5 CC 

01 58 42 P 

01 58 46 CC 

01 58 49.5 P 

01 59 05 CC 

01 59 09 p 

01 59 21 CC 

01 59 24.5 P 

01 59 54.5 CC 

01 59 57.5 P 

01 59 59 CC 

02 00 06 P 

02 00 32 CC 
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Are you perspiring any? 

Slightly, on my forehead. 

Since turning down the suit water valve, the suit 
steam vent temperature has climbed slightly - am 
increasing from one to two at this time. This should 
bring it down. The cabin steam vent temperature has 
built back up to 40. 

Roger, Aurora 7, everything looks okay now. We seem to 
have lost the body temperature readings from previous 
stations. We are reading 102 right now, but as long 
as you feel okay right now. 

Roger, I feel fine. 

Can you see anything of the Gulf of Guinea? 

Roger» I just - just passed the coast line and I am 
over a solid cloud cover at this time. 

Roger, Aurora 7. Would you care to send a greeting 
to the people of Nigeria? 

Roger, please send my greetings and best wishes of me 
and my countrymen to all Africans. Over. 

Roger, thank you very much. I'm sure it will be 
appreciated. OVer. 

Roger. 

Aurora 7, Kano. Are we Itill in contact? Over. 

Say again, lCano. 

Roger. Would you repeat in a few words why you 
thought the fuel uaage waa great? OVer. 

I expended it on - by manual and fly-by-wire thruater 
operation on the dark aide, and just approaching 
sunrise. 1 think that I can cut down the fuel con
sumption considerably on the .econd and third orbit •. 
Over. 

Roger, understand. Over. 
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02 00 43.5 CC 

02 00 46 p 

02 01 08 CC 

02 01 18 p 

02 01 21 CC 

02 02 43.5 p 

02 03 00 p 

02 03 43 p 

02 04 03.5 p 

02 04 17 CT 

02 04 26 p 

02 04 31 CT 

02 04 38.5 p 

02 05 40 CC 
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Have you started your night adaptation? Over. 

Roger. 

Aurora 7, Kano. Just for your own information, the 
250 inverter is on 180 degrees right now. Over. 

Say again, please. 

Over. 

At this time, oh-h, this doggone - food bag is a 
problem. 

Actually, the food bag is not a problem, the food inside 
it is. It's crumbled, I dare not open, the bag for 
fear the crumbs will get all through the capsule. 

Things are very quiet. 

ZANZIBAR 

Roger, Zanzibar, loud and clear. How do you read 
Aurora 7? 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, this is Zanzibar Com Tech, trans
mitting on HF/UHF. Do you copy? Over. 

Roger, loud and clear. How me, Zanzibar? 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, this is Zanzibar Cap Com. Read you 
weak, but readable. Do you have a short report for 
us? 

Roger, my status is good, the capsule status is good, 
my control mode is automatic, gyros are normal, 
maneuver is off. Control fuel is 51 and 69, oxygen is 
82 and 100. That's about all except I have, so far, 
been unable to get my luit steam vent temperature 
down much below 70. Steam vent, or· the water control 
valve setting at this time is 4 at the prelaunch mark. 
It may be too high, turning it off at this time and 
going to three, which is ,where the cabin is set. Over. 

Aurora 7, Zanzibar Cap Com, Roger, Roger. Do you have the 
latest - contingency area times? 
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02 05 49 

02 05 51 

02 05 55 

02 06 13 

02 06 25.5 

02 06 39.5 

02 06 44.5 

02 06 50.5 

02 07 29.5 

02 07 38 

02 07 41.5 

02 07 43.5 

02 07 48 

02 07 50.5 

02 07 54.5 

P 

CC 

P 

CC 
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p 

p 
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Roger, I have them. 

Very good. Are you going to start your balloon test? 

The balloon is out. I donit see any reason for not 
leaving it on through the dark side, and I just saw 
a particle going by at about two or three feet per 
lecond. 

Roger, understand. According to flight plan, you're 
supposed to go to FBW about now and he says you're 
on auto mode and I wondered if you plan to go through 
with this. Over. 

That is negative. I think that the fact that I'm low 
on fuel dictates that I stay on auto as long as the 
fuel consumption on automatic is not excessive. Over. 

Roger, Aurora 7. Congratulation. on your trip .0 far 
and I'm glad everything has gone 

Thank you very much. 

I now have the wide, blue horizon band. It looks to 
be, at this time Caplu1e elapsed 207, to be about the 
diameter underneath the sun. It seems to be the same 
thicknes. underneath the sun a. the sun'. diameter. 
North and south it becomes less distinct and lighter. 
It extends up farther from the horizon. 

Roger, Aurora 7, thatUs a hard one to pronounce, any
thing that we can do for you ---. 

Negative. I think everything is going quite well. 

Roger, we'll be waiting. Out. 

Roger. See you next time. 

INDIAN OCEAN SHIP 

Aurora 7, thi. i. Indian Ocean Ship. Over. 

Roger, Indian Cap Com. Loud and clear. How me? 

Roger, loud and clear. We have had transmitter trouble 
on your previous run. We just got a message from the 
Cape ---, to conserve fuel. I monitored part of your 
transmission to Zanzibar and understand --- the 
situation. 
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02 08 12.5 p 

02 08 14.5 CC 

02 08 19 p 

02 08 23.5 CC 

02 08 35 P 

02 08 39 CC 

02 08 46.5 p 

02 09 07 P 

02 09 11 CC 

02 09 17.5 p 

02 09 25.5 CC 

02 09 27 p 

02 10 11.5 CC 

02 10 23.5 p 

02 10 29.5 CC 

02 10 31 p 

02 10 35 CC 

02 10 40 s 

02 10 42.5 CC 
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Tha t is Roger. 
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Do you have retrosequence times for 2 Delta, 2 Echo 
and Golf? 

That is negative. I have the nominals. 

Roger. 2 Delta and 2 Echo are still nominal. Area 
Golf is 03 00 29, 03 00 29. 

Roger. 03 00 29. 

Roger, Aurora 7, I read you loud and clear. Do you 
have any comments for the --- Ocean? 

That is Roger. I believe we may have some automatic 
mode difficulty. Let me check fly-by-wire a minute. 

All thrusters are okay. 

Roger. 

However, the gyros do not seem to be indicating pro
perly. 

Roger. 

And that is not correct either. The gyros are - are 
okay, but on ASCS standby, it may be an orientation 
problem. I'll orient visually and - see if that will 
help out the ASeS problem. 

Aurora 7 from Indian Cap Com. Your blood pressure on 
your --- fairly high and you are supposed to, if pos
sible, give a blood pressure over Indian Ocean Ship. 

Roger. I've put blood pressure up on the air already. 
Over. 

Say again, Aurora. 

Blood pressure is on the air now. 

. Roger . 

Blood pressure is coming through fine. 

Your blood pressure is coming ,through fine. 
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02 10 44.5 

02 10 58 

02 11 04.5 

02 11 07.5 

02 11 13 

02 11 26 

02 11 28.5 

02 11 35 

02 11 45 

02 11 51..5 

02 11 56 

02 12 28 

02 12 32 

02 12 35.5 

02 15 11.5 

02 15 34 
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02 16 04.5 
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Roger. 

Aurora 7, this is Indian Cap Com. We have lost tele
metry contact. How do you read me? Over. 

Roger. Still reading you okay. 

--- Report to Cape you have checked fly-by-wire and all 
thrusters are okay. Is there anything else? 

That is negative. Except this problem with Iteam vent 
temperature. 11m going - 1111 open the visor a minute, 
that'll ceol ~ it seems cooler with the visor open. 

Roger. Did you take xylose? 

That is negative. I will de so now. 

Roger. 

Aurora 7, confirm youlve checked fly-by-wire, and all 
thrusters okay. 

Roger. Fly-by-wire is checked» all thrusters are qkay. 

Roger. 

Aurora 7, Indian Ocean Cap Com. 1 do not read your 
transmission. 

Roger. Indian Cap Com p Aurora 7. 

Out. 

Well» I hmve '. I mm in record only» and I am getting 
warm now. 

DonUt know what to do with the cabin. 

1111 turn it up and lee what happens. 

I have gotten badly behind in the flight plan now. 

Okay, evaluating capsule stability at this time. The 
capsule is mOlt stable. 
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02 17 24 p 

02 17 45 p 

02 18 14 p 

02 18 49 p 

02 19 02 p 

02 19 08.5 p 

02 19 57.5 p 

02 20 34.5 p 

02 22 16.5 p 

02 23 07 p 

02 23 21 p 

02 23 26 CC 
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I seem able to put it at zero rates. Alright, I will 
do that now. At capsule elapsed 02 17 32 I will zero 
out all rates. 

That's as close to zero as I can make it. At 02 17 49 
my rates are zero and attitudes are zero plus, or at 
zero, minus 3, minus 48. Let those rest awhile, and 
I'll see what we can do about suit temperature. 

Cabin is rising, suit temperature seems to be rising, 
too. I'm going to let it go out until 2 25 to see if 
this is going to bring it down some. 

I don't need to exercise, I really don't feel I need 
the exercise. I would get too warm. 

We'll be getting to MUchea shortly. 

Have a slight pitch up rate at this time, at 02 19 13, 
I'll zero that out, now. F1y-by-wire - have a slight 
yaw left rate - I'll zero out now. Attitudes at this 
time are minus 30. 

Both busses are okay. All - let's see - number two 
battery is down to 22. One is 24, three is 24, stand
by one and two are 24, isolated is 27, main is 23, 
main IBU is 27. Two - two is now up. Main battery 
number two is up. 

I am over the dark side now. The moonrise has not oc
curred and although I still see the lighted area from 
the setting sun behind us. 

Now, I do have the haze layer at this time. It seems to 
be brighter than - It's good to open the cabin, open 
the visor. 

The reticle now extincts at about 5.6. 

MUCHEA 

Hello, MUchea Cap Com. Aurora 7 loud and clear. 
How me? 

Read you loud and clear also, what's your status? 
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Roger. ~ Itatus is good, control mode il fly-by-wire, 
gyrol normal, maneuver off. Fuel is 45-6-70, that's 
45-70, and oxygen is 84-100. I have only one minor 
problem, and that is my inability to get the luit steam 
vent temperature down, Deke. 

Roger, what's it running now? 

Well, I'm reading 700 I'm really a little at a los' 
al to how to get it down, my luit - water valve is 
,et now past the markl. This doesn't leem to bring 
it down, and neither does putting it - negative, 
that 'I, wrong. The cabin was past the marks. The 
suit temperature is at prelaunch value of about four. 
I'm going to go to a setting of plus 6 at this time 
and see if that will bring it down below 70. Over. 

Okay, fine" We're indicating 84 suit which is a bit 
high. 

Roger. My gage show, '7, 76 on the suit. 

Rog. 

Okay, let me give you a couple of retrotimes here. 
You have a 2 Dog nominal, Gold is 03 --- 29, Hotel 
04 32 26. 

Roger, understand 26. 

We're including your clock 11 still one second sloW. 

Roger. 

GMT hack of 15 10 42 - MARK. *(02 25 25 CET) 

Roger, I'm right on and 10 i. the backup. 

Roger, would you send us a blood pressure, please? 

Starting, Roger. Itarting now 0 

What mode of communications are you using at this time? 
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02 25 58.5 p 

02 26 01 CC 

02 26 05.5 P 

02 26 11.5 P 

02 26 18 CC 

02 26 20 P 

02 26 23 CC 

02 26 24 p 

02 26 26 P 

02 26 42 CC 

02 26 50 p 

02 26 55.5 CC 

02 26 59 p 

02 27 02.5 CC 

02 27 15.5 CC 

02 27 17.5 p 

02 27 18.5 CC 

02 27 20 p 

02 27 33 p 
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1 am on UHF high, Deke. 
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Fine, Roger. Would you try using your mike button once 
instead of your vox. See how this comes in. 

Roger. Soon as I get through the blood pressure. I 
can do it now. 

This is using the push to talk. 1,2,3,4,5,4,3,2,1. 
How now? 

I see no difference. They're identical. 

Roger, is the modulation pretty good? 

Very good. 

Roger. 

Capsule stability, Deke, is very, very, good. I've 
noticed that I can put in a one degree per second rate 
on the needle just by moving heads and arms, - my head 
and arms. Over. 

Very good, excellent. For your information, there will 
be no flares at Woomera on this pass since the cloud 
cover won't allow you to see them anyway. 

Roger. I was unsuccessful last pass. 

Okay, I'm going to send you a Z cal at this time. 

Roger. 

MARK! 

Z cal is coming off. 

Roger. 

On with Real. 

Roger. 

Blood pressure stop. 
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Blood pressure stop. Okay, we're going to oscillate 
R cal a couple of times here in attempt to reset our 
temperature problem. 

Roger. 

Okay, R cal off. We suggest you go to manual at this 
pOint and preserve your auto fuel. Low at this point. 

Roger. Goint to manual now. 

Roger. 

At thi. time lim reading 45-70 on fuel. 

Rog. Understand 45-70. 

Cabin temperature is 101, 

Cabin 107. 

1 don't believe you've ever received any sunrise, sun
set times, 

Roger, give me the whole lot of them, Deke, or the ones 
that are coming. Give me rile, set, and rile. 

Roger. Will do, Your next sunrile will be 02 50 00. 

Roger. Copy, 

Sunset 03 41 20, 

Roger. 

Sunri.e 04 19 00. 

Roger. Copy. 

Well, it sounds like you're doing real well up there, 
Dad. 

Roger, it's. little warm. 

1 suspect 10. 

Been riding your hor.e the last couple of days. 
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For your information, Cape informs that if we don't 
stay on manual for quite a spell here we'll pro
bably have to end this orbit. 

I'll be sure and stay on manual. 

Roger. 

You've got a lot of drift left here yet too. 

Say again. 

You've got drift capability left yet, too. 

Roger. 

Did you see any lights over the Australian ---1 

1 did - that is Roger, I did see some lights. I 
couldn't identify them, however. 

Roger, understand. 

Would you give us another readout on your suit steam 
temp? Has this changed any? 

It may have gone down just a tad. It's about zero now, 
I mean about 70 now. It was a little bit higher. The 
visor is closed and I'm beginning to feel a little 
cooler. 

Very good. 

We indicated 2 degree drop at suit inlet, so it sounds 
like you're making out a bit. 

Roger. My control mode now, Deke, is manual, gyros 
free, and the maneuver is off. 

Roger. I understand. Manual, gyro free, and maneuver 
. off. 

Roger. 
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Aurora 7» this is MUche. Cap Com, Are you reading? 

Still reading, MUchee, 

Very good. 

We are just kind of leaving you alone. How is your 
balloon doing, incidentally? 

I haven't found it since it got dark, It's - it's -
it rambles quite a bitp Deke. Itls not inflated 
fully and it doesn't stretch out on the line tight 
like I expected, It bounces in and out and oscil
lates up and down and sideways. Have no good ten
siometer readings yet, 

WOOMERA 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, this is Woomera Cap Com, How do 
you read? Over' • 

Hello» Woomera~ Aurora 1. Loud and clear. How me? 

Roger. You are loud and clear p also. 

We copied your transmission over Muchea. Understand 
you still have the balloon on. Is that an affirma
tive? 

That is affirmative. 1 heve the balloon on. However, 
1 haven't seen it for some time. It wanders quite 
a bit and I do not hav,e it in sight at this moment. 
I believe that - it might be visible against the 
earth background at this time. 

Roger. Do you lee the moon at all? 

1 am faced the wrong way and limited in maneuvera
bility 1 have left because of my fuel state. I can 
see the terminator between moonlit lide, and un
moonlit .ide. Over. 

Roger, understand. 

You are manual control. 18 that right? 
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That is correct. MY control mode is manual, gyros free, 
maneuver off. Over. 

Roger. Could you give us - could you give us cabin 
temperature? 

Roger. Cabin temperature is 102 at this time. 

Roger. What is the suit temperature? 

Okay, standby. 

Suit temperature is 74, suit steam exhaust is 71. 

Roger, understand. Are you feeling a little more 
comfortable at this time? 

1 don't know. I'm still warm and still perspiring, 
but not really uncomfortable. 1 would like to - 1 
would like to nail this suit temperature problem down. 
It - for all practical purposes, it's uncontrollable 
as far as 1 can see. 

Roger, understand. You might have to wait a few more 
minutes before this takes effect. You are on No.6 
Is that right? 

That is right. Suit temperature is No.6. 

Roger. Systems reports that your suit temperature has' 
dropped two degrees over station, if that's any 
encouragement to you. 

Roger, thank you, it is. 

Roger. 

Have you taken any food thus far? 

Yes, I have. However, the food has crumbled badly, 
and 1 hate to open the package anymore for fear of 
getting crumbs allover the capsule. 1 can verify 
that eating bite-size food as we packaged for this 
flight is no problem at all. Even the crumbly foods 
are eaten with no, with no problem. 
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Roger, How about water? 

I had taken four swallows at approximately this time 
last orbit. As soon as I get the suit temperature -
pegged a little bit, I'll open the visor and have 
some more water. Over. 

Roger, You are still coming in very loud and clear. 

Roger, 

out at this time. 

For the record now ~ 

One of the labels for a fuse switch has slipped out, 
and .ideways~ ~nd has tied the adjoining fuse SWitch 
together with it, This happened to emergency main 
and reserve deploy fuse switches. 

I caged the gyros, They are too critical. I will try 
and navigate on the dark side without the gyros. 

The fuse switch label should be glued in better so that 
turning off one fu.e does not turn off the adjoining one, 

I guess I'd better try to get that xylose pill out. I 
hate to do this, 

Oh ye., There is the xylole pill, It didn't melt. 
All the rest of the stuff in here did melt, 

Okay, xylose pill being consumed at 02 41 35. The 
rest of the food i. pretty much of a melS. Can't 
stand this cabin temperature, 

CAN'lOON 

Hello» Canton Com Tech. Aurora 7 read. you loud and 
clear. How me? 

Thi. i. Canton Cap Com. Read you loud and clear. 
Could you begin your ahort report, p1ea.e? 

Roger, George. MY control mode i. manual. The gyro. 
are caged, maneuver is off. Fuel i8 45 and 64, a 
little ahead of schedule. Oxygen read. 82-100. 
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Steam vent temperature in the suit is 
It's a little below 70. Cabin is 46. 
has dropped to about 71 now. All the 
and here is a blood pressure. Over. 

Okay, stand~ng by for blood pressure. 
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CTN-2 

dropping slightly. 
Suit temperature 

power is good, 

We are rec~iving the blood pressure check. OVer. 

Roger. 

Do you plan on eating as called for by ---. Over. 

I did have the visor open a short time ago for the 
xylose pill. All of the rest of the food that I 
have aboard has either crumbled or melted. It's 
unusable in its present state so I think the xylose 
pill will constitude my last zero g meal. However, 
the first one, before the food crumbled, was quite 
easy. It's no problem to eat this bite-size food -
in a weightless state. I also drank some water at 
that time, which was no problem. 

Roger. I take it, from what you said then, that you 
have confirmed that your faceplate is closed for 
the decision on the third orbit. 

That is correct, my faceplate is closed. Also, what 
is the trend of my cabin pressure on the ground? 
OVer. 

Stand by, please. 

We are checking on your request there, Scott. Could 
you hit that button again? We lost your EKG. 

Oh, you want blood pressure or EKG? 

No, we lost the EKG. Possibly you could press on 
those sensors. Okay, Surgeon informs me that the ERG 
is now returning. Your other question, cabin pressure 
is staying at 5 1 approximately. 

Roger. No change in reading since launch. Is that 
correct? 
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Negative on that. ItUs gone from 5.8 at launch to 
approximately 5.1 in very» very gradual descending 
trend. 

Roger. My cabin pressure indicator il reading 4.8 at 
this time. 

Roger» 1 have no comment on this, just that the trend 
appears to be good here on the ground. 

Roger. 

Do you have any specific comments on your balloon 
experiments; for example» the best color contrast 
with the ---. 

Yes, I would say the day-glow orange is the best. 

Roger. For your information» the second sunrise 
should be expected in approximately three to four 
minutes. 

Roger p thank you. 

Everything continuel to look very good here on the 
ground. I've got a reading here on the ground for 
cabin pressure. This is for your information, is 
4.8. Now this doe I take the trend that has been 
set up considerably. The suit pressure comes in 
at 4,9. 

Roger. 

We find now that the - the 02 partial pressure is 
fluctuating slightly, and the --- hanging around 
4.2. 

Did you ---1 

O2 partial pressure is fluctuating --- 4.2. Over. 

Roger, copied, George p thank you. 

As I said before, everything looks very good here. 
Surgeon is after me here for you to try another 
blood pressure. Is this convenient? 
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Negative. I won't be able to hold still for it now. 
I've got the sunrise to worry about. 

Okay, Roger. We have no further queries. If you 
have any comments we'll be listening down here. 

Negative. 
window. 

I have a beautiful sunrise through the 
I'll record it so you can see it. 

HAWAII 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7» Hawaii Com Tech. How do you read 
me? Over. 

Roger, Hawaii, Aurora 7. Loud and clear. How me? 

Aurora 7, this is Cap Com. Can you give me a short 
report, please. 

Roger. My control mode is manual, gyros caged, 
maneuver off. Stand by one. My status is good and 
the capsule status is good. I want to get some 
pictures of the sunrise. Over. 

Roger. Give me the short report first. 

Roger. Fuel is 45-62. Over. 

Roger. 45 and 62. 

Roger. 

Aurora 7. Did you drink over Canton, did you drink 
any water over Canton? 

That is negative. I will do, shortly. 

Roger, Sir John feels that this is advisable. 

Roger. 

Do you have an auto fuel warning light? 

That is right. I have reported it and I believe I 
reported it a long time ago. It is covered with 
tape at the moment. 
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Roser. 

Aurora 7, Aurora " Cap Com. Cape F1isht advi.e. 
me that we - that they expected the cabin to do 
.uch. 

Roser, thank you. 

--- temperature exhau.t .team exhau.t? 

Roser. Suit exhaust is 70. Cabin exhau.t i. 49. 

Roser. 

Aurora 7. Thi. i. Cap Com. Would like for you to re
turn to syros normal and see what kind of indication 
we have, whether or not your window view asrees with 
your syros. 

Roser. Wait one. 

I have .ome more of the white particles in view below 
the cap.u1e. They appear to be traveling exactly 
my speed. There is one drifting off. It's going 
faeter than 1 am ae & matter of fact. 

Roger, underetand. 

I haven't seen the sreat numbers of thlse particle., 
but I've seen a few of them. Their motion i. ran
dom; they look exactly like snowflaKe. to me. 

Roser. Have you tried returning -- . 

Negative. Le me set within .canner limite firet. 

Say asain. 

I muet adju.t my attitude, to within ecanner limits 
firlt. 

ROler • 

There were eome more of thoee - little particle •. 
They definitely look like enowflakee this time. 
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Roger, understand, your particles look like definite 
snowflakes. 

However -

Can we get a blood pressure from you, Scott? 

Roger. Blood pressure - start - now. I have the 
balloon - now - pretty steadily below me, not os
cillating. And go to gyros normal. Gyros normal 
now. 

Roger. TM indicates your - zero pitch. 

LOS, Scott, we've had LOS. Can you read me? Over. 

CALIFORNIA 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, this is California Com Tech, 
California Com Tech. Do you hear me? Over. 

Hello, Cal Com Tech, Aurora 7. Loud and clear. 
How me? 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, this is California Com Tech, 
California Com Tech. Do you hear? Over. 

Hello, California Com Tech, Aurora 7. Loud and clear. 
How me1 

We're reading you loud and clear. also. Stand by for 
Cap Com. 

Roger. 

Aurora 7, California. How do you read? 

Hello, AI, loud and clear. How me? 

You're loud and clear, Scotty. Short report. 

Roger. Control mode is manual, gyros normal, maneuver 
off. Fuel is 45-50. Balloon is out. Oxygen 81-100. 
And my status is good. The capsule status is good, 
except I'm unable to get a reasonable suit steam 
exhaust temperature. Still reading 70. Over. 
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Roger~ seems to me as long as suit inlet is going 
down that you could continue to increase flow until 
you feel comfortable. 

Roger. 

Understand you're GO for orbit three. 

I am - Rogers 1 am GO for orbit three. 

Seven, this is California. 

Go, California. 

GeneTal Kraft is .till .omewhat concerned about au'to 
fuel. Use as little auto, use no auto fuel unle.s 
you have to prior to retrosequence time. And 1 
think maybe you might increase flow to your inverter 
heat exchanger, to try to bring the temperature 
down. They are not critical yet, however. 

Roger, 1 have gone from 4 to 5 on the inverter at this 
time. And I think I'll increa.e ju.t a tad on the 
.uit. 

Roger. You're sounding good here. Give you a period 
of quiet while I send Z and R cal. 

Roger. 

Seven, thi. i. California .ending Z cal on my mark. 

Roger. 

One, MARK. 

Z cal off. 

Roger. 

Stand by for R cal 3,2,1. 

All risht now, I'm besinnlns to set all of tho.e 
various particle., they - they're way out. 1 can 
.ee .om. that are a hundred feet out. 

loger. I ell off. 
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They all look like snowflakes to me. No don't - they 
do not glow of their own accord. 

Roger, Seven. Do you - have you --- perspire or have 
you stopped perspiring at the moment? 

No, I'm still perspiring, Al. I think I'll open up 
the visor and take a drink of water. 

Roger. Sounds like a good idea. 

Seven, would you give us ~ blood pressure, please, in 
between swallows. 

Okay, there's your blood pressure. I took about 20 
swallows of water. Tasted pretty good. 

Roger, Seven. We're sure of that, we're getting 
Alpha times and - Hotel. You have Hotel, I know. 
How about 3 Alpha? 

Roger, and MARK now a tensiometer reading. It's as 
tight as I've seen the string. Mark another ten
siometer reading. 

Roger, we have those. 

Now say again your last question. 

Do you have 3 Alpha of 03 11 OO? 

03 11 00. 

That is correct. 

Roger, copied. 

Seven, this is California. Do you still read? 

Roger, loud and clear. 

Roger, we have no further inquiries. See you next 
time. 

Roger. 
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GUAYMAS 

Aurora 7, Guaymas Cap Com. 

Hello, Guaymas. Go ahead. 

Roger p we're reading you loud and clear. We'd like 
to conduct a wobulator test here. We use White 
Sands whenever you give us the word. 

Roger, 1 have one, it's the yaw gyro on the stop at 
this time. 

Is your wobulator on now? 

Yelp the wobulator is on. 

Roger. 

What was that on your yaw? 

1 have the yaw needle on the 250 stop. 

Roger. 

1 will not cage until .fter 1 get rid of the balloon 
and then 1 can Itart a slow yaw to the left to pick 
it'off the stop. 

Roger. 

Roger, can you turn your wobulator on now .nd leave 
it cn? 

Roger, it hal been on and 1 haven't touched it. 

Roger, understand. 

Do you want it off? 

ROler. On and off in approximately 20 lecond intervals. 

Okay, wobulator going off· NOW. 

ROler, we're relayinl thil. 
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AmI in a position to do & three sixty roll for them 
at this time? 

Your 00 yaw, you do have a yaw input in. 

Could we do this three sixty roll on this pass at 
White Sands? 

Gordo, 
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CAPE CANAVERAL 

Aurora 7, Cape Cap Com. 

Rog~r, Cape. loud and clear and break, break. 
Guaymas, the vobulator is back on DOW. 

Roger, Cape. go ahead. 

Roger, Aurora 1:; Cape Cap Com. back on HF. Give 
me your :report. 

Roger. Control model JllJmual, gyros nonaal, the 
maneuver switch is off. Fuel is 45-45, oxygen 
16 70, or j correction, oxygen is 80 and 100. 
Suit t_peratu~ is 68 noyand coming down pretty 
well. Suit steam vent temperature is 69 and 
beginning to be a 11 ttle more confortable 0 Over. 

Roger, and how do you feell, now? 

I fe~l PJ:'Ie;tty good. Still wal1ll. 

Okay, sounds like yau n 11 be alr:1.ght. 

Did you - your nomal ballOon release time will 
b~ 3 plus 34~ Scott? 

3 plus 34» Roger 0 

Roger, can you describe the balloon and its actions 
a l1t,tle to us. 

Yes , it has a random dri.ft. There is no oscillation 
that I can predict whatsoever. The - the line lead
ing to the balloon s~t1mes is tight, sometimes is 
loose - loose enough, so that there are loops in it. 
Its - its bl!lhav1our is st;rietly random as far as I 
can tell. The balloon is n(,t inflated well either. 
It u s an oblong sha:pe (;ut there j rather than a round 
figure, and I believe when the sun is on it, the 
day glow orange is the most brilliant, and the 
silver. That Us about all I can tell you, Gus. 

Roger. Surgeon Sugplts that you drink as much water 
as you can. Dr1I1lt 1 t as often as you can. 
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Roger. 

Retrose~ence times for area 3 B and 3 C are nominal. 

3 B and 3 C nominal. Roger. 

And we recommend you go to normal on your gyros with 
the maneuver switch off. 

Roger, the gyros are nozma1 and the maneuver switch 
is off. 

Roger. 

Would you give us your - your temperature control valve 
settings, please? 

Roger, suit 1s 7.5, cabin is about 10. That's 10 on 
the cabin and 5 on the inverters. Over. 

Roger. 

Standby for Z cal. 

Roger, standing by-

R cal. 

Mark a tensiometer reading. It's as tight as Pve -
as it gets. 

Aurora 7, Cap Com. 

Go ahead, Cap Com. 

- drifting flight yet? 

Say again. 

Have you done any drifting flight? 

That is Roger, and if' I am. to save fuel for retro
sequence I think. I better start again. Over. 

Roger, I agree with you. 
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Understand that you canft get rid of the balloon. 

That is right. It will not jettison. 

Okay. 

Aurora 1, Cap Com. 

Go ahead, Cap Com. 

Give us your blood pressure and fuel rea.d.1ng. 

Okay. Fuel is 45-42. Blood pressure on the air. 

Rog. 

I have the particles visible still. They i re streaming 
aft, but in an arc of maybe a 120 or 30 degrees. 

Aurora 7, Cap Com. Say again. 

Roger, I have these particles drifting aft again, but 
they do not parallel the line to the balloon exactly. 
They drift aft within an arc of maybe 120 to 130 
degrees. 

Roger. 

Aurora 7, Cap Com. Can you give us a comment on the 
zero g experiment? 

Roger. At this moment, the fluid is all gathered 
around the standpipe, the standpipe appears to be 
full and the fluid outside the standpipe is about 
halfway up. There is a rather large maniscuso I id 
say about 600 maniscus. 

Aurora 7, Cap Com. Repeat as much of your last message 
as you can. 

Roger. The standpipe is full of the fluid. The fluid 
is halfway up the outside of the standpipe - a 
rather large maniscus, on angle of about 60 degrees. 
Over. 

CANARY 

Aurora 1, Aurora 7, this is Canary Cap Com on HF. Do 
you read? Over. 
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Hello, hello, Canary Cap Com, Aurora 70 
loud and clear, HF. Transmitting HF. 
read? Over. 

Reading you 
HoW do you 

Aurora 7, this is Canary Cap Com on HF. Do you read? 
Over. 

Roger, Canary Cap Com. Reading you loud and clear, 
HF. How me? Over. 

These pictures of the - small groups of closely-knit 
clouds are south of Canary, third orbit. 

This must be crossing ITCV. I have never seen weather 
quite like this. 

This is Canary Cap Com on HF. Do you receive? Over. 

Aurora 7, this is Canary Cap Com. We had no trans
missions from you. This is Canary Islands, signing oui .• 

I have the Voasmeter out at this time. 

Hello. 

Hello, Canary Cap Com, Aurora 7. Reading you loud 
and clear. How me? 

Aurora 7, this is Canary Cap Com. Do you read? Over. 

Go ahead Canary. Reading you loud and clear. 

I am going - I am in the record only position now. I 
think. the best answer to the autokinesis - is that 
there is none. I noticed none - and I tend to aline 
the horizontal with my head - it - a horizontal line 
under zero g is a line paralled to the line drawn 
between your eyes. I don't get autokinesis. I donVt 
get - now wait a minute maybe I'm beginning to. 

I should remark that at 3 26 33, I have in the sky, at 
any time, 10 particles. They no doubt appear to glow 
to me. They appeared to be 11 ttle pieces of frost. 
However, some appear to be way, way far away. There 
are two - that look like they might be a hundred 
yards away. I haven't operated the thruster not for 
some time. Here are two in closer. Now a densiometer 
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reading on these that are in close. Extinct at 
5.5, the elapsed time is 3 27 39. I am unable to 
see any stars in the black sky at this time. 
However, these little snowflakes are clearly 
visible. 

The cabin temperature has droped considerable now, 
and the setting I have on the suit is 7. 

Am. going to increase it just a tad more. 

My suit valve, water valve temperature now is -
about 8. 

Hello, hello, Kano Cap Com, Aurora 7. Reading you 
loud and clear. How me? 

IUve noticed that every time I turn over to the 
right everything seems vertical, but I am. upside down. 

Now, for the record. 

I still feel that, I could easily feel like I am 
coming in on my back. 

I could very easily come in from another planet, and 
feel that I am. on my - on my back, and that earth is 
up above me, but that Vs sorta the way you feel when 
you come out of a Spll t S, or out of an ImmellDann. 

KANO 

Keno on HF. If you read me, the Sir John requests 
that you take a blood pressure check now, a blood 
pressure check for the onboard record. Over. 

Roger. Reading you, Kano, loud and clear. Blood 
pressure start at this time. 

Visor is coming closed now. 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, this is Kano Cap Com. If you 
read me, would you do a blood pressure check for the 
onboard records. Over. 

Okay. I'JIA. taking the - I've taken the big back off, 
going to record only, at this time. Have taken the 
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big back off of the camera and trying to get some 
more MIT film at this time. The filter is in. The 
cassette - is in the camera. 

The zero g senta, sensations are wonderful. This is 
the first time I've ever worn this suit and had it 
confortable. 

I donUt know which way I'm pointed, and don't 
particularly care. 

Roger. At this time I am hearing Kano calling for a 
blood pressure check. I will give it to him now. 
Uit is see, I have fuel 45-43, still would. like to 
get just a little rate - just a little one. 

~t is see, we wanta go back that way 0 

I canit see any relationship between thruster action 
and the fireflies. 

Mark MIT pictures to 3 35 36, crank two by - at 
infinity. 

Coastal passage over Africa. 

lim taking many MIT pictures, at capsule elapsed 
3 38 38. It will be the only chance we have, I 
might as well use up all the film. 

INDIAN OCEAN SHIP 

Hello, Indian Com Tech, Aurora 7. loud and clear. 
How me? 

Aurora 7, this is lOS Com Tech, on HF and UHF. How 
do you read? Over. 

Roger. loud and clear. How me, Indian Cap Com? 

Aurora 7, this is Indian Cap Com. I did not read all 
of your transmission, but the part I monitored was 
loud and clear. Go ahead. 

Roger 0 My status is good, the capsule status is good. 
I am in drifting flight on manual control. Gyros 
are caged. The fuel reads 45-42, oxygen 79-100. 
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Steam. vent temperatures both read 65 now, suit 
temperature has gone down nicely. It is now 62, and 
all the power is good. The blood pressure is starting 
at this time. live just finished taking some MIT 
pictures, and that is all I have to report at this 
t:ime. 

Roger:; Aurora 7. I copy your control mode manual, and 
gyro caged, fuel 45-42, oxygen 79-100, and I did not 
hear the last part of your transmission 0 How do -

Roger. My status is good, the suit temperature has 
reduced considerably, steam vent temperatures now 
read 69 on cabin and suit, suit temperature is 62, 
and cabin temperature is 101. Over 0 

Roger, suit temperature 62, and cabin temperature 101. 
Your blood pressure is starting - and understand 
you are on the manual. Understand also you are 
drifting for awhile. 

That is Roger. I am. 

Confirm. 

I am on manual control. I am allowing the capsule 
to drift. Over. 

Roger. 

Also another departure from the plan is the fact that 
I have been unable to jettison the balloon. The 
balloon j.B still attached - should be no problem. 

Roger, understand no problem expected but balloon is 
still attached. Stand by. 

Aurora 7, this is Indian Cap Com. All our retro
sequence times are nominal. Do you want me to 
call them out to you? Over. 

Negative. I have them all, thank you. 

Aurora 7, your last transcription was unreadable. You 
are fading badly, although intermittently. I will 
read retrosequence times in the blind. Area 3 
Delta, 04 12 32, 04 12 32, Echo 04 22 27, 3 Echo 
04 22 27, and the last --- we have is 04 32 26 ---
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now and your capsule clock is still within one 
second. 

Roger, Kano. I copied all that. 

Roger, Aurora. You were loud and clear. 

The sunsets are most spectacular. The earth is black 
af'ter the sun has set. The earth is black, the first 
band close to the earth is red, the next is yellow, 
the next is blue, the next is green, and the next is 
sort of a - sort of a purple. It I S almost like a 
very brilliant rainboW'. It extends at some -

Indian Cap Com, Check you see about all colors between 
the horizon and the night sky. You seem to see more 
layers than Friendship 1. 

Roger. These layers extend from at least 90 degrees 
either side of the sun at sunset. 

Aurora 7, I did not hear your whole sentence. Will 
you repeat, please? Over. 

Roger. This bright horizon band extends at least 
900 north and south of the position of the sunset. 

Roger, understand. About the balloon, does Mercury 
Control Center knoW' you did not -

Yes. I tried to release it over their station and 
was unable to do so 0 You might remind them that the 
balloon is still on. 

Roger, Aurora 1. Understand. 

Aurora 1, Indian Cap Com. Your inverter temperatures 
are 183 for the 150, and 195 for the 250. All your 
other primaries check out okay on telemetry. 

Roger, thank you very much. 

Aurora 1, do you read? Over. 

Go ahead, Indian Cap Com. 

Our medical monitor says that we are reading your 
respiration. I believe this is almost the first 
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time it's came across. 

That is very good. I guarantee I im breathing. 

Roger, understand. 

The eye patch is in place, this time. 

Going to record - record only at this time. 

At 3 hours and 48 minutes and 51 seconds elapsed, 11m 
taking a good swig of water. It I S pretty cool this 
time. Stretching my legs a. tad. It I s quite dark. 
11m in drifting flight. Oh, boy: It feels good to 
get that leg stretched out. That one and the right 
one too. 

I drank an awful lot of water and I'm still thirsty. 
As a matter of fact, I think. there - there is a 
leak in the urinal, I 1m sure. 

Okay, line touch. 

Okay. 1 0m shaking my head violently from a.ll sides, 
with eyes closed, up and down, pitch, roll, yaw. 
Nothing in my stomach, nothing anywhere. There 
is, now, I will try to poke zero, time zero button. 
Well, I missed it. I was a. little disoriented* as 
to exactly 'Where things are, not sure exactly 'What 
you want to accomplish by this but there is no 
problem of orienting. Your - your - inner ears and 
your mental appraisal of horizontal, you just 
ada'pt to this environment, like - like you were 
born in it. It's a great, great freedom. 

Don't let me forget about the shiny finish on the 
star chart. It makes it very hard to read. 

At 3 53. 

I~m using the - photometer now - to try and get - a 
reading. I saw a com - no, it's the balloon that 
I see, still drifting aimlessly, lighted by moon-

* The result of this test is the same under 1 g and he describes 
no difficulty in re-establishing relationships. 
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light at this time. 

None of the colors are - particularly visible, I 
think -

Excess cabin water light is on at this time, 3 56 24, 
am going to turn it down just a tad - so it will be 
just about where the suit is. I 'WOuld say, let's 
see, from that, that it jumped down to freezing. 

Hello, Muchea Cap Com, Aurora 7. loud aDd clear. 
How me? 

Cond.ng in loud and clear. 

Roger, ])eke, my control mode is manual, gyros are 
caged, the maneuver switch is off. My fuel reads 
45 and 42, the oxygen is reading 76 and 100, steam 
vent temperatures are 68 on the suit and I just 
got excess cabin water light, the needle dropped 
down to 20. Reset cabin water at about 6 and in 
this capsule it seems optimum settings are right 
between 6 and 7. Outside of that, all things, all 
systems are good. And blood pressure is starting 
now. 

Roger, okay, starting blood pressure. 

The visor has been open for some time, I've been 
taking some readings on stars through the haze 
layer with the photometer, the visor is coming 
closed now. 

Roger, understand visor coming closed. 

1'11 give you retro time for end of mission and would 
like to have you set the clock to this at this time. 

Roger. 

32 34 

Understand, 04 32 34. 

Good. 
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Okay, it's going into the clock now - whoop. 

We indicate 35, 

I do, too, I overshot. Stand by. 

That's probably close enough for government work. 

For you, to the second, 

Roger, still you indicate 1 second slow on GET, we 
indicate you on, on retrotime, 

Roger. I am reading 04 32 34, 

Would you please exercise prior to your second blood 
pressure. 

Roger, I'll give you the calibrated exercise, at this 
time. 

Roger. 

Exercise start, now. 

Okay, blood pressure start, not. That was 60 cycles 
in 30 seconds on the exerciser. 

60 cycles in 30 seconds. 

Did you by any chance try TIM keying over the Cape 
on your last pass? 

I think I may have to mark t.ime for tensiometer 
reading on the balloon. 

Very good. 

Understand you still have the balloon with you. It's 
possible if you go to deploy position and back to 
release, you can -

Roger, I've tried that a number of times, Deke. I 
just can't get rid of it. 

Okay, well, she'll probably come into your face on retro
fire, but I'm sure you'll loose it shortly after that. 
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Yeah, I figure 0 I hope so 0 

Okay, for your info~tion, cloud --- is five-tenths 
and it u s only one-eighth to the north over Port 
MOresby, so if you see some lights up in that area, 
we U d like to know about it. 

Roger, lUll let you know. 

Could you give us a CET hack, please. 

Roger, CET on my mark will be 4 hours, 1 minute, 
35 seconds, stand by. MARK, 4 01 35. 

Roger. Still one second off; thatis fine. 

The flight plan calls for you to have a drink of 
'Water over here. Do you feel like you need one? 

Roger, I just, I have had three long drinks of 
water. The last one was, I think, about 10 
minutes ago, Deke. 

YouUre probably loaded for bear, then. 

Roger. 

---7 

Roger, Deke, the haze layer is very bright. I would 
say 8 to 10 degrees above the real horizon. And I 
would say that the haze layer is about twice as 
high above the horizon as the - the bright blue 
band at sunset is, it's twice as thick. A star, 
stars are occuluded as we pass through this haze 
layer. I have a good set of stars to 'Watch going 
through at this time. I'll try and get som,e 
photometer readings. 

Roger, understand. It's twice as --- sunset. 

It is not twice as thick, it's thinner but it is 
located at a distance about twice as far away as 
the top of the - the band at sunset. 

Understand. 
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It U s very narrow, and as bright as the horizon of 
the earth itself. 

This is a, reading on Phecda in - in the Big Dipper, 
prior to entry in the, the, into the haze layer. 
It occludes - it is extinct at roughly 2.5. The 
reticle extincts at 5.5. 'I'M mark for the t:lme in 
the middle of the haze layer. Spica - stand by. 

WOOMERA 

Aurora 7, Aurora. 7, this is Woomera Cap Com. How 
do you read? Over. 

Roger. Stand by, Woomera. 

Roger, standing by. 

In the middle of the haze layer, Phecda will not -
I can Ut even get a reading on it through the 
photometer. Phicda is now below the horizon, or 
below and mark about 5 seconds ago, noW' it emerged 
from. the brightest part of the haze layer. It is 
noW' clearly visible. Woomera, my status is very good, 
fuel is 45 and 420 Standby, P 11 give you a full 
report very shortly. 

Roger, standing by. 

Vi.sor cOming open. 

Roger, visor open. 

Aurora 7, this is Woomera. Do you read? Over. 

Roger., Woomera, loud and clear. 

You say visor is open? 

Thates negative. I did not open it, I won't open 
it until I get through with these readings. Phecda 
nowextincts at 1.7 in the mid, in mid position 
between the haze layer, and the earth 0 Okay, 
Woomera, my - my status is very good. The suit 
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temperature is coming down substantially. Steam 
vent temperature is not down much, but the suit 
environment temperature is 60. I'm quite comfor
table. Cabin temperature is 101, cabin is holding 
an indicated 4 8, oxygen is 75-100, all d-c power 
continues to be good. 20 Amps, both a-c busses 
are good, fuel reads 46 and 40. I am in drifting 
flight. 1 have had plenty of water to drink. The 
visor is coming open now. And blood pressure is 
coming your way at this time. 

Hello, Woomera, Woomera Cap Com, this is Aurora 7. 
Did you copy my last? Over. 

Cabin temperature, cabin water flow is all the way 
off and reducing back to about 7.5 now, a little 
bit less. At this time cabin steam vent, going 
to record only. 

Cabin steam vent is 10, suit steam vent is 62. 1 
would like to have a little bit more pad on the 
temperature, but 1 can't seem to get it. The suit 
temperature is 60, the cabin temperature continues 
at 102. 1 have 22 minutes and 20 seconds left 
for retrofire. 1 think that 1 will try to get some 
of this equipment stowed at this time. 

There is the moon. 

Looks no different - here than it does on the ground. 

Visor is open and the visor is coming closed now at 
this time. 

I have put the moon - in the center of the window 
and it just drifts very, very little. 

There seems to be a stagnant place in the, my helmet. 
The suit is cool, but along my face it's warm. 

And there is Scorpio. 

Alright, let's see. 

It's very interesting to remark that my attitude -
and the - is roughly pitch up plus 30, roll ~ight 
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130, and yaw left 20. The balloon at this time 
is moving right along with me. It i S keeping a 
constant bearing at all times. There is the 
horizon band again, this time from the moonlit side. 
Let me see, with the air glow filter, itVs very 
difficult to do this because of the lights from 
that time correlation clock. Visor coming open 
now. It is impossible to get dark-adapted in here, 
with that light the way it is. 

Alright for the record. Interesting, I believe, 
this haze layer is very bright through the air glow 
filter. Very bright. The time now is 4 17 44. 

Now, let me see, I'll get an accurate band width. 

That i S very handy, because the band width - there is 
the sun. ---a The horizon band width is exactly 
equal to the X. I can't explain it, I'll have to, 
to -

Sunrise. Ahbbhh! Beautiful lighted fireflies that 
time. It was luminous that time. But it's only, 
okay, they - Alright, I have - If anybody reads I 
have the fireflies they are very bright. They are 
capsule emanating. I can rap the hatch and stir 
off hundreds of them. Rap the side of the capsule. 
Huge streams come out. They - some appear to gloV. 
Let me yaw a:rcu nd the other way. 

Some appear to glow but I donUt believe they really 
do, it i s just the light of the sun. I'll try to 
get a picture of it. They t re brilliant. I think 
they would really shine through nine on the photo
meter. Iill rap, 1et i s see. 

Taking some pictures at f ot' 2 8 and bulb. The 
pictures now, here, one of the balloon. The sun 
is too bright now. That Us 'Where they come from. 
They are little tiny 'White pieces of frost. I judge 
from this that the 'Whole side of the capsule must 
have frost on it. 

HAWAII 

Aurora 7, this is Hawaii Com Tech, how do you read? 
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Hello, Hawaii, loud and clear. How me? 

Hawaii Com Tech. 

Seven, Hawaii Com Tech, I read you momentarily, on 
UHF. How do you read? Over. 

Roger, reading you loud and clear Hawaii. How me? 

Aurora 7, Hawaii Cap Com. How do you read me? 

Roger, do you read me or do you not, James? 

Gee, you are weak, but I read you, you are readable. 
Are you on UHF-Hi? 

Roger, UHF-Hi. 

Roger, orientate the spacecraft and go to the ASCS. 

Roger, will do. 

Roger, copied, going into orbit attitude at this time. 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, do you copy? Over. 

Roger, copy. Going into orbit attitude at this time. 

Roger. 

Aurora 7, Hawaii Cap Com, do you read me? Over. 

Roger, go ahead, Hawaii. 

Is your maneuver sn tch off? 

The maneuver sn tch is off. 

Roger, are you ready to start your pre-retrosequence 
checklist. 

Roger, one moment. 

Ilm al1ning my attitudes. Everything is fine. I 
have 18 rt of the stowage checklist taken care of 
at this time. 
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Roger. 

Aurora 7, do you wish me to read out any of the check
list to you? 

Roger, let me get the stowage and then you can help 
me with the pre-retrograde. 

Roger, standing by. 

Aurora 7, can we get on with the checklist? We have 
approximately 3 minutes left of contact. 

Roger, go ahead with the checklist and 11m coming 
to retroattitude nov and my control mode is auto
matic and my attitudes-standby, wait a minute, I 
have a problem in. 

I have an ASCS problem here. I think ASCS is not 
operating properly, let me -. Emergency retro
sequence is anned and retro manual is an:ned. 
live got to evaluate this retro - this ASCS 
problem, Jim, before we go any further. 

Roger, standing by. Make sure your emergency drogue 
deploy and emergency main fuses are off. 

Roger, they are. Okay, I'm going now to fly-by-wire, 
to Aux Damp, and nov - attitudes do not agree. Five 
minutes to retrograde, light is on. I have a rate 
of descent, too, of about 10, 12 feet per second. 

Say again, say again. 

I have a rate of descent of about 12 feet per second. 

What light was on? 

Yes, I am back on fly-by-wire, trying to orient. 

Scott, let's try and get some of this retrosequence 
list checked off before you get to California. 

Okay, go through it, Jim. 

Roger, Jim, go through the checklist for me. 
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04 28 29.5 CC 

04 28 42.5 p 

04 28 46.5 ee 

04 29 10 p 

04 29 15.5 ee 

04 29 59 ce 

04 30 00.5 p 

04 31 36 CT 

04 31 42 p 

04 31 45.5 eT 

04 31 50 CC 

04 31 53 p 

04 32 06 CC 
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Roger, squib switch armed, auto retrojettison switch 
off, gyros normal, manual handle out, roll, yaw 
and pitch handles in. 

Roll, yaw, and pitch are in. 

Retroattitude auto, retract scope auto, maneuver switch 
off, periscope lever up, UHF HI power, transmit on 
UHF, beacon continuous, VOX power on transmit and 
record, all batteries checked. Do you copy? 

Roger, it's complete. 

Transmitting in the blind. We have LOS. Ground 
elapsed time is on my mark, 4 hours, 29 minutes 
and 30 seconds. Transmitting in the blind to 
Aurora 7. Make sure all your tone switches are on, 
your warning lights are bright, the retro manual fuse 
switch is on, the retrojettison fuse switch is off. 
Check your face plate and make sure that it is closed. 

Aurora 7. Did you copy? 

Roger, copied all; 1 think we're in good shape. 
I'm not sure just what the status of the ASCS 
is at this time. 

CALIFORNIA 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, this is California Com Tech, 
California Com Tech. Do you hear? Over. 

Hello, California Com Tech. Loud and clear. How me? 

I'm reading you loud and clear also. Stand by for Cap Com. 

Seven, this is Cap Com. Are you in retroattitude? 

Yes, 1 don't have agreement with ASeS in the window, 
AI. I think I'm going to have to go to f1y-by-wire 
and use the window and the scope. ASCS is bad. 
I'm on fly-by-wire and manual. 

Roger, we concur. About 30 seconds to goo 
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About 10 seconds on my mark. 

Roger. 

6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. 

Retrosequence is green. 

Roger, check ASCS quickly to see if orientation mode 
'Will hold. 

If your gyros are off you'll have to use attitude 
bypass. 

Gyros are off. 

But youell have to use attitude bypass and manual 
override. 

Roger .. 

4, 3, 2, 1, O. 

Okay, fire 1, fire 2, and fire 3. I had to punch 
off manually. I have a little bit of smoke in 
the capsule. 

Attitudes hold, Scotty. 

Okay, I think. they held well, AI, the - I think 
they were good. I can at tell you what was wrong 
about them because the gyros were not quite right. 
But retrojett1son - 3 fuse switches are on. 

Roger, we should have retrojettison in about 
10 seconds. 

Roger. 

That was a. nice gentle bump. All three have fired. 
Retroattitude was red. 

Roger. Should have retrojett1son now. 

Ah, right then at 34 10, on time. 
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Roger, how much fuel do you have left both tanks? 

I have 20 and 5. 

Roger, I guess we'd better use -

I'll use manual. 

- on reentry unless ASCS holds you in reentry 
attitude. 

Yes, it can, I'll have to do it with manual. 

Roger, recommend you try Aux Damp first, if itOs not 
working then, go to fly-by-wire. 

Okay, I'll have to do that. 

The balloon is gone. I am aparently out of manual 
fuel, I have to go to fly-by-wire to stop this 
tumbl1ng.* 

Roger. Using fly-by-Yire to stop tumbling. 

Aurora 7, understand RSCS did not work. 

I am out of manual fuel, AI. 

Roger. 

.05 g should be when? 

Oh, you have plenty of time. It should be 04 44 
elapsed time. 

Roger. 

You have plenty of time. Take your time on fly-by
wire to get into reentry attitude. 

* Note: The spacecraft was rotating slowly at this point 
and was returned to proper attitude by the pilot 
before it had made k- revolution. 
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Roger. 
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I was just looking over your reentry checklist, 
looks like you I re in pretty good shape. You i 11 have 
to manually retract the scope. 

No. I didn't. The scope did came in, A1. 

Roger 0 I didn't get that. Very good. 

How are you doing on reentry attitude? Over. 

Stowing a few things first. I don't know yet. 
Take a while. 

Okay. 

Going to be tight on fuel. 

Roger, you have plenty of time, you have about 
1 minutes before .05 g so take ---

Roger. 

Okay. I can make out very, very small - farm land, 
pasture land below. I see individual fields, 
rivers, lakes 1 roads, I think. Ii 11 get back to 
reentry attitude. 

Roger, 7, recommend you get close to reentry attitude, 
using as little fuel as possible and standby on 
fly-by-wire until rates develop. Over. 

Roger, will do. 

Seven, this is California. We're losing you now. 
Standby for Cape. 

Roger. 

CAPE CANAVERAL 

Aurora 7, Cape Cap Cam. Over. 

Helio Cape Cap Cam, Aurora 7. loud and clear. 
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Aurora 7, Cape Cap Com. Over 

Hello, Cape Cap Com, Go ahead. 

Roger. Do you have your face, face plate closed? 

Negative, it is now. Thank you. 

Roger, give me your fuel, please. 

Fuel is 15 auto, 11m indicating 7 manual but it 
is empty, and ineffective. 

Roger, you have a few minutes to start of blackout. 

Two minutes, you say? 

Aurora 7, Cap Com. 

Go 8.b.ead, Cap Com. 

Just wanted to hear from you. 

Roger. It I s going to be real tight on fuel, Gus. 
I've got the horizon in view now, trying to keep 
rates very low, the, I just lost part of the balloon. 
The string from the balloon. 

- checklist. 

Yes. We f re in good shape for stowage. 

Aurora 7, have you completed your reentry---

Roger. 

Check. 

The weather in the recovery area is good, you Ive 
got overcast cloud, 3 foot waves, 8 knots of wind, 
10 miles visibility and the cloud bases are at 
1000 feet. 

Roger. 

Will give you some more as soon as we get an IP. 
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Roger. 

Aurora 7, Cap Com, will you check your glove com
partment and make sure it's latched and your ---. 

Roger, itVs tight. 

Rog. 

Starting into blackout anytime noW'. 

Roger. 

Roger. We shOW' you still have some manual fuel 
left. 

Yes, but I can 't get anything out of it. 

Roger. 

Aurora 7, Cap Com. Do you still read? 

Roger, Loud and clear. 

I donVt have a roll rate in yet, I'll put some in 
when I begin to get the g build-up. 

I only was reading point 5 g' s on the accelerometer. 
Okay, here comes some rates. 

I've got the orange glow. I assume we U re in blackout 
now, Gus, give me a try. There goes something 
tearing away. 

Okay. I'm setting in a roll rate at this time. 

Going to Aux Damp. 

I hope we have enough fuel. I get the orange glow 
at this time. 

Bright orange glow. 

Picking up just a little acceleration now. 
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Not much glow, just a little. Reading. 5 go 
Aux Damp seems to be dOing well. My fuel I 
hope holds out. There is 1 g. Getting a few 
streamers of smoke out behind, thereYs some green 
flashes out there. 

Reentry is going pretty well, Aux Damp seems to be 
keeping-oscillations pretty good, weire at ~ gis 
now. There was a large flaming piece coming off 0 

Almost looked like it came off the tower. 

Oh, I hope not. 

Okay. We 8 re reading 3 g f s, think we ill have to 
let the reentry damping check go this time. Reading 
now 4 g' s • The reentry seems to be going okay" The 
rates there that Aux Damp appears to be handling. 
I donit think I'm oscillating too much, seem to be 
rolling right around that glow - the sky behind. 
Auto fuel still reads 1 4 at 6.5 gis. Rates are 
holding to within It degrees per second. Indicat
ing about 10 degrees per second roll rate. Still 
peaked at 6.8 g IS. The orange glow has disappeared 
now. We?re off peak g. Still indicating 14% auto 
fuel, back to 5 gls. 

And I'm standing by for altimeter off the peg. Cape, 
do you read yet? A1 t1meter is off the peg <> 100 ft 0 , 

rate of descent is coming down, cabin pressure is -
cabin pressure is holding okay. Still losing a few 
streaming, no that I s shock waves. Smoke pouring 
out behind. Getting ready for the drogue at 45. 

Oscillations are pretty good, I think ASCS has 
given up the ghost at this point. Emergency 
drogus is, fuse switch is coming out not to on" 

Roger, Aurora 7, reading okay. Getting some pretty 
good oscillations now and we I re out of fuelo looks 
from the sun like it might be about 45 degrees. 
Oww, it's coming like - itis really going over. 
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Think lid better take a try on the drogue. Drogue 
out manually at 25, it is holding and it was Just 
in time 0 Main deploy fuse switch is on now, 21 
indicated. 

Snorkle orerride now. Emergency flow rate on. 
Emergency main fuse switch at 15, standing by for 
the main chute at 10. 

Cabin pressure, cabin altimeter agree on altitude. 
Should be 13,000 now. Mark 10, I see the main is 
out, and reefed and it looks good to me. The main 
chute is out. Landing bag goes to auto now. The 
drogue has fallen away. I see a perfect chute, 
visor open. Cabin temperature is only 110 at this 
point. Helmet hose is off. 

Does anybody read. Does anybody read Aurora 7. 
Over. 

Hello, any Mercury Recovery Force. Does anyone read 
Aurora 71 Over. 

Aurora. 7, Aurora. 7, Cape Cap Com. Over. 

Roger, say again. You're very weak. 

Aurora 7, Aurora 7, Cape Cap Com. Over. 

Roger, I'm reading you. I'm on the main chute at 
5,000, status is good. I am not in contact with 
any recovery forces. Do you have any infonnation 
on the recovery time? Over. 

Hello, any Mercury recovery forces. How do you read 
Aurora 77 Over. 

Aurora 7, Cape Cap Com. Over. 

Roger. IDud and clear. Aurora. 7 reading the Cape, 
loud and clear. How me, Gus? 

Gus, how do you read? 

Aurora 7 --- 95, Your landing point is 200 miles 
long, w will jump the Air Rescue people to you. 
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Roger, understand. ISm reading. 

Aurora. 7, Aurora 7, Cape Cap Com, be advlsed. your 
landing point is long, we will jump Air Rescue 
people to you in about one hour. 

Roger, understand 1 hour. 
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